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THE SOUTHERN STATES IN THEIR

RELATION TO THE CONSTITUTION

AND THE RESULTING UNION.

CHAPTER I.

THIS book is not controversial ; nor do I

:.il research or to the discovery of

unkn< reconstruct

and opini rse to the South, insof

arc founded 'ranee and prejudice.

.:i said,
" When certain prejudices

become parts of our mental furniture,

when our pri and our methods of

reasoning imply a set of local, narrow assump-
k ofgetting outside them ! almost

f genii !e of our own skins."

Books on 1 Science, and Constiti:
1

n the Government, written to

foregone conclusion, a section, a party

ignore or miscon-

strue the plainest historical facts. It has been

found necessaiy to brin^ into li^ht authentic

U of official red or

hid a to put upon them the original, the
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natural, and the rational intei Chai

tcristicsof institutions, andofconstitution.il law,

may he :

:ied from a study of the origin

and history of the forces in operation anterior

to the Constitution, which forces really were the

source of its existence. It has therefore seemed

necessary to go behind 1/89, in order to under-

id what led to the adoption of the Constitu-

tion, and what kind of government the St.

That conquerors should make-

laws for the conquered seems a political, as it

is the ordinary, consequence of the conqu
It is not so obvious, nor so logical, that th-y

should make history. It is fortunate that

authentic records survive to guide the im-

partial historian, or the inquirer into political

philosophy.
1mm an early period, the Colonies of the

southern portion of the British possessions

were, in the broad phrase, specialized as South-

ern. In course of time, the South became a

geographical term to designate the slave-hold-

ing section, and a political term to designate

a theory of government, or a peculiar interpre-

tation of the Constitution.
" South and North,"

as descriptive classifications, became fixed in

our political vocabulary, and parties were dis-

tinguished by local discriminations or epith

In the Constitutional Convention, Madison said

the antagonism between North and South would

prove the most deep-seated and enduring of all.

"
It seems now to be pretty well understood
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that the real difference of interests lay, not

vcen the large and small, but \> the

Northern and Southern S 1 he in-

ti of slavery and its consequences forn

the lino of discrimination." Bancroft says:
" An ineradicable dread of the coming p<-

of the Southwest lurked in New England,

:>
in Massa.

In I7</), the 1 1 art f>rd Cnurant, an organ of the

. spoke of the "
general opposition of

'. iment whk: ii>hes the t\vo g:

"( territory." \\\
"

.j.jx
)> it ion of interest

**

was "strongly exemplified within the walls of

the Constitutional Congress during the Kevolu-

ny \\'.ir." In the North Carolina Com
. 1788, Col. i !, "When I was

the Northern and Southern interests

divided at the SiiMjuchanna." The Ordinance

of 1787 drew out many hostile, .r suspicious
ions. 1 , in

the trading and planting colonies, distinct

social and labor .s differ

thought y early,

and tended to

;' togeograp! .les.

: ory, poetry, ron i nion,

: unjust to the South. By
-

t

^ inner

feel; purpos* :i grossly mi

prc repair the wrong,
to atone for the neglect and the injuries of the

1104.
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ration of the South to its true

place in the story of the formation and the his-

tory of our government, is tlu- attempt, perhaps,

>umptuous, of this volume. The t

cord of the South, if it can be related with

historic accuracy, is rich in patriotism, in in

lectual force, in civic and military adii<

ments. in heroism, in honorable and sagacious

statemanship, of a proper share in which no

American can afford to deprive himself. So

much genius in legislation, in administration,

in jurisprudence, in war, such great capacities,

should expel partisan and sectional prejudio

It is my purpose to inquire, Has the South

made any special, distinctive contribution to

the Constitution, the Government, Civilization,

to Liberty, civil or religious, to National inde-

pendence and honor, to pivotal epochs in our

history? Have its thoughts moulded policy,

formed parties, acquired territory, prevented
national wrong? Have its men led armies, be-

come great thinkers, imp themselves

beneficially upon our age and institutions ? The
writer disclaims vehemently any wish to re-open

settled controversies, to change the legitimate

results of the secession war, and especially to

arrest the rapid disappearance of sectional

prejudices and animosities. The establishment

of truth is never wrong. History, as written,

if accepted in future years, will consign the

South to infamy. If she were guilty of rebellion

or treason, if she adopted and clung to barbar-
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<-rMti.il sins, and immoralities, then her

people will be clothe re. with the

fabled .shirt of Nessu honor, to energy,
to not : ue life. The English

lion of 1640, the Revolution of 1688, the

:-n, the In- . even Wellington
It Waterloo, .^sed freely. Is there any

sanctity or infallibility in acts and opinion

Kiting to the South, that they should escape
i, or be exempt from all t he-

tests of truth and just .



CIIAPTKK II.

IN 1584, Sir Walter Raleigh obtained from

Queen FJi/abeth the first patent, drawn accord-

ing to the principles of the feudal law, in which

patent he was constituted a lord proprietary
with almost unlimited powers, holding juris-

diction over an extensive region, of which he

could make grants according to his pleasure.
1

Raleigh obtained from Parliament a bill con-

firming his patent of discovery, and entered

upon a plan of colonizing Virginia, the name

by which his possessions were called in honor

of her Majesty. The expedition landed on

Roanoke Island
;
but the effort was futile and

the colony perished.

In 1606, James I. issued an ample patent,
and under this Virginia charter the whole

American coast, to which the English laid

claim, was divided into two parts, the Southern

part being conferred on the London Company,
and the Northern part upon the Plymouth
Company. This division was the origin of

the separate history of the Southern and the

New England Colonies. With the charter as

the starting point, may be traced the two

diverging lines of development which mark the

3 Hakluyt, 297-301. I Bancroft, 92.

6
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constitutional genesis of Virginia and the South-

>loniesontheonehan<l,an<l th.it ..f Massa-

chusetts and the N
'

ind Colonies on
the otlu-i.

1

In 1609 and iges were

made in the charter of Virginia, \\hich con-

. "lution, in giving to

form. "
I'owcr

was t the Council to the Com-
1 its M-ssiuns became the theatre of

bold and independent discus The colo-

iiavc a shai< lation, and in

1619 the

toun. " The (inventor, the newly appointed
Council, and : rcsentatives fnun each of

the eleven borot 1 hence called Bur-

gesses, constituted tkc first p.pu! senta-

tivc Assembly of the Western hemispii-

This was the happy dawn of legislative liberty

in Ameru The deliberate and formal

concession of legislative liberties was an act

of the deepest interest. ... 1 cm of

representative government and trial by jury was

lishcd as an acknowledged right. .

The ordinance was the basis on which Virginia

erected the superstructure of its liberties. Its

influences were wide and enduring, and can be

1 through all following years . .f the history
of the colony. It constituted the plantation,
in its infancy, a nursery of fn The

1 .4**aft oftkt Amtrita* AttJtmy* April, 1891. pp. 537-8.
wnwHt in tk< L'KiuJ StoUt. 145; i..

Bancroft, 120. 156. 145, 153, 158 ; i.. Ilening't.Sfo/M/rs. 57-66,

118.
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Company acquired the distinct character of a

body with administrative and legislative func-

tions in the hands of the Council and of a

(ieneral Assembly. This corporate constitu-

tion of an English trading company, with

. legislative, and judicial functions,

furnished the type of the Colonial Constitution

of Virginia. The general framcof government
continued throughout the subsequent history.

When the London Company was overthrown

and Virginia became a royal colony, the gov-
ernmental forms remained substantially the

same, although modified in detail, sometimes

by royal instructions, but generally by the

legislation of the people themselves.

By charters of 1620, 1621, and 1628, the

Plymouth Company, with the new name of the

Massachusetts Bay Company, was substantially

identical with the Virginia Company, and thus

the same form of government became the

model for the Colonies, both in the South and

in New England. The " Fundamental Orders
"

of Connecticut in 1639 was, doubtless, the first

example in history of a written constitution,

enacted by the independent authority of the

people, yet the form of government was simply
a reproduction of that of the Massachusetts

Bay Company. Upon territory granted to the

London Company were afterwards erected the

Colonies of Maryland and the Carolinas. The

royal charter granted to Lord Baltimore, in

1632, was the basis of all political power and
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privilege in Maryland. By the ordinance of

1637, issued by the lord pr- the poli-

tical organ i/at i<n was closely modeled after

that of Viigmi.i. The Constitutional develop-
ment of tin- it her Southern Colonies followed,

in the main, the v thod of growth. The
date of t: - Proprietors' Charter for the

of Carolina is 1663; in 1719, the gov-
ernment was changed to that of a Colony of

\ing of Kngland. So by successive steps,

with mar, tudes, with varying fort

with some modifications, the general type
was adopted, and Massachusetts, New Hamp-

Klioile Island, Connecticut, New York,

vKania, Delaware, Mar>'land,
North ( South Carolina, and

Georgia became separate political entities, with

a common allegiance to, and dependence upon,
the mother country of Great Britain. At the

beginning of the Revolutionary War, three

forms of government in the Colonies.

In Rhode Island and Connecticut, the Govern-

ors were elected by the people. In Maryland,
. and Pennsylvania, the Governors

were appointed by the proprietors. The King
had no officers, except in the Ad miralty Courts

and in the Customs, and his name was hardly
known in the acts of government. In the

other colonies the Royal Governors were ap-

pointed by the Crown.
1



CHAPTER III.

IN the colonial period there were thirteen

commonwealths, with thirteen local govern-
ments. Each colony, distinct in origin, was

separate from, and independent of, the oth<

each was a dependency, and an integral part

of the British Empire; each was a creature of

the British state, and legally subject to its

sovereignty. The common bond of union was

through the allegiance to the British Crown.

The corporations, created by laws of Great

Britain, scattered along the Atlantic coast,

were as distinct and individual as are different

railroad companies, which have severally ob-

tained charters and grants of land from the

United States.
1

In all that pertained to the

regulation of their respective affairs, they acted

singly. A British subject, residing within one

of the Colonies, had, within the territory of the

other Colonies, the common law rights of a

British subject, but no more, and not other-

wise, than he would have had in a British

colony in Asia. Each colony had its legislative

assembly, elected by its own people, and its

separate judiciary. The basis of representa-

tion was different. In Massachusetts townships

1 Dr. Small's Beginnings of American Nationality, p. 14.

10
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were the un nia, counties; but in

each the assembly was a representative body.
The law. ! had force, authority, sanc-

tion, only within the limits of the colony, and

had no ex .1 \alidity. What Matsa-

tts did h.ul n civil efficacy, no ^
mental sanction, over Connecticut or Rhode

[land
- common dependence, thin amenability

to British law. ju ion on a remote con-

tinent, sense of common danger from

boring Indian tribes, and community of o

ige. literati 1 civil rights,

naturally diew the Colonies into relationship-;

of fraternity and ftieiulship. Diversity of cli-

*>ductions and interposed moun-

tains scctionalizc peoples, raise international

problems, and provoke alienations. The eco-

nomic history of the Colonies, if thoroughly ex-

plored, would throw much needful light on their

final union. This influence lessened colonial

ion, broadened the horizon of mutual in-

nd trade centres, and tended

to develop a national c! Intcr.com-

munk softened prejudices, promoted
intero- -.paneled .ted a

trend toward colonial fellowship and co-opera-
tion. The coast trade supplemented the work

and influence of the interior highway

brought colonial interests into closer unity.

Massachusetts, in 1636, the very year in which

Ham; 1 the payment of ship money,
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asserted lu i exclusive power of taxation.
1 So

did other colonies. In 1623 Virginia asserted

the s.iiiu- separate power. In 1651 a treaty was

made between the Commomvealth of England
and the Colony of Virginia, by which it was

agreed that the Virginia colonist was .is free

the English subject ;
that tlx .Wembly of Vir-

ginia should transact all of her affairs ; that her

people should have free trade with all nations,

as the people of England had
;
and that taxes

should not be imposed, nor forts erected, nor

garrisons maintained in Virginia, but by the

consent of her Assembly.
1 The violation of the

Navigation Acts of Cromwell and of Charles

II., and of the Sugar Act of 1733,* were proofs
of the independent spirit of the colonists, and

of their self-government in some economic mat-

ters. On the other hand, there were elements,

tending not to cohesion, but to division and

segregation. In those days, the Colonies skirted

thousands of miles of unfamiliar coast ; in the

deficiency of means of intercourse, travel was

slow, trade and commerce were limited and ex-

pensive, and there were not a few local jeal-

ousies. With the facilities for travel and trade

which are so familiar at the present time, with

the practical annihilation of space by steam

and electricity, with the demonstrated experi-

ment of a Federal Union, we fail to compre-

I
i Pitkin, 89-91.

I
1 Hen., Stat., 120, 363 ft scq.

*
I Burgess, 10, 99.
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hcnd how widely separated were the Colonies

in distance, in products, in industries, in social

i institutions. It has not been
: .n^ since our able men doubted

tin-
fi-.i-.ibility of a government performing

! wisely its functions over a lar^;



CHAPTER IV.

TlIK centripetal forces were the stronger and

the more numerous. There gradually IMX-W up
a desire for a closer political and commercial

union
;
and tentative efforts were made, at in-

tervals, to bring about a confederation. \

early as 1643, there was the New England Con-

federacy for the recognition and protection of

common interests. After this Confedi :

ceased to exist, various plans, at different times,

between 1684 and 1754, were proposed for a

union of the Colonies, chiefly with reference to

more efficient action against the Indians and

the French. What W39 known as Franklin's

Plan of Union, adopted by the Albany Conven-

tion in 1754, was the most important Federal

measure in the Colonies prior to the Revolution.

Seven colonies were represented.
"
America,"

said Bancroft,
" had never an assembly so ven-

erable for the States that were represented, or

for the great and able men who composed it."

After several days* debate, the plan uas

adopted, either unanimously, or with the soli-

tary dissent of Connecticut, as all felt the

necessity for some union. " With the excep-
tion of such matters of general concern as \\

to be managed by the Grand Council, each

_ M
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colony was to r> power of legislation in-

It was rejected by all the colonial assemblies,

the N. i cgatcs, on the \\holc,

:>g least disinclined to union. The failure

t-i obtain agreement upon

plans of co-operation proves th.it the colon

in being ready to merge their scpa-

ito those of a comprehen

organi/atio: -it did n<t

commend itself sufficiently to iiuluce th<

of any effect The C

to in. ike Muh i c recognition of

mutual relations as \\ould be involved in the

ition of organs f.. r the performance of inter-

colonial governmental functions.

ve to illustrate the de-

pmcnt <f the ide.i of union, and to show

the preparedness of the people for conce:

.\lien the contest with (ireat Britain bc-

cam .ble.

The Parliament of (ireat Britain never relin-

quished lur claim of ri^ht to govern the Colo-

>, or to collci ues from them for any
cnditurcs incurred in their behalf. This

i was strenuously resisted by the Colo-

S who, throu-h their agents in London,
or the local auth. :ud the

as they had no representation in Parlian.

In SSCltlOn of the imp :in of sovei\

ke's Am. Kar. % 8. 10.
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power over the Colonies, and of the right to

compel them, in whole or in part, to provide for

the support of their military establishment, on

2~\\\ of February, 1765, was p.^sed the St. imp
Act, imposing stamp duties on his Majesty's

subjects in America and the West Indies. It

DM that not a single member of either

House of Parliament doubted the right to im-

pose the duty, although some sagacious friends

of liberty remonstrated against the policy and

justice of such legislation. The Stamp Act

was almost self-executory, for unless stamps
were used, marriages would be null, notes of

hand valueless, ships at sea pri/es to the first

captors,
1

suits at law impossible, transfers of real

estate invalid, inheritances irreclaimable.

Boston* with a keen instinct for liberty, and

a sagacious apprehension of everything that

interfered with her rights, which have made
her name immortal among the cities which

have been most conspicuous in assertion and

maintenance of popular freedom, even before

the bill had passed, denied with earnestness

any right to tax America, and sent a circular

letter to the Colonies, exposing the dangers
that menaced their essential rights, and desiring

united assistance. Before the Bill, advised

and proposed by Granville, had become a law,

Samuel Adams, called by Jefferson the Palin-

urus of the American Revolution in 1764,

drew up, in one of the grandest papers of our
1 2 Ban. 287.

* 2 Han., 220-6.
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iary period, the earliest pro-

test against t. in the memorable

ctions to the Boston represent

the General Court .

" We claim British rights

AC are born to them. Use

your endeavors that the weight of other A
'olonies may be added to that of this

that by u: ition all may
happ. When the bill b<

MM 11. .t. h\vi-ver. advised or

limt. Kxery agent of the Colo-

in Knglaiul beliexvd that the Stamp Act

1 be peacefully levied. Otis said,

our duty to submit, humbly and silently to

acquiesce in all the < is of the supreme
The Legislature of Massachu-

setts said,
" We must yield ob to the act

ng duties." Other colonies yielded to

the 1; Not so had Providence

ed, for opinion was fermenting at the

North, notwithstanding there was no declared

purpose of action. This Stamp Act was in

.ibinger of our independence. Vir

cived it with consternation, and re-

solved that it should recoil with damage upon
the land which adopted it. The planters,

proud of their frugality, banished articl

luxury of Knglish manufacture.' The Legisla-

ture, not content with a verbal protest,

throp't Centennial Oration, July 4, 1876, pp. IS, 33-

2 Ban., 286-306 ; I Henry, 94.

a Ban., .;
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averse to submission to the will of Parliament.

Under the leadership of Patrick Henry, the

,ti..n was declared t<> he an infringrment of

the privileges, liberties, and immunities of the

colony, subversive of the fundamental princi-

ples of her chartered rights, and destructix <

British as well as American freedom. This w.is

the first legislative opposition to the scheme of

the Stamp Act. The alarm spread throughout
America with astonishing quickness, and " the

great point of resistance to British taxation was

universally established in the Colonies."
'

Se-

cret societies, whose proceedings and actions

after awhile transpired, were formed in the

several colonies, pledging resistance by all law-

ful means. Uprisings began in Boston, and

were followed by similar disturbances in other

towns of Massachusetts, and in other colonies.

Before the time arrived when the Act was to

go into effect, the standard of resistance had

been raised throughout the Colonies; and

Burke,
1
in the House of Commons, declared, on

the information received from the several

Governors, that the Virginia resolutions were

the cause of the insurrections. Virginia thus
"
rang the alarum bell

"
and "

gave the signal for

the continent/'
1

James Otis, of Boston, advised the calling of

an American Congress at New York, to consist

of Committees from each of the thirteen colo-

'
I /./A- ,./ //,nry, 8l

*
i Henry, 100. *2 Ban., 312-16.
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nics, to deliberate upon theActsof 1' uh.uncnt,

> Consider . I inn' Tsentatlon to im-

South Carolina heard and heeded

-LC.
" Had it nt

for South Carolina, no Congress would

in. in, the magnanimous, unwavering, faultless

<>f hi> country, Christopher Gadsden."

"As the united American people spread

through the vast expanse over which their

jurisiliction now extends, be it rcmembi
iiat the blessing of Union is

ducto the \\arm-heartedne>s of South Carolina."

In Georgi. t the will of the Governor,

cpresentatives came together and sent,

near a thousand miles by land, an express mes-

senger to New York, promising adhesion ; for,

said they, "No people, as individuals, can

more warmly espouse the common cause than

do the people of this Provin

The Congress met on the 7th of October,

1765.* Mav icut, Rhode

Inland, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and South

Carolina were represented by regularly chosen

delegates. I) . New Jersey, New York,

had less formal delegates. New Hampshire

agreed to abide by the result. Georgia sent a

d messenger to the body to obtain a copy
of the proceedings. Governor Fauquier would

not suffer the Assembly of Virginia to come to-

Aether to express the unanimous voice of her

1 a lUn.. 317, 318. 2 Ban., 371.
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people in behalf of liberty. The members of

this first union of the American people were

elected by the representatives of the people of

olony; all were commissioned

not so regularly. While they formed one body,
their power was derived from independent
sources. Each of the colonies exist rd in its in-

dividuality, and notwithstanding great differ

ences in their respective populations and extent

of territory, as they met in Congress, they

recognized each other as equals, without the

least claim of pre-eminence, one over the other.

The Congress, avoiding the argument for

American liberty from royal grants, claiming

rights that preceded and would survive char-

ters, in carefully considered documents em-

bodied the demands of the colonies, and dwelt

on the inherent right of trial by jury, and the

right of freedom from taxation, except through
the respective colonial legislatures.

1 The As-

sembly of South Carolina received the dele-

gates on their return, adopted without change,

and, lacking one vote, with unanimity, the re-

solves of Congress, and transmitted, without

delay, to England,
" the evidence that South

Carolina gave its heart unreservedly to the

cause of freedom and union."
8 She wrote to her

agent in London :
"
Every moment is tedious ;

should you have to communicate the good news

we wish for, send it to us, if possible, by a mes-

senger swifter than the wind."

1
1 I'itkin, 442-6.

* 2 Ban., 408.
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The resolute purpose of the colonists that

the Stamp Act should not be enforced so

prevailed that it was repealed by Parliament,

many lords and bishops entering their solemn

protest, ami the Kin^ deploring its repeal as

-pring of all his sorrows. South Carolina

voted a statue to Pitt ; Virginia voted one to

the Kin^' f-T his assent, and an obelisk on

which weio to be engraved the names of those

who, in England, had signalized themselves for

freedom.

The universal joy of America was unfortu-

f short duration. The repeal of the

Stamp Act was accompanied by a formal as-

n ,,f the full power and authority of the

King and V t to make laws and stat

t force and validity to bind the

Colonies and the people ,.f America, "in all

cases whatsocv. The claim of absolute

authority was not long left in inaction. The

Legislatures were required to support the sol-

diers quartered in the Colonies. Besides the

billeting Act, port duties were laid on wine, oil,

fruits, glass, pa; and tea. The

Colonies were indignant at this imposition of

new taxes, and this continued and offensive

sertion of the unlimited power of Parliament.
1

In Massachusetts resistance was planned, and a

Circular Letter to the sister Colonies was

adopted. The Assembly of Virginia, which

had been prorogued from time to time sine*.

1 9 Ban., 141.
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session of November, 1766,' was called together
in 1768, to dovi f<>r tin- prevention
of Indian troubles. The Circular of M a^-achu-

setts was referred to a Committee of the Whole

House. Petitions from freeholders of various

counties, remonstrating against Acts of Parlia-

ment, fortified the courage of the members, who

adopted unanimously memorials t .:ul.
3

Ma tts was commended for her devotion

to civil liberty, and the Speaker was dirci

to write to the Speakers of all other Assem-

blies, making known her proceedings, and her

opinions as to the need of firm and united

opposition to every measure affecting their

rights and liberties. In 1769, Washington said

"something should be done to maintain the

liberty we have derived from our anccsto:

and he prepared a scheme, to be offered at

the coming session of the House of Burgesses.
In this House were Wr

ashington, Henry, and

Jefferson. Demands by the Custom-house offi-

cers for writs of assistance in collection of

revenues were declared illegal by the highest

court. The Legislature claimed the exclusive

right of imposing taxes on the inhabitants, and

asserted the lawfulness and expediency of pro-

curing a concert of the Colonies to care for

their violated rights. Being dissolved by the

Governor, they met together as patriots and

friends, and adopted Washington's plan of non-

1

I Jffftry, 13.

3 Ban., 162-3. i /Av/rv, 133-142.
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impoi: nil further made a special cove-

import slaves, nor purch.is.

y olimy South fallowed the

ted the resolves of Yir-

.rolina offered the first ft|

'

in.UK i, was shcil the Ki in the

South Carolina enf

:nent of not imj !> publishing
as enemies tlu- names of : bo kept aloof

the a>sociati.r fco the

London for supporting the Hill of

Rights 10.30) pounds currency, that the liber-

tics o t Britain and i mi-ht alike

be protected. In 1772, as the Govern

dtopav \\hichshoukl

to the Society for the Hill

.lit-, the members declined to tak

;tul the planters ever stood ready to lend

purses and
]

t to the wants of

their agents or comm
s before the South

:orical Society, speaks t>f the char-

of Carolinians a blending of Er

H and Hu^iuiDt immigrants a

.v-ter in \\hicl Imirablc pro-

portion, the strong will, the enterprise p
but bold, the rough truthfulness of the K:

mind, with the enth .md quick facility

and graceful courtesy of the French temper."
The independence <f the agriculturist and

1

3 IUn.. 312.
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director of labor, rather than a laboivr.
"
natur-

ally created great tenacity of ri-hts and a

watchful and resentful jealousy of any outside

interference a jealousy encouraged both by

public opinion and legislation, on account of

the nee*, -sxjty of sustaining the \\ .uitlior-

ity as the guarantee of the safety of society."

This very jealousy and independence engen-

dered, as its necessary complement, a remark-

able and sensitive regard for the rights of

others.

The evolution of committees of correspon-

dence, so necessary to concerted action, which

had been put in operation in Massachusetts by
Samuel Adams, was in the direction of a cl

union of the Colonies. Bancroft said "whether

that great idea should become a reality depended
on Virginia."

'

In 1773, its Legislature came to-

gether full of a patriotism which was not confined

to the limits of their own colony. Approving of

the resolute proceedings of the city of Boston

and of the colony of Massachusetts, a system of

intercolonial committees of correspondence, in-

cluding a thorough union of councils, was

adopted. The resolutions were transmitted to

every colony with a request that each would

appoint its committee to communicate from

time to time with that of Virginia.
" In this

manner Virginia laid the foundations of our

Union." " Massachusetts organized a province,

Virginia promoted a confederacy. Were the

1

3 Ban., ch. xxv.
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il committees but to come together the

would see an A: Congrcs
was the anticipation from this action v.

so gladdened patriotic Massachusetts. Sam.

Allan ry Lee, said

tli.it Virginia and South Carolina, by tin ir

iy perseverance, inspired the hope that

liberty would spread through the continent.

A copy of the Proceedings was sent to every
town aiul district in Massachusetts, "that all

the friends of American independence and free-

dom might welcome .tin- intelli^*

1

3 Ban., 50*4.
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IN 1767, duties were levied on tea and

other articles, which duties were to be used in

paying the salaries of royal Governors and of

the justices, appointed at the King's pleasure.

The object of this legislation was clearly not

"to regulate trade, but to assert British su;

macy over the Colonies at the expense of their

political freedom." In 1769 all obnoxious acts

except the tea-duty were repealed. The policy

of non-importation had pressed with severity

on the commerce of New York, and her mer-

chants complained that the fire-eating planters

of Virginia and the farmers of Massachu-

were growing rich at the expense of their

neighbors. They, therefore, sent orders to

England for all sorts of merchandise, except

tea, and virtually, within their limits, overthrew

the non-importation policy upon which the

patriots mainly relied to force the repeal of the

Tea Act. Their conduct was vehemently de-

nounced, especially by the two States, then and

in the immediately subsequent years in such

close sympathy with each other.

The year 1774 opened with questions of

deepest import to American liberty. The as-

sociations, entered into against the use of tea,

26
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were so extensive and i'.rit-

ish

raise a revenue from that source. The Colonies

all declined to take tea. ns, and 1

lianu nt tit \ i t \<
-injitiri;.; th<

East I ndi.i Company i\\\\ th< ;>ort

tin: tig a drav. !>.K k tm all duties on
! liy tlu- Company, :

of uliuh the ( ::.; r y was to Send OUt tO the

Colonies large cargoes of tea. Numerous ships
latlen with : about the end of 1773

Boston, and Charles-

In New York, -ji^htr. ts were

emptied into "the *lip." How the boxes con-

>ston\\. *ed of all the world

the city W;LS bold and

pat: t-nt was supren:

important to all mankind. It is not so well

known that South Carolina, deeply agit

the time by the arbitrary imprisonment of a

publisher, did not allow her attention to be di-

:cd from watching the .ships which contained

the offensive cargo. On the 2cl of Dcceml
hundred and fif:-. rrivcd. The

consignees wen led to re \tterthe

t lie collector sci. lutiablc

,le. Tl. no one to sell, or to pay
the duty, and the tea perished in the cellars

where it was stored. In Philadelphia, the con-

signees were for ,n t and the captain

set sail .straightway for Kn^land. In October,

1774, the brig, Peggy 5///</r/. with h of
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was bimu-d at Annapolis, in opm day, by
nu-n \vlio boldly assumed the responsibility of

the

The^e acts <.f resistance to imperial tyranny
kindled in the mother country a K -i-ntful and

revengeful feeling, which found intemperate

PIV -M<>n in a bill for closing the port of Boston,

in fundamental alterations in the colonial gov-
ernment of Massachusetts, in virtual indemnity
for crimes committed under color of official

authority, and in new orders for quartering

troops.
1 Boston was selected as the place to

try the question of the power of Parliament,

and nobly did the city, placed in
" the front

rank of the conflict
"
and the Colony of Ma

chusctts meet the question of Independence.
The news of the passage of the Boston Port

Bill, as a punishment for the destruction of

the tea, reached the Virginia Legislature, in

session at Williamsburg, and produced a pro-

found impression, because it was felt that the

crisis was imminent. The Governor dissolved

the House of Burgesses for setting apart a day
of fasting, humiliation, and prayer, to implore
the Divine interposition for averting the

calamity of civil war, and to give the people of

America one heart and one mind firmly to op-

pose every invasion of their rights. The mem-
bers re-assembled, denounced the Act for shut-

ting up the harbor and commerce of Boston,
44
in our sister colony of Massachusetts Bay,"

1
I Rivcs's Mod., 41.
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declared an attack made on one <>f tin- colonies

to compel submission to arbitrary taxes to be

an attack on all, and ec>mmended the ap-

pointment of deputies from the several colonies

to i: tl Congress to delib-

erate on those general measures which the

united interests of a may from time to

tinu- require. A convention was called to meet

in Williamsburg to r measures for the

protection of Aiiieiican liberty .mil to appoint
-uties to the proposed Continental Congress.

A large majority of the counties held meetings
i or efficient illation and

>n. As the decisive hour came

rcr.a unity of interest led to a mutual deter.

initiation to support each other and especially

to sustain the Colonies, against which the mcas-

of the Crown were directed with the gr

est severity. Ma-^achuM-tts June 17, 1774,'

agreed to this
"
meeting of committees from

the several colonies to determine upon wise

measures to be recommended to all the

col<- Other colonies assented, and on

Monday, September 5, 1774, the delegates, ap-

pointed by the several colonies and provinces,

ng separately, Georgia not being repre-

sented assembled in Congress at Philadelphia.

It was of this body that Chatham used the re-

markable tribute :
" For myself I must declare

avow, that in all my reading of history and

observation and it has been my favorite study
l Am. Artkivts, 4th ierte, 350-1, 421-a.
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that for solidity of reasoning, force of

sagacity, and wisdom of conclusion under such

a complication of difficult circumstances, no

nation or body of men can stand in preference

to the General Congress at Philadelphia."

This body met for an emergency ;
but events

ripened so fast, and the needs for conference

and united action so iiu and continued,

that for seven years it sat and exercised ex

necessitate some of the highest functions of a

national government. As early as January,

1775, a military company was organized, in

nearly every county in Virginia, to prepare for

any extremity, and to meet danger whenever it

might appear. Washington declared himself

ready to raise and subsist at his own expen

body of a thousand men for the defence and

the liberties of his country. On the 1 5th of

June, on motion of Thomas Johnson of Mary-

land, Congress appointed that
"
illustrious

Southerner" a general, "to command all the

continental forces to be raised for the defence of

American liberty." In accepting the command,
he said, that, during his service, he would receive

no pay or allowance, incidental to the place.

In 1775 a Convention assembled in Richmond

and ordered the raising of three regiments, se-

lected their officers, passed other warlike m
ures, and appointed a Committee of Safety,

consisting of eleven of the most honored mem-

bers, including Pcndlcton, Mason, Bland, etc. To
them were committed such executive functions
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as v. tbeyancc of the hot-

tile attitude of Governor Dunmorc. This, per-

haps, was the most important of all similar

assemblies. The p. it riots of the body felt that

the tune f..r
j

Monstrance had

about i- The appeals to British

and magnanim: ry's

speech in old St. John's Church is historic.

colony for defence was a bold I

;i which there was no retreat. It met the

>jx>rt of every county, and the other States,

following the lead of Vii came cour-

ageously to the mce of all the ha/ards

which the determination to protect the rights

of person and property mi-ht involve. In

3, North Carolina resolved in favor of c

munication and co: d her readiness at

all times to exert her efforts to preserve and

defend her rights. In 17/4, her people as-

sembled independent of royal authority and

.ireil that no person should be taxed with-

out consent in person or through represcnta-

lie tax on tea and other I by
the Hritish Parliament was illegal and oppres-

; that the Boston Port Act was unconsti-

tutional. The Assembly also approved of a

1 Congress in Philadelphia, and appoint-

cd delegates thereto. In 1775, the Assembly

approved of the proceedings of the Philadel-

phia Congress. About the same time (V

alleged but not sufficiently proved
the people of Mecklenburg County took a

;
Si -3
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bolder step tli. in h.ul been taken either by Con-

gross or colony, declared f<>r freedom and inde-

pendence, and forwarded the .tion to

the Continental Congress by Captain James
It The Provincial Congress of North Caro-

lina at Halif.ix, on the 4th April, 1776, pa-

solution unanimously, empowering the dele-

gates to concur with delegates from other colo-

nies in declaring independence and forming

foreign alliances, "
reserving to the colony the

sole and exclusive right of forming a constitu-

tion and laws for this colony," and at that time

one third of her adult white population was in

the field.

A convention in Virginia, in May, 1776,

unanimously instructed her delegates to pro-

pose to Congress to declare the United Colo-

nies free and independent States. In defer-

ence to this instruction, the responsibility was

assumed of proposing the measure uncondi-

tionally, and thus the 4th of July became im-

mortal.

This Congress, for whose duration no pre-

cise time was assigned, was appointed for the

sole purpose of taking into consideration the

general condition of the Colonies, and of recom-

mending measures for the security of their

rights and interests. Strictly speaking, the

Congress had no authority for making the

Declaration, which of itself had no legal

validity. The Colonies owed allegiance to the

King of Great Britain, as the head of each
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colonial government, and were extremely de-

sirous of continuing their connection with the

nt count igress was charged u ith

the duty <>! i such measures as would

enable them t> do so, without involving a sur-

render of their rights as British subjects.

n with Eng-
land \\as not desired except by a few of the

t resolute. A il solution of the

bles was generally dev; ted.

Th .res of the Colonies were not to in-

volve a separation. In 1775. '* was ^'^ ^y
crson and others that the armies were not

establish independent States. At that

time, such was the avowed opinion of Washing-
ton, \Varren and the Continental Congress.

rly up to the 41)1 of July, the Congress
held out the hope of reconciliation. The effort

was honest to secure liberty and constitutional

:t, without being forced to extreme action.

ations of unwillingness to do anything
which involved a want of fidelity to the Crown

:c frequent and ' The Declaration

was the outcome of prolonged di- and

of hopelessness in resisting arbitrary measu

while in union with the mother country. When
-c was compatible with s t -If-re-

spcct, the pressure of liberty compelled the

:uli r of the ties of allegiance and

uni \ ia and ^ isett^ went

hand in hand in leading the rupture. The
'I. Htnry, 363. 366, 371.
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distinguished scholar, statesman and j)atriot,

Robert C. Winthroj'.

mony to Virginia.
"

It is hardly too much to

say that the d< <>f our country, at that

period, hung and hinged upon lu-r action, and

upon the action of her great and glorious

sons. ... It was Union which opened
our Independence, and there could h.

been no Union without the influence and

co-operation of that great leading Southern

Colony."
All the acts of Congress, before and after the

plain and explicit Declaration, that the Colon its

were, and of right ought to be, free and inde-

pendent States, were with a full reliance that

those States would ratify whatever might be

done for the public good. The States v

not bound by any resolves of Congre^. except
so far as they separately authori/ed their dele-

gates to bind them. In literal truth the Con-

gress had no power of government at all. It

could not pass an obligatory law, nor devise

any obligatory sanction. Up to the ratification

of the articles of Confederation, the Con^i
was without any right or authority, except what

was derived from the consent, direct or implied,

and the acquiescence of the several States, and

when specific grants of power were called fur,

each representative applied to his own State

alone, and not to any oti

The Declaration of Independence in its legal

significance is much misunderstood. It created
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no institution^ was in no sense a charter of

government, or of a constitution. An appeal
ii a source of congressional powci

cal. The Colon: 1 the

same i to one another they did

The Dei' looked only to their

relation to their mother . ::ulcpend-

'funcoiistitution.il pail: y or min-

>n. Ti.

was whet hrr ' aid continue in a state of

dependence on the British Crown. In <:

in^ that all politic.il them

. they 1). , cord-

ing to tl

i, but free and independent

legislative power was left Com-

plete. 1 b common uithorit;.

i separate

hority for itself. The resolutions

of the Colonies, authori/ini; the declaration,

condition, in conferring the

power, that the colony, or new State, should

the sole and exclusive ri^ht of forming
its ov : nment. and of re^ulatin^ its in-

ternal con , The united \

moral Silt did not a. 1.1 a particle, in law

or rij;ht. to the independence of a colony.

Kach had the same i

as all. The declaration \\as a solemn

asseveration of the sevei the tie which

bound the colonists to Kn^land. and of the

separatcness and independence of the S
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The sovereignty of the Hritish Crown had not

been jointly overall, but separately over each,

might have been abandoned as to some, and

retained as to others ; ami \vlu-n the Colonies !>c.

came free States, that sovereignty was not in the

Congress, but in the separate, individual States.

The Declaration, then, was impotent to make
the people of the Colonies one people, or to

invest them with paramount and sovereign

authority. The naked historical facts must
decide that question.

The Congress was appointed by colon ies in

their separate capacity, each acting for itself,

and not conjointly with another. Each colony

gave its own vote "
by its own representative

and the Colonies voted on the adoption of the

Declaration in their separate character, each

giving one vote by all its representatives, who
acted in strict obedience to specific instructions

from their respective colonies, and the mem-
bers signed the Declaration in that way."
"The declaration was a joint expression of

separate wills; each expressing its own will and

not that of any other; each bound by its own

act, and not responsible for the act of any
other." The Colonies had "no common 1< -^is-

lature, no common treasury, no common mili-

tary power, no common judicatory."
"
They

were established at different times, and each

under an authority from the crown which

applied to itself alone. They were not even

alike in their organization. Some were pro-
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some proprietary, and some -. t cr

governments."
'

ssrd in the D(

in. uli- up, said > :c .f Massachu^

ig and jou ruling -.f natu-

ral right," All nun arc . equal was
unnecessaii :d hail "no necessary

: of our justification in separation from the

declaring ourselves indepcn.
dent. Breach of our chartered privileges and

la\\ less encroachment on our acknowledged and
:.established rights by the parent country

il causes and <f themselves suffic

without resorting to any others to justify the

. nor had it any in constructing the

governments which were substituted in place
of the colonial. They were formed of the old

in.i: id on practical and well-established

iciplcs, borrowed, for the most part, from

our own experience and that of the country
n \\hich we sprang." In the popular

mind, in party platforms, in common quota-
. the assertion of the Declaration has been

r-ed and amplified into an axiom, or a po-
litical truth, that all men are born free and

equal. This hypothetical truism will not bear

investigation. In no possible sense in which it

can be viewed, is it historically, politically,

cthnologically, individually true. Men are not

born, nor . free or equal. In 1848,

Mr. Calhoun exposed the fallacy. "The

Updmr, 23, 27. 4$. 40, 15.
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quantum of power on the part of the govern-
ment and of liberty on the pait of individuals,

HI; e<jual in all cases, must D

sarily be very unequal among different people.

according to their different conditions. For

just in proportion as a people are ignorant,

stupid, debased, corrupt, exposed to violence

within and clangers from without, the power

necessary for government to possess in order to

preserve society against anarchy and destruction

becomes greater and greater and individual lib-

erty less and less, until the lowest condition is

reached, when absolute.and despotic power be-

comes necessary on the part of the government
and individual liberty extinct. So, on the con-

trary, just as the people rise in the scale of intelli-

gence, virtue and patriotism, and the mor

fectly they become acquainted with the nature

of government, the ends for which it was or-

dered and how it ought to be administered, and

the less the tendency to violence and disorder

within and danger from abroad, the power

necessary for government becomes less and less

and individual liberty greater and greater. In-

stead, then, of all men having the same right to

liberty and equality, as is claimed by those who
hold that they are born free and equal, liberty

is the noblest and highest reward bestowed on

mental and moral development combined with

favorable circumstances. Instead, then, of lib-

erty and equality being born with men, instead

of all men and all classes and all descriptions
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:!y cntitlril t' them, th

state, not only the highest be

best i our race, but the most difficult

be won, and wh the most difficult to be

1 'In y have been made vastly more

so by t i . : hat all men arc born

and equal, as if those high qualities be-

longed to men without cff [iiire th

all equally alike, regardless of their in-

tell 1 moral con mpt to

.to practice this, the most dangerous of

all political errors, and to bestow on all without

regard to their fitness, cither to acquire or to

maintain liberty that unbounded and individ-

ual libi long to man in the

hypothetical and n. f nature,

has done more to retard the cause of liberty

and civilization, and is doing n nt,

than all other causes combined. While i

powerful to pull down governments, it is still

more powerful to prevent their construction on

Th the opinions of

a
}.; looking at the axiom as a

man >f political affairs, from the government
. In the Xinftccnth Ctntnry for 1890, Pro-

fessor Huxley con>idcrs these natural and po-
litical rights as a s^ and a philosopher,

traces tl It -ent ab-

solute truth, behind Locke and Rousseau to Ul-
"
Qttod ad jus natttrale attitut otnncs

homines aqualcs SUH/." " Quum jure naturali
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omnts liberi nascentur." Huxley says this is

the ne plus ultra of individualism, and wherever

individualism has unchecked sway, a polity can

no more exist than it can among the tigers who
inhabit the same jungle. It is, in fact, tin- sum

of all possible anti-social and anarchic temkn-
" The political delusions which spi

'

from the natural-rights doctrine are multitudin-

ous, . . . probably none has Ix-m more mis-

chievous than the assertion that all men have a

natural right to freedom. . . . That which it

would be tyranny to prevent in some st

of society it would be madness to permit in

others. . . . There is not the least connection

between the natural rights of the solitary indi-

vidual and the moral and civil rights of the man
who has entered into association with othi

From the first settlement of the country, the

colonies had their separate governments. Each

had its own local life, its local pride and patriot-

ic, its separate affairs, and often internal dis-

cussions were stormy. Not unfrequently there

were stout contests with their governors. Each

colony was regarded as the only political power

competent to lay taxes, and it was mainly to

protect from encroachment or usurpation this

right that the colonies were forced into a war,

into a kind of political union, into a reluctant

throwing off of allegiance to the mother coun-

try. During the war, all the States except
Connecticut and Rhode Island, whose charters

continued to do duty as State constitutions till
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far into the nineteenth century, until 1818

aiul 1842 resp modeled their g<

ments, adapting them to changed condf

to tin- cfsx.iti.m >f I.iyalty t" ;n power,
to the cmcrj; in subordination to iruic-

peml tors lost t: :dity,

other oi is became indispensable for

rporate affairs. The people
cither authori/ed or recognized them as the

organs of popular rights, of self-government,
and acquiesced in the assumption or cx<

of every essential power of government.
1 This

reorganization of colonial corporations int

tinct commonwealths was not revolutionary,

nor destructive of its, but a deliber-

ate and intelligent act of wise constructive

statesmanship. The new constitutions followed

very literally English precedents and principles.

What we boast of in our triumphant democracy,
and in our patriotic anniversary jubilations,

vith few exceptions, the birthrights of

Englishmen. Freedom of religion, a written

constitution, State autonomy, and better-defined

Home Rule, and abolition of classes and he-

reditary distinct! rly exhaust what dif-

ferentiates us from the government of Great

Britain. Magna Charta, Habeas Corpus, trial

by jury, freedom of speech and of the press,

the common law, division of government into

three department ion of the legislature

a/ PrrioJ /Amtritan Hittorr. 64, 65.

Small, 7*.
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into two branches, representation of the people,

isihility of those in authority, govern-
ments deriving their just powers from the con-

sent of the governed, are all of English origin.

Since the revolution of 1688, r lit in

Kni;land, said Gladstone, has b

founded upon contracts, and the breach of the

contract destroys the title to the allegiance of

the subject.

On the first day of May, 1776, the General

Court of Massachusetts passed a solemn act, to

forthwith the name of the King and the

year of his reign from all civil commissions,

writs and precepts; and to substitute therefor
" the year of the Christian Era, and the name
of the Government and People of Massachusetts

Bay in New England." On the 1 5th of May,

1776, Virginia renounced her colonial d

dcnce on Great Britain; on the I2th of

June, adopted her famous Bill of Rights in

which were summed up so compactly and

luminously the great fundamental principles

of liberty ; and on the 2Qth of the same

month, before the adoption of the Declaration

of Independence by Congress, performed the

highest function of State sovereignty by estab-

lishing, of her own free and sovereign will, a

constitution which continued until 1829. She

did not ask the permission of Congress, nor

submit her new form of government to the

revision of that body. The Legislature entered

upon a series of measures, such as an effort at
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\vhich

COMMIIII: They
;cs of t!

the social and political system
conform to the philosophy and principles of the

Hill of Rights. : .tituti'.M, which sur-

;cd fur three quarters of a century,
established a o interval ive government, adminis-

on popular principles, the object being in

avoid creating a numerous Democ-
rat

i to my purpose to give a contin-

or the briefest mention of the operations
of the Revolutionary war, which term:

with the Treaty of 1 solemnly acknowledg-

ing the colonies naming each, separately and

i^n and indepen-
dent States. It needs only to be said, in illus-

tration of the subject, that the sacrifices and

deeds of the South were unsurpassed. After

providing for military establishment for State

and Continental service, when disasters came
:i 17/6, stimulated

in cvi the recruiting of levies. She dc-

1 her purpose to bear her full share of the

burdens and perils. She invested Gov
and Council with unlimited power to call forth

The Virginia Act for Religious Freedom. i6th December.

1785. drawn by Jeffenon. say : That all men ihall be free to

pnfea, and by argument to maintain, their o)>inion in mat.

ten of religion, and that the same shall in no wise diminish,

change, or affect their civil capactiic*."
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any amount of military force, in addition to

what was provided by law, and to send assist -

ance to "
any sister State

"
invaded, or threat-

ened with invasion. She exhorted the 1

tures of the several States to adopt most sp<

and effectual methods for calling their military

force into action.
1

Nothing could be more remote from my in-

tention or feeling than to underrate or minimize

the patriotic and noble efforts of other colonies,

or to be guilty of the presumption of claiming

any superiority of sacrifice or devotion to lib-

erty on the part of the South. The aim is to

secure justice, too much withheld, for the

South, and to bring into proper recognition the

indebtedness of the cause and the country to

the Southern States. After the Long Island

campaign of 1776, Adjutant General Reed de-

clared that "the gallantry of the Southern

men has inspired the whole army." Botta

says of 1777, "the obstinate resistance of the

Virginians, and the disasters of the partisans of

England in South Carolina precluded all hope
of success in these two colonies." The resist-

ance was so successful that for nearly three

years the Carolinas were free from the presence
of the enemy. No candid historian can with-

hold from the Southern Colonies the meed of

equal devotion and sacrifices in the Revolution-

ary conflict, in the days which tried men's souls,

1
I Rivcs's Mad., 177, 272, 274, 437. Journal of Mouse oj

Delegates, 1776. October Session, pp. 106-108.
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and when the difficulties of a prompt and full

response to the requisitions of tiie Continental

Congress and the m edsof tin- fi-cble am,\

almost insuperable. Mary la- i, the

. and Georgia, in the supply of men,
v and munitions, were as prompt and

r their . It may be

conceded that many of the inhabitants of

Georgia and South Carol! slow to break

idship with the land of

tors. England had favored and fo^

them, and the colonial authorities were com-

paiatively mild and beneficent. The people
did not feel the bui< 1 injustices com-

plained of by others. Commercial restrictions

were not onerous. Their products were much
in demand abroad, and commanded remuner-

priccs. The ttle beyond sym pat hy
with fellow-colonistsand .1 >veof liberty

and self-government to excite disaffection tow-

>r withdrawals from, the mother country.

Geor. \\ South Carolinians were closely

allieil in neighborhood, in habits, sentiments,

pursuits, interest, and social intercourse. When
the struggle became military, a diversity ol

opinion arrayed families in deadly feud

as population u.i and means of travel

primitive, there was engendered a unique
i>old in its conception, sleepless in

activity, and brilliant in its performances.
the battle of Monmouth. the tide of war turned

southward. Orga: :ice almost ceased
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in Georgia and South Carolina, after the failure

of General Lincoln in Charleston ami (mural

Gates in Camden, and Cornwall is then d

mined to subjugate North Carolina. How he

failed, can be best read in the battles of King's

Mountain, Cowpens, Guilford Court House,
and Eutaw Springs. The masterly outwitting
of Cornwallis and Tarleton by the accomplished

Greene, second only to Washington as a com-

mander, was accomplished almost entirely with

soldiers from Maryland, Virginia, and the Caro-

linas. The battle of King's Mountain drove

Cornwallis back into South Carolina ;
the defeat

of the Cowpens made his second invasion of

North Carolina a desperate enterprise ;
the

battle at Guilford Court House transformed

the American Army into pursuers, the British

into fugitives. By these exploits the war \\.is

nearly brought to a close, and independence

secured, for a little later the drama was ended

by the surrender at Yorktown. 1 When Sir

Henry Clinton reduced Charleston, and over-

ran the country, and Cornwallis found Gates,

in his weakness and incapacity, an easy victim,

and tempting inducements were offered to

resume ancient relations, the most fervent and

faithful patriotism and courage were needed to

resist the rewards that were offered, and to

stand up against the cruelties and outra

which followed fidelity to the American cause.
1

1 See Edward (Irnham Daves's Maryland and North

Carolina in th, 0/1780-81.
* 2 Henry, 123-124.
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Homesteads became objects of revengeful >r

avaricious attack, and families became refugees,

and found shelter in m> or in swamps.
The pat i iots h\ed on scant food, snatched a

precarious subsistence from what could \>

from friend*, or captured from s.' With-

out succor from Congress or Colonic

Sumt :y, I'icl. (I others, at the

head of untrained and unpaid gent I-

vcd deeds ami successes which, in other

lands more careful of chronicles ami more

cord and preserve acl

. would have been the th

for r<- verse, or history, (ireg. the

prejudiced English historian,
1

says :

- The

South Carolinians possessed a class of gentle-

men well qualified by open air lif

journeys on horse-back, their love of field sport,

>e of honr -onal dignity,

by their daily habit of command.
which belonged to their position as planters,

personally directing the labor of a dozen, a

score, or a hundred slaves, to organ
and discipline the splendid ra\v material of

soldiership found among the farmers, gra

and back-woodsmen."

Mate that the habit* of life of the

Southern people and their contempt fr vain-

glory, love of money and m

prevented any preservation of the

1 2 //. ^i .l/d/., 273-974.
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materials of such a history. In consi-.juence of

this contemporary neglect to record and to save,

these Southern States haxv d in failing

to receive the bounties and pensions as well as

the historical recognition properly due to tin in.

Col. Higginson, in the Centennial address before

the Massachusetts Historical Society, said:

" No set of new colonists, probably, ever re-

corded their own history so promptly and con-

tinuously as did the founders of New England.
The leaders of the Plymouth and Salem colonies

wrote from the very beginning ; each new

colony was born writing as one might say as

if a baby were to raise its head from the cradle

and demand pen and ink to put down his

pressions. They kept back nothing so far as

they knew it. This from the earliest period ;

and when we come to the storm and stress of

the Revolution it is the same thing. Men came

through it historians of themselves."

It might easily be shown, even with the scant

memoranda almost providentially preserved,

that the South, in expense and battles and

soldiers, bore her full share in the struggle for

independence. In Baltimore, the first cruisers

were fitted out, which were the pioneers of the

American navy, and Maryland furnished more

than twenty thousand men to the Revolutionary

army. In 1790, the white male population over

sixteen years of age, in Pennsylvania and Vir-

ginia, was about the same, the former being

1 10,788, and the latter, 1 10,934, and yet, accord-
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t<> the official estimate presented to the

ongress by the Secretary of War, G<

Kn..\ "( M.issachusi i>ylvania

furnished
;.|.</>5 soldiers and Virginia 56,721.

bin had a military population
; i ; larger than South C .mil sh-

tnhuted 14,906 soldiers, and South Carolina,

The latter quota is nearly equal to that

. Ivania, which had tuple the military

population and twice the t<.tal population, free

and slave. South Carolina outnumbered New
s troops 29,836, although York had

much more than double the military population,
and 40 per cent, more of total population. Con-

md Massachusetts did more than any
of th< not Southern, and yet South Caro-

lina i nies 37 out of every 42 citizens

capable of bearing arms; Massachusetts

32; Cm; 30; and New Hampshire, 18.

At the North, nearly every man who served

itered on the rolls, while, as General Knox
in some years of the greatest exertion of

the Southern there are no returns what-

<f the mili: Gci it the North
the u.ir assumed a regular i i : at the

South it was brought home to every fu

and there Wai a man who did not

shoulder his musket, even though not regularly
in the field. Again, while sending its troops

freely to defend any part of the count

fou^h ry large degree, its own battles,

1 See Am. StoU Pafirr*. Military Afairs. I, 14. etc.
4
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and the losses sustained in supporting this home

Conflict were far heavier tlian any amount of

taxation ever levied. " Certain partisan leader^

in Vermont kept up, <n their part, a shrewd

parleying, now with the British authorities for

the purpose of conjuring the storm of war fr>m

their borders, and now with the Continental

Congress for the purpose of coercing that 1

tating body into a recognition of the territorial

independence."
' A Pennsylvania historian &

"
iVnnsylvania fought in the Revolution lil

man with one arm tied behind his back." The
Declaration of Independence "was looked upon

by many at the time as a party triumph
"
and

dissidence of opinion a civic feud drove men
of the highest character from the public-

John Adams called the triumph of the Revolu-

tionary party a righteous overthrow of "
c< ward-

ice and Toryism," and it was constantly alh

"with much iteration of phrase," that " the

proprietory gentlemen
"

were more solicitous

to keep the scabbards of their swords unsoiled

than to wield the swords in a battle for the

rights of the Colonies.* According to General

Knox's report, the North sent to the army 100

men for every 227 of military age, as shown by
the census of 1790, and the South 100 for every

209. In 1848, one out of every 62 of the men
of military age in 1790 in the North was a

revolutionary pensioner, and one out of every

IIO in the South. Of these pensioners New
1 See Tke Nation, August, 1893. Klliut's Dcbm
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! li.ul 3146, more than t > all

hirds as many,
th" :mt one seventh as many

These are authentic h

.1 are nut preset ay of recrini

>h equality aiul justice. If

theie \\ere inequality of burdens, if the South

inaile lu-avy sacrifu ful free-

will offerings <>n the altar of Liberty.
1

le these things \\ irring in the more
stable si-ttleinents. thci< . the country on
the ( )hio aiul th ^see riv

inaikahle exhibition of Self-government, ituli-

al prowess, and loyalty to liberty. In

pushing \\Y-t .KM- 1. South did a part
that has not generally i proper record

..ition. Roosevelt, in hK picturesque

Winning of the \\'f$t a book >f much laborious

research, <f contagious enthusiasm, of catholic

Ifl put together, in attractive

:, with ability and literary skill, what the

ly pioneers of revolutionary days did, with

: privations, for the

puUion of the Indians, for punishment of their

id f>r the discomfiture of the Brit-

ish in their cruel all: political ends with

the savage Indians.
1 The hardy adventurers

1 a /ffitry-, 9, 69. 155. 10 Bancroft. 479.

i Urlrian and Mvmgcs into the coo-

tatts - -ns U a measure pregnant with shame and

bit i the interests f the tnouu-nt may omjcl. Imt

l>e best i>rincirJ of homanity and

reason.** 8 Gibbon's AV-, 58.
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supplied leaders and mm. 1 and led their com-

panions to battle and victoi ickson and

Houston and Lamar did in later days. Roose-

velt says :

" Indeed, the Southwestcrncrs not only won
their soil for themselves, but they were the

chief instruments in the original acquisition of

the Northwest also. Had it not been for the

conquest of the Illinois towns in 1779, we
should probably never have hail any North

to settle; and the huge tract between the

upper Mississippi and the Columbia, then c,died

Upper Louisiana, fell into our hands, only be-

cause the Kentuckians and Tennesseeans were

'lutely bent on taking possession of New
Orleans, either by bargain or by battle. All of

our territory lying beyond the Allcghanies, north

and south, was first won for us by the Southwest-

erners fighting for their own land. The northern

part was afterwards filled up by the thrifty, vig-

orous men of the Northeast, whose sons became

the real rulers as well as the preservers of the

Union ;
but these settlements of Northerners

were rendered possible only by the deeds of

the nation as a whole. They entered on land

that the Southerners had won, and they were

kept there by the strong arm of the I d< ral

Government
;

whereas the Southerners owed

most of their victories only to themsch
" The first comers around Marietta, did,

it is true, share to a certain extent in the dan-

1 2 //<nry, v., 25.
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gers of tlu , \i-tui-; Indian wars; but their trial*

arc ii<t to l)c mentioned l> jrcd

by tlu early settlers of Tennessee and K

tucky, and whereas these l.r

subdued and drove out their foes, tin- former

took but an in .i
: ;:iifu ant part in the contest by

uhkh tlu- pottestion of their land was secured.

Besides, tlu- strongest and most numerous
in tribe the Southv.

Beginning in 1774. tlu -c border-mcn crossed

Alle^h.i ! French, Spaniards, and

tlu British with their Indian allies, made h.

for their families in the primeval forests, cn-

<>f freedom, and opened the way
f..r the establishment <f CM on

this virgin continent. Romance contains noth-

:e thrilling than the exploits of these

pioiu-er men and women ; and we do inju^
1

while honoring the ach ts of those en-

gaged in more regular v i^ainst the Brit-

i>h and the Tories, not to keep in grateful

remembrance the deeds of those who, amid

severer hardships and dangers, were subdu

mou- active and dangerous foes. These back-

woodsmen were ardent patriots, and deserve to

be classed with their fathers and brothers on

the Atlantic co.t

I n i m fought the battle of the great

iwha. bloody and stubborn, closely con

: the Indians and the back-

woodsmen. " This war kept the Northwestern

tribes quiet for the first two years of the Revo-
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lutionary struggle, and rendered possible the

'.emcnt of Kentucky," and, th< the

winning of the West Lewis's arm; ted

of men from Botctourt .uul I -"incasik
;

'

but

those counties then embraced all South\\

cm Virginia, even extended to
" the waters of

the Mississippi." On their homeward march,

after the victory, the officers held a notable

meeting near the mouth of the Ilocklmcking.

They had followed Lord Dunmorc
;
but they

were Americans in full sympathy with the

Continental Congress. Fearful lest their coun-

trymen might not know that they were as one

with them in the struggle which was looming

up with ever increasing blackness, they p.i

resolutions professing devotion to their King
and to the dignity of the British Kmpirc,

8
but

they added that this devotion would only last

while the King deigned to 'rule over a free

people, for their love for the liberty of America

exceeded all other considerations and they
would exert every power for its defence, not

riotously but when regularly called forth by
the voice of their countrymen.

3

The men of the West took little share in

campaigning against the British and Hessians.

In the exigencies of the unequal war they were

left to take care of themselves, and were fully

occupied in
"
holding the wooded wilderness

that stretched westward to the Mississippi,"

1 2 I/fnry, 103.
'

I Henry, 204-205.
*

I Winning of the IVest^ 238-240.
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and in laying therein the foundations of many
future i wealths. Only trained woods-

i could have occu ssfully the

regions out of \\hich so many States have been

y and Jefferson and

VVytlfc k to uhose t rgyt

lily in his mom
> expedition of 1778-1779, we owe the

acquisition of the West, and th of the

British anil the Indians. Th -in-

nander records hb mortification at having to

1 l-'oit Vincenn. to a set of un-

1 Virginia uoodsim-n aimed with rifles,'*

and Koosi-velt s.iys had Clark "in this most
memoi.dile of all the deeds done west of the

All in the Revolutionary War" been

ilef ;ld not only have l^t the

Illinois hut in all probability Kentuo
The British r able subsequently to

\e the hold of the Americans upon this

; and the Indians became quiet until their

far less formidable. In the

war of the Revolution, Great Ilritain sought to

j)
the \- 1 growth of the Knglish race

in . 1 to keep the region beyond the

Alle^hanies as the re;.;in where only savages
should dwell."' The arms used by savages

nst both >r^ani/cd foes and helpless non-

con from British arsen-

als. Clark, in his campaign, in Illinois and the

Northu : Hoone in Kentucky, encoiin-

1
3 Wi*m*t eftktl 5. 70. 3 /*., 6.
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Indians officered and armed by the

Hritish.
1 Under provocation, the Western

pioneers sometimes retaliated eye for eye,

scalp for scalp, but to courage they joined open-
handed hospitality, generous neighborhood, a

rough common sense and the true Am
capacity for extemporizing government. In

1772, on the head-waters of the Tenm

organized a government. A written constitu-

tion was formed, "the first ever adopt, d vresl

of the mountains, or by a community com;
of American born freemen. They were the

first men of American birth to establish a free

and independent commonwealth on the con-

tincnt."
1 For six years this government con,

tinued in full vigor, and came to an end in

1778, when North Carolina organized Washing.
ton County, which included all of what is now
Tennessee. Physical geography is a potent
factor in national unity. In the war bet

the States, probably no one fact, apart from
mere sentiment, was so controlling in the

purpose and effort to prevent
" the wayward

sisters from departing in peace," as the need of

the Mississippi River for a highway of com-

merce, and the danger of letting its mouth
remain in the possession of a foreign power.
The Mississippi River and valley are ours

largely by reason of the energy, the courage,
the patriotism of the winners of the West, the

1 - Parkman's Afontcalm and Wolfe, 421.
*

I Winning of tht West, 183-186.
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fearless, adventurous, unconquerable pioneers

i, North Carolina, Kentucky, and

: trs carried on by
in their v r the

\ of houses and f.un re at

>cnse, as they ser\-d without

and furnished tlu-ir <> :mmitin.

>\vn food and clothing. As Nelu-mi.ih\

men builded with swords girded by their side,

so these watchful men tilled their ground and

felled the forests with their trusty lilies ever

within ready reach. Roosevelt ascribes to the

backwoodsmen the credit of the King's Moun-

tain battle, and says the victory was of far-

.;ng importance, ranking among the decis-

ive battles of the Revolution, cheering the

patriots throughout the Union, giving a de-

blow to loyalists and causing Cornwallis

to retreat from North Carolina.
'

1
1 /*., 238-040. a /*., chap. ix.



CHAPTER VI.

Tin-: Continental Congresses, which began
their sessions at Philadelphia on the 5th of

tcrnbcr, 1774,
" under the severe prcsstuv <>f

a common fear and an immediate net.cs^ity of

action," lasted for nine years, until the valid

ratification of the Articles of Confederation. It

is necessary to inquire into the exact relation of

these Congresses to the States, because much

misapprehension exists on the subject ; and pub-
lic men and historians have built theories and

based arguments on palpable and demonstra-

ble fallacies.
"
Nearly all the fallacies in the

literature of our constitutional history may be

traced, wholly or in part, to assumptions in

answer to this question. Our constitutional

history cannot be written with authority until

the question of fact here raised is settled by

appeal to the detailed evidence on record." This

evidence and the facts of American history have

been obscured or perverted to sustain certain po-
litical theories, dogmas, or measures. Bold as-

sumptions and perversions on this point have

violently and suddenly jerked the Colonies

"from atomic colonial independence" into ablcn-

ded organic nationality, from alliance for certain

purposes into paramount indivisible sovereignty

58
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as one people. The text-book for this study is

"th records of the public acts" of

this period with occasional |j u from

piiv.ite sources. What Congress represented

during the inch of union, prior to

tlu- spring of i;Si, must he decided by the

:-m of the Colonies, or parties, \\ho accreiliud

the tit legates.
1

Congresses

legal .UK! irregular in their composition, and in

n Mn si- pi..ceeile<l from sovereign po

They brought com: . . and purposes into

:ion. '1'h

rlopmcnt of .1 common consciousness*' so

that there might be thereafter, if occasion

mamied ami the Colonies appp> >mmon

government with il In

any ofti tlon tlu-re is not the

trace ! i of intercolonial control The
del- lepeiulence

of their constituencies, the colmiial assemblies

which they represented. The credentials of

tlu- inemb- '.fallibly whom anl

what they represented. The popular branch tf

1 No one has labored more creditably and tucce&faUy in

>iill.

<tm'itft *f Amtri<an .\"tf//i///r, in the Juhn-liop
Science series, unfortunately

incomplete, i I historic composition, constructed ia

a tr nig naked facto, diligently searched

and collated, speak themselves without gloss of prejudice or

comment <>f Miixl partisanship. The continuance of 1.

earches i s historical and i*>litiial need. Fiske ha partially

constructed his historic* on the same facts.
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the Legislature in Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

and Pennsylvania, appointed deputies. In

Connecticut, New Jersey, Maryland and Vir-

ginia, commitu the delegates. In North

Carolina and South Carolina, general meetings

appointed and instructed delegates. The dele-

gates from New York were chosen by wards in

the cities and by counties in the province.
1

This

irregularity of appointment shows the character

of the body and its impotency to commit or

bind the constituency. The instructions, pro-

ceeding from different sources, show that it was

a deliberative and advisory body and nothing

more; that it was appointed to consult and

to adopt measures to obtain redress of griev-

ances, and restore the union and harmony which

existed between Great Britain and the Colonies.

There was nothing administrative or govern-
mental about the organisation of the body, and

in determining questions each province of

colony had but one vote. " The most import-
ant business of the Congress was the prepara-
tion of the documents, which were intended not

merely as weapons of peaceful warfare, but as

incitement and equipment in case resort should

be necessary to desperate means/" These

demonstrate that the Congress was aware of its

own authority,
" as a committee of observation

and recommendation without legislative or ex-

ecutive powers of any sort." The " Declaration

1
Small, 17 ; Upshur, 20.

Small, 27.
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of Rights and Grievances
"
declared " Our cause

our uni- mi*n
"

did

not, couM not, imply a notion of fixed org.i

connection.' To use the term unwn with

cut historical associations is an inexcusable

orical solecism. "The union of the time

was the common purpose to postpone all minor

interests in prosecuting the determination
"
to

employ all the powers they possessed for the

preservation of their liberties. The fourth

clause declared that the colonies arc " ent it led

. free and exclusive poui-r of legislation in

the: d provir Matures, where the

.ts of rr; alone be preserved,
in all cases of taxation ami internal policy, sub-

only to the negative of their sovereign, in

such manner as has been heretofore used and

accustomed." The Act of Association, in-

tended to discontinue the foreign slave trade,

importations from England, consumption of

. was recommended to the

Colonies for such action as would carry it into

cution. The Congress made an address to

:ids and fellow-subjects of Great Britain, to

the Kin^, inhabitants oT Quebec, and a memor-
ial to the twelve colonies. Georgia, not being

resented, is not included. Dr. Small makes

an epitome of the proceedings of the Congress*
"
utterly devoid of coercive power," and argues :

i . "The powers of the Congress, as defined by
the votes of the bodies granting the credentials,

>
Small. 40.
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arc those of a committee for consultation and

2. The </<v.v of the Congress, which

we arc now analy/ing, arc conformable to th

instructions, hence: 3. The authority of a

government cannot be predicated of this com-

mitt Further he adds, in reply to Froth-

ingham's, Adams's, and Hildreth's theorizing

after the event, that the terms, union, law, na-

tion, sovereign, "composed into political creeds,

have been the means of exalting arbitrary and

unnatural hypotheses to the rank of fundamen-

tal truths." "There is not a trace of any

popular or official act of the time that can be

rationally expounded as evidence of a claim, on

the part of a Continental Congress, to the power
of intercolonial control."

"
By creating this

Continental Committee the widely separated

colonies became simply colonies testing the

actuality and potency of their common id

They were *io more a nation than twelve neigh-

bors, meeting for a discussion of a possible ven-

ture, would be a partnership."

Ik-fore adjourning, the Cowgcca&rtcommeitdtd
the colonies to choose deputies to attend an-

other Congress, to be held the succeeding year,

in Philadelphia. What occurred in the appoint-
ments and credentials of 1774, was substantially

repeated in the choice of " members of another

Continental Committee," known as the Coiv^i

of 1775. It is needless to repeat reference and

statement and to make nearly the identical ex-

1

Small, 29.
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tracts. In some cases there was a little enlarge-

iiu-nt, as the colonies r

was an accomplished fact, hut thru: ua* n* del-

egation of power sufTicimt t<> make obligatory

on the States the ns of a Congress.
There was no in i of a purpose or desire

to place the co-operatingcommon wealths ui

:ial control, at the sacrifice of the twelve

"self-determining and self-governing communi-

nination of t >f the body
will show a substantial agreement with the

1 make it indubitably clear that the

second Congress had no powers above those

:n the set of instructions. It is not

denied that the Congress, in the ab

formally constituted government, took a large

powers, enj< .-. hich it

subsequently lost, initiated actions of various

kinds, but it exerted no sovereign power in the

1 validity of action on a ccr-

ty of adoption by the colonies.

Powers exercised for the whole country by
the Congress were not derived '* from the will

and force of all the States, existing as one integ-

ral sovereignty." That is a dogma invented

for sustaining party theories and governmental

assumptions of power, and does not rest on his-

toru K\rn when Congress.

AJ/C-, and by connivance or consent of the

Col ised, as a common medium, a

quasi-international s<>\ . the Colonies

were independent in their n to one
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another, and had their laws an 4
governments

as local units.
1

They had unity of sympathy
and action, ami tin-so thirteen organi/ed units

strove long and hard before they had a common

government with full powers of a I < <1* r.tl gov-

ernment. The feeling of resistance-, the spirit

of revolution, had become strong enough to

support the deputies in assuming some powers,
" not nominated in the bond," but there was
no claim of superiority to the colonial assem-

blies, and everything was based on the belief

that the people of the separate colonies acqui-

esced in the exercise of every essential power
of government. The Congress prcsuppo
concurrence in action taken by

" the only pos-

sible medium of co-ordination and combination."

"It was a Congress of deputies, not of legisla-

tors. It performed no single act which did not

derive viability from sustentation by the local

powers. Its history forms a record of localism

rising superior to itself to meet the demand of a

crisis/' a localism "
displaying its maximum pos-

sibilities for resistance and aggression."
* "It

was a body which wielded no technical legal

authority ;
it was but a group of committees,

assembled for the purpose of advising with each

other regarding the public weal." The Con-

1 The ownership of all ungranted lands within the limits of

the thirteen States passed from the Crown, not to the Con-

federacy, but to the several State governments.

Small, 72, 73, 77-
*

I Fiske's Amfr. Rtv., 132, 243.
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press, as the organ of communication, in its

offensive ami ! measures, and measures

in its d: of military

affa :id administration of

e a quasi tut ion,

until it lapsed into the Articles of Con federa-

lly was only an occasional body,
renewable from time to time. It was called

ntinental
"
to distinguish it from the " Pro-

vincial Congresses," held in several of the

nies. It li.nl no similarity in power or func-

i to our present *s. The authority

^c from the of the Colonies or

..huh relied on the sagacity, the superior

information, t! wisdom, the more

comprehen-: .of the committee <

which alone could express the general will. It

was not itive body. It advi

and lecomim-niled and appealed and urged and

sometimes assumed. '1 ere no distinct

. utive officers, and it could not execute

own resolves as to most purposes, except by the

aid ami intervention of the colonial authorities.

\ecutive operations were vicarious, not

functional."
' When money or troops u

. the States were urged and begi
It 1 ! miuy and issued promises to pay.

independence - Britain ; it

contracted an alliance with France; it issued

letters of marque and reprisal ; it built a na

i an arm\ ; appointed a commander-

76.
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in-chief to direct its operations, and was the

chi< y in carrying thron ully

the long struggle for M -paration ami freedom.
1

All this was done without exclusive powci -, and

with no pretence of interfering with, or abridg-

ing, the absolute sovereignty and independence
of the St.

' Fiske's Civ. Gov. t 204, 208.
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i CRCOURSE between the provim
blics aiui the Continental Congress, uml those

\\hkh strain granted and

call out inferential or implied powers in gov-
ernments which have carefully-defined con-

ns, brought to light the limitations of

the Congress, and the need for prompter and

n than could be .secured by
and uncertain appeals t mstitu-

cnt ;n bodies. 1 of the

agency on the action of the States for

the discharge of appropriate and urgent duties

made i: to adopt a mre intimate

plan of union and to secure larger \>
1 his

was formally proposed in Congress in June,

''>, as greater authority was necessary to

good government, and to the success of the

Common A Committee, appointed to

.v up the
"
articles of confederation and per-

petual unitui between 1

"
urged a

i league in order "
to confound our

for. . support public credit, restore

tht t our m- us to maintain

our .1 armies, ami add wt-ight and re-

spect to our couiisrls at home and our tre..

abroad."' In November irticleswerc

*f C*mgrettt 362, 365.

6?
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adopted by Congress. Virginia was the first of

the States to respond to this appeal, and by a

unanimous vote. As early as 1778, ten States

confirmed the articles, another assented in 1779,

and another in 1780. Maryland, the most

luctant, finally acceded, and thus made them

obligatory on 1st of March, 1781. Nothing
less than the ratification of them by all of tin-

States, each acting separately for itself, was suf-

ficient to give them any binding force or

authority. Various causes as to methods of

voting, of apportioning troops and taxes, and of

regulating foreign trade, delayed the action of

States, ever jealous of their separate and

sovereign rights, but Maryland stood out most

stubbornly in opposition to the compact and re-

fused her necessary ratification unless the States.

laying claim to the Northwestern lands, and

especially Virginia, should surrender their

claims to the confederation. The landed States

were slow to surrender their territorial posses-

sions. The landless States insisted that the

unoccupied territory should be ceded and par-

celled out into "
free, convenient, and indepen-

dent governments." In 1780, Congress implored
the more fortunate to heed the clamors of the

richly endowed Bisters, and adopted a reso-

lution which is quoted as of much value in the

controversies as to the rights of the Star
"
Resolved* That the unappropriated lands

that may be ceded or relinquished to the

United States by any particular State, pursuant
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to the rccomnv of Congress of tin- sixth

day of September last, shall be disposed :

the common benefit of the Unit, d States, and

be settled and formed into distinct republican

tes, \\hich shall become members of the

Icral Union, and have the same rights of

SON- il.iin, and independence as the

other States." (Journals of Congress,

iii., S3S. 282.)

As has been stated, Virginia was the princi-

pal Ja: a matter of K-gal right, her

dut)ital)ly valid. Bancroft says her

end to the pi was unques-
tioned. While asserting her claim against those

\\howantonlyassailed it, she never sought to

use it in any selfish spirit, but, with her usual

queenly generosity and magnanimity, ohV

to admit the other States to a free participation

as a fund to provide bounties to their sold:

on the continental establishment equally with

her own. On 2d January, 1781, the General

Assembly of Virginia proposed to surrender to

Congress, for the common benefit of the whole,

that immense territory claimed and possessed by
her northwest of the Ohio and extending thence

to the lakes and the M^i-sippi. Certain con-

ditions, subsequently modified or withdrawn,

delayed an acceptance by Congress until March

i, 1784.' Maryland, however, accepted the of-

'\ good faith, and withdrew her opposi.

1

liming* Stohtt,*. 564-7 ; I Ri*et*s Afe/.. 253-65 ; 6 Am.
Arckiwi (fourth tenet) ; 2 //ttuy, ch. xxrii.
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tion to the articles of confedi -ration. 1

says of the magnanimity of the desired surren-

der: " New York, after all, surrendered only a

shadowy claim, whereas Virginia gave up a

mai;ninYent and princely territory, of which she

\\as actually in possession. She might have

held back and made endless trouble, ju.st aft, .it

the beginning of the Revolution, she might
have refused to make common cause with Mas-

sachusetts
;
but in both instances her leading

statesmen showed a far-sighted wisdom and a

breadth of patriotism for which no words of

praise can be too strong." Senator Hoar says:
"The cession of Virginia was the most marked

instance of a large and generous self denial."

In 1787, South Carolina ceded her western

lands to Congress. Connecticut in her cession

held the western reserve until 1800. The

States, in their cessions, made their own condi-

tions as fully as if they were foreign govern-
ments.

Under the Articles of Confederation each

State was an integer of equal dignity and power.
The States had no purpose to abandon their

sovereignty. To that they clung as an object

of dearest desire, as the right never to be yielded,

and they stipulated in strong, unmistakable lan-

guage, that " each State retains its sovereignty,

freedom, and independence, and every power,

jurisdiction, and right which is not by this con-

federation expressly delegated to the United

States, in Congress assembled." This constitu-
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tion
(I

a that )>cri<>d t spoken
of as such) clitl ii .' The Con-

gress was still \\itliMiit po\\rr t*> i.n money by
for that most funtlauuiit.il of all the

attributes of sovi
|

was not -;

us f..r i 1 money 11 de-

cution upon the action of

A successful \\

u red left the con! \\ith

< mpty treasury, an impaired credit, a

country drained of its wealth and impoverished
.0 strug:. The limited and

imperfect powers conferred by the Articles af-

c not

A as no (x>wcr
t

!)> the unanimous consent .f the thir-

tes. 1 he impotence of : com-
.1 depression, tniatui.tl uul social

disorders, caused many suggestions for enlarg-

ing p :id for a more efficient intei

i/ation.

Investing Congress with larger powers, or a

collapse of the Government, seemed to be the

only alternative left. Congress, while cc-

iiiL; its helplessness, was unwilling to surrender

its functions. In 1785, 28th of March, Com-
^ from Maryland and Virginia met at

Mount Vernon to establish commercial rela-

tions between those States for the commerce of

tomac and Chesapeake Bay, and to c!

measures for uniting the waters of the James
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and the Potomac with those of the Ohio. The

report of the joint Commission met with oppo-
sition in the Legislature of Virginia and was

postponed. Maryland, however, in assenting to

the compact agreed upon by the Commission,

proposed that committees from all the Statei

should meet in convention to regulate American

commerce. At this critical juncture, th

lature of Virginia, on 2ist January, 1786,

pointed a commission, with Madison at its head,

to meet other Commissions at Annapolis, for

the purpose of digesting and reporting the

requisite augmentation of the powers of Con-

gress over trade.
1 Nine States met and urged the

necessity of extending the revision of the fed-

eral system to all its defects, and recommended
a convention from all the States to devise such

further provisions as might appear to be neces-

sary to render the constitution of the federal

government adequate to the exigencies of the

Union. A federal convention became the last

hope, the only feasible expedient, and the first

idea of a national legislature, judiciary and ex-

ecutive, is found in a letter of Madison to Gov-

ernor Randolph. Virginia, without a dissenting

voice, early in November, 1786, gave her sanc-

tion to the recommendation for a convention,

and appointed Washington, Madison, Ran-

dolph, and Mason as her deputies, stipula-

ting, however, that the new federal consti-

tution, after it should be agreed to by Con-
1 2 Rives, 60.
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grcss, was to be established, not by the

Matures of the States, but by the States

themselves, thus opening t special

conventions .f the several States.
1

Urgency
of action uas increased by rebellions in Massa-

chusetts, riots in some States, threats of with.

sal from the loose confederation, and the

mtudcof neighboring commonweal t

Connecticut luties on imports from Mas-

sachuset :ninated against

iwarc and New Jersey. Connecticut and

Pennsylvania quarrelled over the valley of Wy-
oming; New York and New Hampshire Q

en Mount ai: lie history of New York
was a shameful story of greedy monopoly and

sectional hate."
1

Despite all the pressure, it

was found impossible to get a full representa-

tion in Philadelphia until May, 1787. Massa-

chusetts had been as obstinate in her assertion

of local independence, and her unwillingness to

strengthen the hands of Congress, as New York
and Rhode Island. When Virginia appointed

delegates, and put Washington at their head,

the popularity of the movement for a more

perfect union grew rapidly, as trust in him

quieted many apprehensions. Mr. Jefferson,

ruary 8, 1786, wrote to Mr. Madison :
" The

politics of Europe render it indispensably neces-

sary that with respect to everything external

we be one nation only, firmly hooped together.

Interior government is what each State should
1

i Ban.. a;a. /*., 145, 146.
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;> to itself." In a later letter, December 16,

1786, he says tersely and clearly :

" To mak
one nation as to foreign concerns and keep us

distinct in domestic ones, gives the outline of

the proper division of power between the g
rial and particular Governments." ' Rhode
Island alone refused to become a party to the

proceedings. The convention of States did not

confine its attention to a revision of the Arth

of Confederation, as had been contemplated by
the resolution of Congress, but formulated an

entirely new instrument, made up of a scries of

compromises, and creating a government of an

entirely different nature from that then exist-

ing. After four months of work, with cl<

doors, the Convention,
"

all the States concur-

ring," says Madison's memorandum, was able

to present to the States for their separate rati-

fication the Federal Constitution. It was

Rufus King, an advocate of a strong national

government, who moved to add, "between the

States so ratifying the same." It is not possible,

nor desirable, to parcel out merit for this grand

structure, but no honest person can claim that

Washington, Madison, Mason, Martin, Rut-

ledge, the Pinckneys, Wythe, Carroll, and Ran-

dolph, were surpassed in patriotism, influence

and wisdom by their associates.

Much has been written and spoken as to the

credit due to men and to States for the adop-
tion of the Constitution, and to one or two men

1
i Ban., 277.
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i has b< Ixrd the

ig completely the testimony
that the n s bears on the

it. On the day appointed for opening the

feil< itui. lib insuffi-

urncd from

a\\ ailing ti leagues.

The ilr lay gave opportune conference.

Hi delegation, as th i had

initiated the convention, utili/.ed the tim-

securing "a proper correspondence of senti-

ments "and .in^ .1 plan for the considera-

tion of the body \\hen it should be or^

\\ undertook the task of preparing the

outlines nf a Constitution, a !<>r delibera-

this he \\as eminently fitted, as he

had made a thorough study of colonial, St

and foreign instituti i hail n. the

unii and impelling causes of the Revolu-

tion. A plan for a government, submitted by
him, after much consultation was amended

until it was agreed to by all, and to Randolph
: usted the office of bringing forward the

i plan, which he did on theJNjth of May.
A scheme, \ il.ir in form and fulness of

detail to the instrument finally adopted, was

proposed on the same day by Charles Pinckncy
of South Carolina. Judge I'lttnson of New

Jersey submitted a plan on the 1 5th of June.

On the iSth of Ju nilton proposed an

outline, but it was so radically centralizing that

it was neither referred nor voted on, the votes
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in the Convention being taken chiefly on tin

rival plans of Randolph and Patterson. When
the instrument was presented from the Com-
mittee of Detail, it bore the impress of John

Rutledge of South Carolina.
' The Convention

in Committee, after an exhaustive analysis by
Madison of competing schemes, reported the

plan of Virginia of the iQth of June, 1787.

After much debate and most earnest consid

tion, and being cast into its present form by the

pen and mind of Morris, the unanimous consent

of all the eleven States present was recorded in

favor of the new scheme of Government.

What was foreshadowed in the preparation of

a thoroughly comprehensive scheme of consti-

tutional government for the Union was followed

up by the energetic and ceaseless action of

Madison, wherever he found opportunity for

using tongue or pen. In the federal conven-

tion his wisdom and patriotism and sagacity are

to be seen on every page of the records. In

the convention in Virginia to ratify, the defence

of the instrument rested mainly on him, and he,
" the chief author of the constitution," as Ban-

croft calls him,* formed with Hamilton and Jay,

the triumvirate, which, by the papers called

T/te Federalist, prepared the States for accept-

ing the determinations of the convention.

1 See address of John Randolph Tucker before Yale Law
School, on "

History of Convention of 1787 and its Work,"

pp. 25-47-
* 2 Ban., 357-
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The Constitution was ratified by the State*

ns, not by Lc^
', 1787, to 29th of M

1790. The ion was on the part of each

a separate and distinct act, as no one thought
of submitting the new Constitution to the body
of the people, to be voted upon collectively as

the people of a nation. The union of the States

was to h.ive as a solid foundation the will of

tin- sovereign peoples and not the caprice of

ephemeral legislatures. Pursuant to the declara-

. >t the. individual independence and so.

cignty of the colonies, the sep.i tes had

proceeded, each for itself, each in its own time

and way, to form and adopt separate const it u-

is of government, separate State organiza-

tions, separate State governments, and now
determined to enter the more perfect union by
their own separate, individual action. The

fication of one State, or of nine States, the

required number antecedent to an organi/.it

did not, most remotely, bind or civilly affect

the individual action of the remainder. In t

the Constitution went into effect, became opera-
as a government, in 1789, between the

1 months before North

Carolina on the Jistof November, joined the

Federal Union, \\hile Rhode Island lingered in

accession until 291)1 of May, 1/90, and then,

in terms, reserved the ri^ht to withdraw, when-

ever her interest <: 1 it. Nobody pre-

tended to any right of coercion, or of inter-
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ferencc with the separate sovereignty. The

particularistic origin of the Coi iul par-

ticular ratification of the Constitution, are con-

elusive that the Union was created by the States.

The consideration of the Constitution by the

Conventions of the several States drew together,

in council and action, the ablest men of the

country. The debates were spirited and strong.

Differences of opinion, which had been devel-

oped in the Federal Convention of 1787, be-

came more marked and more distinctly defined,

and principles, which became the basis of

organization of our first political parties. \

formulated and enforced. The proceedings of

the Convention in Virginia in 1788 have be en

presented with fulness and ability by Hugh
Blair Grigsby, and the inquiring reader is re-

ferred to that admirable discussion. Virginia

had favored the Articles of Confederation. For

years their amendment had engaged public

attention. Virginia, by formal resolution of

her Assembly, had invited the meeting of the

States, which became the convention of 1787.

Many thought that an amendment of the sys-

tem of government would be amply sufficient

to secure the ends of its creation. The substi-

tution of a different scheme of government, the

entire destruction of the Articles which solemnly
declared the Union to be perpetual, was not

what many contemplated or desired when the

delegates were chosen. Strong men critic i

the inchoate constitution as endangering the
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autonomy of the States, ccntrali/ing power in

tljcnatiuu.il head, cw gov-
ernment with the purse and sword. 1 The

\

ions of Pitruk 1! Virginia

Conventions of 1788, as to the workings of

the proposed Federal Constitution, show the

ii and sagacity of this friend

of liberty. He* --d th.it the real checks

to the Federal Government must be the State

Governments, and these \v< I to in-

efficiency. Secession would be impracticable.

The Federal Government, being suprenu .

ti'.n would be more potent than that of

the State, and through its exem-so the people
and the State would be oppressed. No security

-ted against the profligate use of public

money, except the honesty of rulers, which was

a poor dependence. The interests of the North-

ern and Southern States were different ; and

the Federal Government subjects everything to

Northern aggrandizement. Control of Congress
over manner of holding elections will prove

dangerous. Rich men will carry elections and

make an aristocracy of wealth. Two judicia:

an.'. ires will interfere, and those of the

States will be subverted. Congress will not be

confined to enumerated powers and will abuse

the implied, ami liberate slaves. The Federal

Judiciary, by absorbing jurisdiction, will be

dangerous to the liberties of the country.

Dff^tft, 47, 51, 57, 60. 148, 166. 322 3;

539.57*58*
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An obstacle to the ratification of the

tution by the Southern Sta: out of the

apprehensions and sectional feeling excited by
the proposition to surrender the ri^ht to navi-

the lower Mississippi in exchange for a

favorable commercial treaty \\ith Spain. The

claim of Spain to the control of the navigation

of the river below the Yazoo was pressed by
the Spanish Minister persistently and some-

what insultingly. Jay, yielding at last to his

inexorable demand, advised Congress to con-

sent to the closing for twenty-five years.

Northern statesmen "
thought more of our

right to the North Atlantic fisheries than of

our ownership of the Mississippi valley."
' The

readiness of " the New England people to bar-

ter away the vital interests of a remote part of

the country
"

elicited an outburst of wrath.

This disposition of a majority in Congress, in

1786, to surrender the right to navigation,

awakened a fear that any right or benefit

would be sacrificed to build up commerce,
and the South and Southwest were thrown into

turbulent excitement. Indignation meetings
were held in Kentucky. The Legislature of

Virginia uttered an indignant protest. Madi-

son expressed his fear that unless the project

of Congress could be reversed there was little

hope of carrying the State into tin l-Ydrral

system. Jefferson said it was a clear sacrifice

of the Western to the maritime States. Gor-
1 I Winning of the Wfst, 22.
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ham, of Mass .1
, openly avowed in 1787

lii.it lie u sissippi shut for

1 vantage of the Atlantic States. North

ma declined ratification, in part because

of ini-^ivings on this subject. Grayson de-

clared in the Virginia con. that it was a

contest for cmpi: dominion. The Con-

gressin 1788 revoked its action and arrested

tlu ptoceedings in pursuance of th<

A hich Jay had been authori/ed to under-

Virginia announced in her ratification

that the powers planted in the Constitution

mi^ht be re-assumed whenever the same
should be perverted to the injury or oppres-
sion of the people and shielded the rights of

by the assertion that every power
not granted by the Constitution remain for t he-

people of the United States and at their will.*

New York declared in her ratification that the

rs of government mi^ht be resumed by
the people whenever it should become neces-

sary to their happiness, and that every power,
iiction and ri^ht that was not delegated

to the Congress remained to the several S

or the respective State governments. Rhode

Island, in postponing h ,e of the

itution and becoming a State of the

Union, was mainly governed, said J

Miller, in his address on the Centennial of the

KC' Cril. /YnW, o, ail, 335. a //n/7, ch.

liot, 656.
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Constitution, by the consideration th.it lu r

superior advantages of location, and the pos-

session of what was supposed to be the best

harbor on the Atlantic coast, should not be sub-

jected to the control of a Congn >s which was

expressly authorized to regulate commerce with

foreign nations and among the several States.

She accompanied her tardy ratification by de-

claring that the powers of government might
be resumed by the people whenever it should

become necessary to their happiness. Ma
chusettsand New Hampshire, "to remove the

fear and quiet the apprehension of many good

people," proposed an amendment that the

powers not expressly delegated by the Consti-

tution were reserved to the several States to be

by them exercised.

In the throes of the war, when the land was

overrun by powerful foes, the States looked

with suspicion and jealousy upon a Congress

having power over taxation. They, therefore,

when such exigencies had partially cea

were most reluctant to surrender so far their

exclusive sovereignty as to concede the right

to regulate commerce and trade, which invol

the destruction of direct trade with foreign

nations, and the right to control industry,

direct labor, and wield capital at will. Em-

powering Congress to regulate commerce by a

simple majority of votes was such an absolute

transfer of the whole subject that Mason and

Randolph, of Virginia, refused to sign the
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Constitution, .is tlu-y wa:

tlu-ir S:

^ surrender of the regular

Was Coupled with tin- transfi-r of legislation to

possible coalitions, so that t!: hitherto

were to be t the courtesy
or sense of justice of the stronger. The net

amount of money 1 into the treasury of

;ia fi..:n i i.toms, during the three

tcrs of the year ending 3i-t May, 1788, was
thousand pounds sterling. The imports

and exports of the State for 1788 must have
1

reached over $30,000,000 ; ships of every i

waved their flags in Norfolk and Portsmouth.

The period between the peace of 1783, and the

adoption of the Federal Constitution in 1788
was the i; >sperous in the history of the

for of the two centuries and a half this'

was a time when she enjoyed the benefits of a

trade regulated by her own authority, unre-

d and unta\ increased produc-
tion of agriculture, the immense quantities of

lumber which employed a heavy tonnage, the

immcrcc which filled our ports and i

and which was growing with every year, could

hardly fail to attract observation. The impos-
icture of a single seaport of Virginia,

which had in the space of four years risen from

to a prominence which it hail not at:

during a century and a half of colonial rule,

was a living witness of developed wealth, of

9, n. i Ban., 130.
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successful enterprise and of good governm
and afforded a cheerful omen of the future.

From 1688 to 1776 the Government of Virginia

was mainly conducted for the benefit of Un-

people. She enjoyed a steady scries of pros-

perity for the last eighty-five years of her

colonial existence, increasing in strength and

resources."
'

In the ten years before the revolutionary

troubles, 1760-9, the Southern colonies, with a

population of 1,200,000, exported produce to

the value of $42,297,705, while the exports of

New England, New York, and Pennsylvania,
with a population of 1,300,000, were only

$9,356,035, or less than one fourth. In the

same decade Carolina and Georgia exported
twice as much in value as all New England,
New York, and Pennsylvania. For the half

century preceding her co-operation with her

sister colonies, South Carolina had been pros-

perous, her exports being lumber, pottery, rice,

indigo, and naval stores. In one hundred and

eight years of colonial life, population had in-

creased from a handful to 248,139. When
Georgia, in 1775, instructed her delegates to the

Congress to concur in any measures " which

they might think calculated for the common

good," she was in a most enviable state of pros-

perity. In 1763 her exports amounted to

27,031 sterling, and in 1773 to 121,677 ster-

ling. Virginia and Maryland exported five

1

irigsby, 15, 16.
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time* as much as New I as

much as New York, and over thirteen and a

half times as much as At the

beginning of the government Norfolk had a

gTCa :e than NYw York, ami for the first

:uiy the South took the Ic.id of

the North in commerce. According to an assess-

t for <1 1799, the property h

by the N.nth. i iul the South was almost exactly
the -..i::.<- ill .t:ii"U'

' about $4OO,OOO,OOO

in value each. A lar^e extent of coast line

roves climate and increases facilities for

commerce. The rast-survcy in 1848-9 gives

the coast line of the Southern States on Atlan-

md Gulf as 6033 miles, while the Northern

States have only 3275. The compact .shape of

the South makes this line of navigation avail-

able to a large portion of the original Thirteen.

From 1791 to 1802 inclusive, the exports from

Massachusetts were $98,770,000 ; from Com
ticut, Rhoile Island, New Hampshire, Vermont,
and New Jersey, $30,926,000; from Maryland,

$101,026,000; South Carolina, $83,631,000; and

;inia, $42,833,000. Five Southern States

')rtcd $256,708,300; five Eastern States,

$129,205,000,3 large portion of which consisted

of product! the Southern States, first

sported to Boston and other ports coast-

e. From 1791 to 1813 inclusive, five Eastern

States exported of f nd domestic articles,

including an immense amount of Southern pro-

ductions, only about $299,000,000. Southern
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States, in :iod. including Orleans, ex-

d $509,000,000.'
The diminution in prosperity, the retrogres-

sion, the relative decline of the South, are easily

ounted for. The adjustment of taxation,
the bounties to navigation and fishing, govern-
ment partnership with favored inter,

tional discriminative disbn: , the entire

fiscal action of the 1-Yderal government, h

concentrated favors on one section to the dis-

paragement of the other. New York City is

the financial centre, the Threadneedle street, of

the United States. The United States is an

enormous money-dealer, and its payments,

changes, monetary transactions, are largely
made in New York. The theory of the Inde-

pendent Treasury system was that the Govern-

ment had little to do, in a financial way, except
to collect its revenues and pay its legitimate

expenses. Now, the Government has nearly

rything to do and holds the place occupied

by the Bank of England in Great Britain. The

legal tender act of 1862 was a reversal of ancient

theory and practice. The Government, assum-

ing to act as banker-in-chief, and putting a

prohibitory fine upon every form of paper

except government and national bank notes,

diverted our medium of exchange from its natu-

ral channels of development into the control of

the central Government, enabled corporate
wealth to create a monopoly of money and thus

1 Olive Branch, pp. 272-281.
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s of unfav

sections. The National Hanking law, regulating

reserves, h.i^ 1 accuinu

available cash \\\ The

ims.. inabilities of the North, the energy,
. .f this frugal, indc

nor un<

illy it cannot be denied that

wha itages at nancial

aiul coinnu-r\ ial a the

! -ral (ioverninent inure aim

portionatcly, to the North.

In \\hat has been written of the period during
.1 brtwecn the peace with (i

Brit t lie inauguration <>f our present gov-
ern has been n . to the

>ions and acts of General Washington. In-

stitutions arc often but the * i of the

;-htsand deeds of single men. A met

in her military and civil stru^le. was favored

with many noble men and wonea (the South in

unstinted prodigality contributing her full pro-

portion), who. in v.i m-r-

in prolonged weariness of hope defer

and fortitud

nobility of soul. ;>ac-

to extemporize expedients and to wring

<>ry out of defeats, a quenchless patriot

that the annals of the world do not surpass,

ispicuous figure, the one leader

lloxv or a rival, the one man who
'

.YtttMra/ Ltw / A/MWT, 160. 162.
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more than all others was the Moses, the Joshua,
the counsellor, the lawgiver, the grneral, tin-

unselfish public officer, was a Virginian, and a

slaveholder. With a handful of men poorly

provisioned, clad and armed, he condur

campaigns which would have reflected credit on

Marlborough or Napoleon. Disaffection, mu-

tiny, treason more harmful and dangerous than

the Well-disctplilied and well-equipped forces of

the enemy, only developed brighter and more

sterling qualities of character, just as outnumber-

ing, flanking and defeats only called out greater
exhibitions of military strategy and genius. In

the acclamations which success elicited we for-

get
" the intrigues which disgraced the Northern

army and imperilled the safety of the country,"
the machinations to supplant the Commander-
in-chief with Horatio Gates, full

" of meanr,

and duplicity,"
! and the petty spites and sec-

tional jealousies and harsh criticisms of even

such patriots as Hancock and John Adams and

Samuel Adams. The accumulating and con-

stantly-repeated difficulties and trials never

repressed nor crushed his sublime will. With-

out the ordinary agencies, he carried on offen-

sive and defensive war, and won results through
"sheer force of genius," by wariness, vigilance,

skill, wisdom, audacity. Clothed with extra-

ordinary, almost dictatorial powers, authorized

at one time, to raise infantry, artillery, cavalry,

engineers, from all parts of the country, to

1 Fiske's Am. Rev., 253-6 ; 2 /<*., 35, 37
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,

appoint officers, to fill vac ivatc

property, to arrest violators of civil

rashly or imprudently, never subjected

himself to harsh v was ten

Into avarice, or self-seeking, or tyranny, but was

always the embodiment of civic virtue, of mili-

incorruptiblc patriotism. The
sful at'. iit of our independence
d not merely to the Unr .-s; it was

<>ry for free institutions, for popular gov-

ernment, for human liberty, fur all cmr
1 ages, and to Washington are the present

and the future generations indebted for these

liable i . Scarcely less arc we in-

! to his consummate wisdom, his clear

idling intellect. f..r our own Constitution,

for the resulting Union, for our federal, const i-

al. representative Republic, for giving

practical, demonstrated, vigorous life and suc-

cess to the new government which started into

being under circumstances of such doubt and

peril.' With a century and more of national

ith all the glory of our unparalleled prog-

ress, we have failed to appreciate the difficul-

ties of the experiment of our nascent govern-
ment, ami \ve are just beginning to ascribe

what is due to the military genius and states-

manlike ability of the illustrious Southerner.

Thacki-iay. in The I'irginitins, referring to

the struggle between the Colonies and the

Mother Country, thus writes :

j*rk*. 250; s Ban.. Coo.. 317.
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"
Washington inspiring order and spirit into

troops hungry and in rags; stung by ingrati-

tude but betraying no an-cr, and ever ready to

forgive ; in defeat invincible, magnanimous in

conquest, and never so sublime as on that day
when he laid down his victorious sword and

sought his noble retirement here indeed i .1

character to admire and revere ; a life without

a stain, a fame without a flaw. Quando inrcnics

parcm f
"

And another Englishman, the historian, John
Richard Green, thus speaks of him :

*' No nobler figure ever stood in the forefront

of a nation's life. Washington was grave and

courteous in address
;
his manners were simple

and unpretending ;
his silence and the serene

calmness of his temper spoke of a perfect self-

mastery, but there was little in his outer bearing
to reveal the grandeur of soul which lifts his

figure, with all the simpler majesty of an

ancient statue, out of the smaller passions, the

meaner impulses of the world around him.

What recommended him for command as yet
was simply his weight among his fellow land-

owners of Virginia, and the experience of war
which he had gained by service in Braddock's

luckless expedition against Fort Duqucsne. It

was only as the weary fight went on that the

colonists learned little by little the greatness of

their leader his clear judgment, his heroic en-

durance, his silence under difficulties, his calm-

ness in the hour of danger or defeat, the patience
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with which he waited, the <juickness and hard-

ness with which he struck, th rid serene

sense of duty th.it never swerved s task

through resentment or .. th.it never

through war or peace frit the touch of a meaner
lh.it knew no a that of guard-

ing the freedom of his fdlou . and

no personal longing save that of returning to iiis

own fireside when their freedom was secured,

s almost unconsciously that MUD learned

to cling to Washington with a trust aixi

ther nun have won, and to regard
him with a reverence \\hich still hushes us in

presence of hU memory."



CHAPTER VIII.

IN the convention originated the two great

parties which, under different names, li

represented and more or less embodied the two

theories of the nature and policy of the govern-
mentthe centralizing party and the States

Rights party, involving not merely expedients
of party policy but the character of the govern-

ment, the construction of the Constitution and

the design and effect of legislative nu-a>i.

This conflict was prefigured by the ante-natal

struggle which occurred between Jacob and

Esau in the womb of Rebekah. One party,

said Marshall (his statement discolored by his

party relations), contemplated America as a

nation, and labored incessantly to invest the

federal head with powers competent to the pres-

ervation of the Union, as in the supremacy of

the General Government there was the only

hope of escape from anarchy and civil war.

The other attached itself to the State Govern-

ments, viewed all the powers of Congress with

jealousy, held mistrust of the Government to be

the corner stone of freedom, and assented re-

luctantly to measures which would enable the

central head to act independently of the mem-

92
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bcrs.
1 Hamilton .nul Jefferson represented the

.mil their antag< rics.

The States, by their accepted Constitution, had

created a government of limited powers. Arc

they to be li tlv to the limitations of that

umrnt, or arc they to have a system of

loose construction which will transcend those

powers? 1 1.mult. >n favored a centralized Na-

il (i<\ . absorbing all power and

granting to the people certain privileges. His

plan \\as that Congress should have power to

pass all laws they shall judge necessary to the

common defense and general welfare of the

Union. Jefferson believed in the capacity of

for self-government in his local affairs, and

that only those powers should be conferred

upon the Federal Government which v.

especially granted in a written constitution.

plan was the Support of th <iovern-

nu-nts i;i .ill th-ir ri-ht-, as the most competent
administrations for our domestic concerns and

tlu > dwark against anti-republican tend-

encies. He pronounced the tenth of the amend-

to the Constitution its corner stone."

A dogmatic political philosophy has twisted

'. perverted the facts of American history to

sust lefinitions and doctrines,' A body
of traditions has gathered around the genesis

of the Government, falsifying the veritable

1
i // '.- ./ ll'askinfton, 33.

u'i A F4er*l Urn** not a Afefcu.

l. 7.
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records, misconstruing documents, putting false

gkmesuponwords,inteipolatingsinistermotives
and purposes, and giving strained and unnatural

meanings to simple words. A theory of national

development, wholly foreign to stubborn facts,

has been advocated by statesmen and historians,

and made the basis of judicial dicta and d

sions, of executive proclamations and messa;

of legislative enactments. This has been done

so persistently and continuously, and with such

an array of great names, and such a command
of the agencies for making and controlling

public opinion, that the task of rectifying seems

Sisyphian. What, in so far as it exists, has been

the process of slow evolution, or " the pro*,

sion of gradual advance," is asserted to have had

a Minerva birth, and to have been of instantane-

ous creation. The relation of the colonies to

the Continental Congress has been misinter-

preted or travestied, and false coloring has been

given to individual utterances. Colonial action,

induced by unselfish patriotism, or by a press-

ing exigency, has been strained to justify a

theory antipodal to the plainest history. These

assumptions and fallacies are gravely incorpor-

ated into history, and into public documents, to

excite prejudice against men and parties and

sections, and palliate or warrant what, in the

better days of the Republic, would have b

scouted even by the school of Alexander Ham-
ilton. Where national sovereignty resided, if

anywhere, was a vexata quaestio, until it was
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d in 1865 by tin- arbitrament of arms.

The Declaration of Independence drj.m d the

acting colonies to be, not a n.ii .nion,

but free and independent States. As such they
antedated the Constitution and the resulting

Kach original State, politically organ.
is a unit, possessed in severally all the

nty. The treaty
ofalli :h France in 1778 was made "be-

twcen the m<> '

ian Kin^ and the United

s of North America, to \\\\. lamp.

itin^ them all by name.

Under the Articles adopted at Philadelphia,

July 9, 1778,
'

the sovereignty and independence
of th was placed in th .nt of the

Declaration of Confederacy. The form observed

in the treaty with France was repeated in the

s with the Netherlands in 1782, and with

en in 1783. Foreign nations, in treating

with the revolutionary government, considered

tluy treated \\ith distinct sovereignties,

;h their common agent, and not with a

nation composed of all those sovereign
countries fused into one. The provisional arti-

cles with Great Britain in 1782 proceeded upon
the same idea. She did not make a treaty of

peace with the people of the United States, but,

by n a, Connecticut, Nev.

scy, Georgia, etc., arc acknowledged as free,

and independent States and tr

with as Mich. K : man, of Connecticut,

he*. 187.
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in the Convention of 1787, said :

" Fon
Stati^ h.i\ -e m.ulc treaties with us as confederate

States, not as a national government."
"
Surely

historical evidence could scarcely be clean-r than

that which points to the fact recognized, de-

clared, undisputed of the sovereignty and

independence of the individual States prior to

the adoption of the Constitution."
'

This doc-

trine of State sovereignty was the creed of a

large majority of States and statesmen for more
than three fourths of the years of our first cen-

tury.
" The question in whom resided the right

of ultimate decision on a disputed point of con-

stitutional law, where reposed the primary and

paramount allegiance of an American citi,

never had a satisfactory or an accepted solution,

until the adoption of the amendments to the

Constitution, subsequent to the war between
the States. The opposing views, as to the ex-

tent of powers conferred upon the General

Government and the party to determine in case

of conflict, were as open, as public, as well

known as the existence of the Government
itself. The studied and somewhat successful

attempt to represent the Confederate States as

having improvised a novel and unheard-of vicu

of the relations of the States to the Federal

Government, as the justification of their alleged
" rebellion

"
or 4<

treason," proceeds from blind

ignorance of our whole constitutional and poli-

1 Political Science Lectures of the Univ. of Michigan, 247.

13 Peters, 584-59?.
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tical history, or from a bad purpose to get
honor and credit by maligning ami f.iiMK IM-;

tit.- opinion-. hcsubju
on tin- ('.institution have asserted

pie," or a nation dt facto, formed

oiiNtitution. That ou-ht to be easily
ninahle fi-.in surviving contemporaneous

'I*. On the Mh of August, 1787, the Com-
mit tec reported the fit of a Const it ut ion.

The preamble recite* ! the people of the

I lampshire, Massachu

do ot the following

Constitution." On the ing day, this

preamble, utterly negativing all idea of con-

id preserving carefully the entity

ami distinct sovereignty of the States, was

unanimously adopted. No change was made in

this pn. .unblc until the 8th of September, when
a commit s appointed "to revise the

of," not to change the meaning of, the

articles. On the 1 2th they made their report,

using the language now found in the Constitu-

tion,
" We, the people of the United States."

This change in the phraseology seems to have

pled \\ithout comment, and the pre-

sumption -istible that the ConVt
ied the two forms as ti.illy the

The omission of the names had a con-

it, in an AKlrc at the Academy of Mask,

Uly. iSM.xa.l that "the Stain mre not named in the

Federal Con- the second dame of Article I
.
m

ng for representation, until an enumeration boold be
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clu ^on for it, for, unlike tin Articles of

Confederation, unanimity WEfl n-t iv.juiivd fur

the adoption or validity of the Constitution. It

was to become obligatory on the Stau-s adopt-

ing, when nine had ratified
; and no human pre-

science could foncast the action of the States in

their free and separate deliberations. As has

i .stated, Rhode Island was not even
rej

sented, and neither she nor North Carolina

ratified until after Washington had been in-

augurated as President. A form of expression
was necessarily devised so as to apply to and

cover the States which should become mcml >

of the Government. " The people of His Ma-

jesty's Colonies,"
" the people of the united

Colonies," "the people of the United Stat<

are modes of expression which frequently oc-

curred, without intending in any wise to deny
or surrender the separateness of the several

Colonies or States. The people of the several

Colonies were never a unit in a political sense,

neither before nor after the Declaration of Inde-

made, each State is mentioned, and Rhode Island and North

Carolina are not omitted, as their application was confidently

anticipated. Mr. Motley, in 1861, wrote a letter to the Lon-

don Times, on " Causes of the War," and permitted himself to

say
"

the name of no State
"

is mentioned in the whole doru-

ment, and that
"

it was not ratified by the States," Imt "by
the people of the whole land in their aggregate capacity acting

through conventions, etc." And this statement was made in

the face of an express provision of Article VII. "that the

ratification of the conventions of nine States shall be sufficient

for the establishment of this Constitution lietwccn the States

so ratifying the same."
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pendcncc. They were never a nation, not

entire community, contradistinguished from the

people several States, having, -as such,

community rights and powers of a political

i in: .1. ! volutionary Government, as

has been amply shown, \\.is emphatically a

Government of th through Om^reis,
as their agent, \\ith very limited powers. The

phrase of the preamble is the most common
of those who claim the nationality

ami IO1 \- of thi tl (fovernnit

and it is confidently quoted as tantamount

lodging in the hands of the Government
all the p -iiat belong to any other Gov

\\qua Government. 1

If the Constitution had

been made by "the people" of the United

Sta: ilectivc capacity," a certain

portion, /r////<i /<//< the majority, would have

had that ri^ht. Did such majority ever a

Can the time or the occasion be specified when

power was visibly cxe l>y others than

^e personally delegated by the organ i

political peoples of the sc\ itet? Was
theu any mode piociibed by which the major-

ity miiOit act ; by \\hich their will

could be, or was, ascertained? It is possible

that the Constitution became the fundamental

lau 1>\ the suffrages of a minority, for we know
that it wai laid before the conventions of scv-

and by them ratified and adopt
each State acting for itself, without reference to

< Cooler's Cut. JJmit*.. 5.
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any other State, and that the Government was

put into operation, when the necessary number
was obtained, without counting the ag^rei;,ite

vote, or waiting to inquire whether a majority
of the people had assented. The "

people of the

United States," in the sense held by the Na-

tionalists, were not the authors of the Constitu-

tion, and could not have formed it, since they
did not appoint the Convention, nor ratify their

act, nor in any way adopt it as obligatory upon
them. It was voted for by States in the Con-

vention, submitted to the people of each State

separately, and became the Constitution only
of the States adopting it.

" The people of

the United States," as a political organism,
never had an existence

;
in the aggregate, never

performed a single political act, never was

entrusted with any civil function, never was

appealed to for sanction to any proceeding,
and never can do what a National Government

might do, without an entire radical revolution

of our system of constitutional, representative,

confederated republics. It seems conclusive of

controversy to say that the Government of the

United States has no inherent powers whatever,
none by virtue of the fact that it is a Govern-

ment. Its powers are all derivative, nominated

in the bond, specifically granted, and what is

not granted was i ! to the States re-

spectively, or to the people thereof. The Gen.

eral Assembly of Virginia of 1798 says forcibly

of another portion of the preamble :
" Had the
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ty by

ility of tlu- preamble, had tl.

mmnt t> .tli uli.r

should jud^.e to be iiiNtriniu-tit.il to\\ai:

neral \\cl-

.iiul tlu- preservation of liberty, nothing
could have been ini.i .us th.in .111 cnu-

:on of powers."
1 The Constitution is

in the power which it, in the

; which ail'iptnl anil i it. in the

power which sustains and keeps it alive, in the

power by which alone it can be altered or

federative in the structure of

all its department^. In no sense is our 1-

iinunt a democracy, or do the people
rule in ///<i.t.vr. The doctrine of State co-opera-

tion, of concurrent majorities, of restraints

upon mere popular will, of checks and balances,

runs through and dominates the whole s\

The Government of the Union is the creature

of the States." It is not a party to the Consti-

tution, but the result of it, as made by the

tuent States, and cannot, as originally

d and designed, exist independently of it,

or of the St.. ttors. The Union, so

much lauded and so beneficial and necessary, is

not a ting thing. It is a consequence,
1 \\lutever powers it possesses or

can exercise, whatever authority it can use,

whatever allegiance it can claim, grow out of

79.

Pooerojr, Cmititmtimtl L*w, 54-56.
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the voluntary and a of the

States. The St united t<> the extent of

the delegated pM\\ en : l>e\ . .IK! th-e the States

BTC ii"t in a union. As forcibly stated by Mr.

Justice Nelson,
" the General < iovernment, and

the Stutr^, although botli exist within the same
territori.il limits, are .separate and distinct

creignties, acting separately and independently
of each other, within their respective spin:
The former in its appropriate sphere is su-

preme; but the States within the limits of

their powers not granted, or, in the language
of the Tenth Amendment, '

reserved/ arc as

independent of the General Government
that Government within its sphere is inde-

pendent of the States."
1

Outside the granted

powers, or what is necessarily implied from the

granted, the General Government, the Union,
has no more right, power, authority, control,

dominion, over Massachusetts or Montana than

it has over Austria or Chili. Within the po\\

reserved, and not prohibited to the States and

not delegated to the General Government,
Colorado or Connecticut is as free from inter-

ference or control by the Government at Wash-

ington, or should be under the Constitution, as

Turkey or Japan or Brazil. The Federal theory
of our Government made the party which has

sedulously guarded the States against encroach-

ment or usurpation, and has construed the

Constitution strictly in its grants and limitations.

1 The ColUclorv. Day, n Wall. 113, 124.
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i antagonism to tin-, is thcoppoft-
.v as to f tin- powers con-

i'd upon the Government, a view \\lmh

nukes the Government .1 v ,nal

SOVi iincry of administra-

independent of, ami I iie weal

Ihis theory makes

iment tiu- ultimate and sole in-

tetpreter of its own powers, with no remedy
ept revolution against usurpation ; for ti

be no difference 1 a govcrnn

nally all powers, and one having the

ri-lit to take what powers it pleases. At one

time, in the progress of framing the Constitu-

tion, th i.il Government
"

were

. hut after on motion of Mr.

Kllsworth oi -cticut, were stricken out

unanimously, thus showing that the Convention

intended the Government to be Federal, not

.on.il. ML ("alhoun, in 181 1, used th

and terse lan^ua^i : "The chief object for

which the Constitution was formed was to give
the General Government power, security, and

respectability abroad. In our relations with

ign countries, where strength of Govern -

it and national security \\ere most required,

the powers of our Government arc undivided.

In those exteiior relations abroad, this Govern-

t is the soh- lusivc representative of

the united majority, sovereignty, and power of

the States constituting this .-id glorious

Union. To tlu arc one.
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Neither State nor State Government is known
IK vond our border^. ... It is only at home,

in their internal relations that they are many."
There i> n<> necessary antagonism between the

State and Federal systems of Government.

Each in its orbit is sovereign. In the <

of delegated functions, the Federal Govern-

ment is supreme, and in all else the Stat*

sovereign.

The Constitution was a compromise between

sharply conflicting views. " The compact by
which the several States were fused into one

united body would never have taken place with-

out the concession which is found enacted into

words in the instrument of Union." ' Some of

the ablest men of the time had ideas very
remote from the plan adopted, and looked with

distrust and apprehensions of evil upon the

Republican idea. Alexander Hamilton,
1

the

founder of the consolidation school of politics,

although he powerfully contributed, by his

essays in the Federalist, to the ratification of

the Constitution, expressed frankly his doubts

as to the success of " the experiment." General

Washington, after the war, before the Constitu-

tion was framed, confessed that he was puzzled
to account for the "monarchical ideas" in New

England, when it would have been more natural

to expect such ideas at the South. Afterwards,
in the early administrations, federalism had

1 Mich. Lcct., 152.
~

* Hamilton's Remimscfnttt^ iii., 298.
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its entire strength at the North, while

republicanism was largely preponderant at the

South. Very n.iturally a party, headed by one

who had avov\ed his opinion th.it the monarchy
of Kn^land was the best (iovernnu-nt in the

!ic hapj <f human ingcn-
<1 to a liberal construction of

a I powers and sought by ingenious and

latituilinniis intei ; to enlarge the sphere
and functions of the Government, to ccntrali/e

authority and to reduce the States to provincial

dependencies. Not being in sympathy with the

paper originally, he- determined to make it by

expansive construction what he had failed to

it in the convention.
1

In an address to

the people in 1798, the Virginia House of Dele-

gates complained of the effort of the Fcdei

tablishing by successive precedents such

a mode of construing the Constitution as will

rapidly remove every restraint upon Federal

The compact and powerful organiza-

tion of men, known as Federalists, hostile to

popular rights and honestly inclined to a strong

government, resisted those who held that no

r should be conceded to exist unless con-

veyed in unmistakable terms.

The sectional feeling, which was such a dis-

turbing or hindering cause in the effort to agree
1 In 1791, Hamilton said :

"
I own it is my opinion, though

I do not publish it in Dan or Beenheba, that the \\i\mmt

Government U not that which will answer the en is of society.

67 giving ^ability and protection to its rights, and that it will

probably be found expedient to go to the British form."
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upon a common Govern mint, became mis-

chievous during Washington's administration.

This jealousy manifested itself painfully in re*

ing and defeating the admission <>f Kentucky
into the Union, until Vermont was ready to

come in as a counterpoise and balance. The
alien and sedition laws, passed by Congi

during John Adams's presidency, filled the

country with alarm and drew forth expositions
of the Constitution which became the text-book

of political faith, and were recognized by a

great party as late as 1856, as the true interpre-

tation of the character of our Government. The

Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions of 1798 and

1799, and Madison's Report thereon, first put
into clear and logical form of statement the

States-Rights theory of our Federal compact.
The action of Kentucky and Virginia illustrates

how the people of those States, under the

leadership of Jefferson and Madison, rallied to

the defence of the Constitution and interposed
to prevent legislative and executive usurpa-
tions. Virginia explicitly declared " that it

views the powers of the Federal Government

as resulting from the compact to which the

States are parties as limited by that compact,
as no farther valid than as they are authorized

by the grants enumerated in that compact ;
and

that in a case of deliberate, palpable, and dan-

gerous exercise of other powers not granted by
said compact, the States, who are parties thereto,

have the right and are in duty bound to inter-
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pos< i; the progress of t md
.m^ t within their respective hi;

the au: .and liberties appertaining
tlu 1 ho address speaks of those "

\itii tli -ate sov.

.ml says that it was admitted by

early friends of the Cmistitut -hat the

re only diminished by

powers specifically en nn or necessary to

the specified powers into cff< The

\y Resolutions, drawn by Mr. Jefferson,

are the Constitution to be a compact, and

that
"

if those uho administer the General d
ern: permitted to transgress the limits

1 by that compact, by a total < 1 to

the special delegations of power therein con-

taincd. .in annihilation of the State Governments

and the creation upon their ruins of a general

consolidated Government will be the inevitable

consequence
"

; that the principle and construc-

contended for by sundry of the State Leg-
tires that the General Government is the

usive judge of the extent of the powers

delegated to it,
"
stop nothing short of despot-

ism since the discretion of those who adminis-

the Government and not the Constitution

;ld be the measure of their powers; that

the several States who formed the instrument,

being sovereign and independent, have the

unquestionable rii'ht to judge of the infraction;

and that a nullification by those sovereignties
1

3 Jcffcnoo's IfWfc. 4*8 ; 6 Hamilton'* HVA/, 548.
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of all unauthorized acts done under color of

that instrument is tin- rightful remedy."
These ill by the purest patriots, famil-

iar with the organic law in its origin and intent,

prove, if no more, that what ha cribed,

in its origin and proclamation, to the impetuous
and rebellious spirit of the South in modern

times, was a clearly stated and unanswerably
reasoned theory of the greatest statesmen of

the better days of the Republic. Henry Cabot

Lodge says
'

: "It was probably necessary, at

all events Mr. Webster felt it to be so, to argue
that the Constitution at the outset was not a

compact between the States, but a national in-

strument, and to distinguish the cases of Vir-

ginia and Kentucky in 1799, and of New Eng-
land in 1 8 14,from that of South Carolina in 1830.

. . . Unfortunately the facts were against

him in both instances. When the Constitution

was adopted by the votes of States at Philadel-

phia, and accepted by the votes of States in

popular conventions, it is safe to say that there

was not a man in the country, from Washing-
ton and Hamilton on the one side to George
Clinton and George Mason on the other, who

regarded the new system as anything but an

experiment entered upon by the States, and

from which each and every State had the right

peaceably to withdraw, a right which was very

likely to be exercised."

Wendell Phillips, in New Bedford, Mass., in

1 Webster\ p. 176.
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1861. said that the States who think their pecul-
iar institutions require a separate Government,
"

h.ivc a ri^ht to circuit- that question without

appealing to you or to me." A convention in

Ohio in 1859, declared the Constitution a

each State acceded as a

and is an integral party, and that each State

had the i udgC for itself of infractions.

and of the mode and measure of redress, and to

this declaration Giddings, Wade, Chase, and



CHAPTER IX.

IN the earlier years of the Government, it

was viewed as a doubtful experiment by many
good men in America, and regarded with aver-

sion and hostility by the rulers and the Govern-

ments of the old world. Our five institutions

were adjudged and disparaged as a pro:

against tyranny and absolutism, a defiant

declaration of the personal and civil rights of

the people, and a challenge to all the world to

show cause why a few families should usurp the

prerogative of dominion. The feeling which

ultimately led to the Holy Alliance and the

league of reigning dynasties in Kuropc against

popular liberties, and the covenant for mutual

support against popular revolution, .showed in-

sulting and unrelenting hatred of the princi;

of our representative Government. Our claim

to equality among the nations of the earth was

disregarded and denied. The United States

was contemptuously ignored and habitually

maltreated. The ocean was not free to us.

Our flag was not respected. The laws of

nations were construed as inapplicable to us.

Great Britain, sore and mortified at her loss of

Colonies, and at their rapid growth in wealth

and power, took the lead in measures resentful

no
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and disdainful, and studiously sougl ace

tin- IV leiju.tlity, and to make

us feel and acknowledge inferiority. Our com-

merce was crippli-d, our vessels v ted and

searched, our sailors wen- impressed. Claims

for indemnity, demands for reparation, protests

against national wrongs, were unheeded or

causelessly procrastinated, and every injury

seemed only a provocation and a license to

greater wrongs and outrages. Our Embargo and

Non-Intercours^ of our enemies

and pr. of ourselves, failed of their pur-

pose abroad and encountered bitterest opposi-
New England. A f>r supremacy

.-.een France and En^l fierce and

hty war, commanding all their passions and

energies, made these belligerents disregard our

rights and interests as a neutral and peaceable

po\\ our independence as one of the

nations of the earth. England, having the

est navy and the immunity of her island

home, was especially conspicuous, wilful and

insolent in violating neutral rights and prosecut-

ing a quasi war, subjecting our maritime rights

to the arbitrary rule of her will. Vessels were

seized in our own ports and confiscated, sailors

in from ships floating the St.t

Stn ice on English

At that period, Calhoun came into

the HOUM- of Krpu scntatives. and he anil Clay
id and Chcvcs and LOU ndes and

Foi .d Grundy and Troup a^ f 1 M.up a^ f 1^
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Johnson, in burning Words of Indignant patriot-

ism,
1

aroused the country by showing Kn^lantl's

purpose to drive our flag from the seas and

reduce us again to colonial vassalage. They
made the people see that the only alternative

was war or degradation. The opposition this

stance to English wrong encountered gave
the contest in Congress somewhat of a sectional

aspect.
" The war of 1812," says Adams,

" was

chiefly remarkable *

for the vehemence with

which, from beginning to end, it was resisted

and thwarted by a very large number of citi-

zens, . . . who considered themselves by
no means the least respectable, intelligent, or

patriotic part of the nation."
*

As early as 1793, when peace with Europe
was endangered by Genet's machinations, there

were those in New England who, in no dubious

language, urged that a dissolution of the Union

was preferable to a war with Great Britain.

Timothy Dwight wrote: "A war with Great

Britain we, at least in New England, will not

enter into. Sooner would ninety-nine out of

one hundred of our inhabitants separate from

the Union than plunge themselves into an abyss
of misery."

! The inconsistent attitude of New

England was a little remarkable. In 1748, re-

sistance to a press-gang resulted in a riot in the

' 6 Hildreth's U. S., 259, 260.

* 6 Adams's Hist, of the U. S., 224, 229.

'4 Hildreth,4i2, 440, 477-8. I Vim Hoist, 112-118. But-

ler's Effect of the War of 1812, 10.
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streets of Boston. In i;uS, the fri-atc Romncy,

guarding the harbor of Boston, seized seven

/ens and impressed them as seamen.

>lencc was then stigmatized as wan

cruelty and violative of natural ri^ht. As a

rule the Ka^tern States were opposed to the

hut President Madison of Virginia rccom-

ation. His message complained
that Hritish cruisers had violated the American

flag on the ocean, ami seized and carried off

persons sailing under it, that they had viol..-

peace of the coasts and harassed entering
and departing cmi; 'hat the Hritish Gov-

ernment hail established fictitious blockades

without the presence of an adequate force, and

sometimes without the practicability of applying

one, by means of all which American commerce
had been plundered on every sea, and that it

had perpetrated this wrong most flagrantly by
a system of blockades known as the Orders in

Council. Mr. Calhoun, of South Carolina, re-

ported from the Committee on Foreign Affairs

a bill recogni/ing :i the Senators and

Representatives from South Carolina, Georgia,

itucky, Tennessee, and Lot; and the

most of them from Maryland, Virginia, and

North Carol ina, supported the declaration, which

had the concurrence of such cities as Baltimore,

Charleston, and New Orleans.

Governor Strong of Massachusetts issued a
Proclamation for a public fast in consequence
of the war just declared "against the nation
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from which we arc descended, and which for

many generations lia^ 1>< -i -n the bulwark of the

religion we prof< I In \\-turning members
of Congress, who had voted for the war, met

an offensive and insulting reception even to the

point of actual assault. One was sci/.ed in Ply-

mouth and kicked through the town. "
By

energetic use of a social machinery, still al-

most irresistible, the Federalists and the clergy
checked or prevented every effort to assist the

war either by money or enlistments." From
the pulpit, prostituted to party and treasonable

purposes, the war was denounced as "
unholy,

unrighteous, wicked, abominable, and accursed."

Boston newspapers declared that any Federalist,

"who loaned money to the Government, would

be called infamous, and forfeit all claim to

common honesty." The Supreme Court of

Massachusetts decided that no power was given
to the President or to Congress to determine

the actual existence of the exigencies upon
which the militia of the several States may be

employed in the service of the United Sta:

and that to the Governor belonged the right

to decide when the constitutional exigency
existed.* The Governor refused the request of

the President for the quota of militia to defend

the coast, and the House of Reprcscntati
declared the war to be a wanton sacrifice of

1 Olive Branch, pp. 298, 301.
*
Correspondence between J. Q. Adams and Citizens of

Mass., 36.
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4 and asked th.

<-oplc of the State to tli The dis-

affection of Com was equally treason-

Thc Governor \\ithdrew the militia from

tin national service, and made it subject to

issued I authority.
1 New Ilamp-

was not far behind. Governor 1'lumcr

als made my calling out the

militia, in ol> the laws of Congress
ami by older of the runout, to

the national capital in lSi2, the rallying

point against me. I lost votes enough from

e to have elected me Governor." In

1814 Governor Oilman called out some com-

I of militia to d uth. and his

party associates murmured greatly at it. Many
worth :cjoice over British

victories and to mourn over those of their own

country.* When Jackson, in January, 1813, left

with his brigade to reinforce General Wilkinson

to the Secretary of

War informing him that he was in command of

2070 volunteers, chou -f Tennessee,
ientious scruples" about

:ting the will of the Government, or march-

ing beyond the limits of their State, and would

rejoice to "banish effectually from the Southern

coast all British influence." Not being allowed

at that time to proceed, he again wrote :" Should

the safety of the lower country admit, and the

6 A*m*% 399, * I*/* / Pl*mtr. 406, 414-
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Government so order, I would, with pleasure,
march to tin- lines <f Canada, and there en-

deavor to wipe off the stain on our military
character occasioned by the recent di

referring to the surrender of Detroit by General

Hull and subsequent military miscarriages.
The treaty of peace was signed at Ghent,

December 24, 1814, but was not, in official

form, delivered to the Secretary of State, by a

special messenger, until February 13, 1815.

Meantime, the victory of New Orleans had
been gained on January 8, 1815, which put an

end to sectional machinations, and gave the

Government a triumph over all immediate

dangers, internal and external. Peace was wel-

comed everywhere, and resources, crippled by
the suspension of commerce, sprang suddenly
into prosperity. Adams says :

" New England
was pleased at the contrast between her own

prosperity and the sufferings of her neighbors.
The blockade and the embargo brought wealth

to her alone. Wheels roll, spindles whirl, shut-

tles fly. New England banks were believed to

draw not less than half a million dollars every
month from the South.*' "

Money is such a

drug that men are willing to lend it secretly to

support the very measures intended and calcu-

lated for their ruin."
'

The war, which gave such a shining illustra-

tion of our military and naval prowess, was

1 8 Adams, 14, 55.
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tly called the second war of Independence.
In : tr.-in the South

had a conspicuous part. The ctf.it <>f tin- war

was to vindii-.ite our equality and independt

among the nationalities of the world. It gave

lity, Importance, and power
! dimmi-hrd. It was a

agency in promoting national un

in developing national patriotism and courage,

milit.ii> and naval skill and ability, in quieting
for ma: sectional discord, and demon-

tin^ our unaided competency to defend our

soil and coasts, and cope successfully with

: disciplined army and the most formidable

navy of the old world.

In thi- I in the various Indian

which have occurred in Alabama, Fl< .rid.i. the

West, on the frontiers, and in the Territories,

it will hardly be questioned that the Southern

States did their full duty in soldiers furnished,

privations endured, and rendered.

In the war with Mexico, from Palo Alto to

the taking of the capital city, in contributions

of officers and nu-n, in .skill of command and

gallantry of rank and file, the South can:

sent to be placed in an inferior position to any,
however meritorious, th.it may be assigned to

the North. A carefully prepared table presents
this exhibit :

number of Volunteers from the South, 45,640
44 "

North, 23,0*4
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It will be seen, if it be t.ikt -n into consideration

that the population of the North was two thirds

greater than that of the South, that the latter

furnished more than three times her proportion
of volunU



CHAF1 i.K X.

SIR CHARLES Dll.KK has a striking book on

tin- AV//////, and Professor Scclcy has a

sugi volume on Tht Expansion of Eng-
land. The territorial area of the United States,

organized into the Union of

the Constitution, has been more than quad-

ruplcd. In 1789, the area was 829,600 squ
miles. By the acquisition of Louisiana the area

obtained was 1,182,752 square miles; by the

Florida o-ssion of February 22, 1819, $9,258

square miles ; by the treaty of Guadalupe

cbruary 2, 1848, $22,568 squ

miles; by the annexation of Texas, in 184$,

.063 square miles, 96,707 of which were

d to the United States and became a por-

'f New Mexico, Colorado, and Kansas ; by
the (tadsden purchase, December 30, 1853,

4$. $3$ square miles ; by n cessions,

1848-1853, $91,318 square miles; and by the

Alaska purchase of March 30. iS<.;, ; 77.390

square mill -s. The manner of acquisition has

been by ml by annexation.

The . in adequate recital, of the nego-
tiations and other steps by which Louisiana

i its immense sweep of territory, com;

ing everything (except Texas) between the

119
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Mississippi and the crest of the Rocky Moun-

tains, and embracing the States of Louisiana,

Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa,

Montana, the Dakotas, Wyoming, and parts of

Colorado, Minnesota, and Idaho, and the Indian

Territory, and Florida, Texas, California, Ari-

zona, and New Mexico have been added to the

Union, would fill a volume.

The purchase of Louisiana, necessitated by
national safety and unity, was fortunately and

wisely made by Jefferson for $15,000,000. Of
the indispensablencss of our control of the mouth

and of the navigation of the Mississippi, and of

the incalculable value of the vast acquisition,

there are now not two opinions, and yet the

Federalists in 1803 objected because the ac-

quirement would give the South a preponder-
ance which would " continue for all time," the

States created west of the Mississippi would in-

jure the commerce of New England, and the
" admission of the Western world into the

Union would compel the Eastern States to es-

tablish an Eastern empire." The purchase
came near bringing to a head the threats and

wishes of separation, and provoked certain

leaders to devising formal and earnest plans

for a dissolution of the Union. The fear of

wrong and oppression inflamed New England
to a pitch of violence and treason. New Eng-
land is habitually represented by her historians

and orators as always loyal and abhorrent of

1

Cooper's American Politics. 16.



every scheme of nulh: , and

no terms of md obloquy are too

ith, and yet secession h

: in not a f<

her in.itcri.il interests were

reotly endangered, has ife -right
:i to nullification or

separation.

One of the most singular illustrations ever

presented of the power of literature to conceal

and pervert truth, to modify and falsify history,

r odium from the guilty to the inno-

is found in the fact that the reproach of

ili>union has been dipped fi<>m the shoulders

of the North to those of the South. As early

as 1786 the situation became "
dangerous in the

extreme." The agitation in Massachi;

. and it was declared that if Jay's negotia-

tion for closing the Mississippi for twenty-five

years could not be adopted, it was high time

for the New England > secede from the

Union and form a confederation by themselves.
1

IMuiner traces secession movements in 1792 and

1794, and says that all dissatisfied with the

measures of Government looked to a separation
of the States as a remedy for oppressive griev-

ance. In 1794 Fisher Ames said: " The spirit of

insurrection had tainted a vast extent of coun-

try besides Pennsylvania." In 1796 Lieutenant-

Governor Wolcott, of Connecticut, said

sincerely declare that I wMi the Northern

VnW. 311.
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States would separate from the Southern the

moment that event ulu- election of Jefferson)

shall take place." Although he was not elected

until four years afterwards, the bare election

without waiting for inauguration, or an overt

act, was considered a sufficient cause for sepa-

ration. In 1796 a voluntary and concerted

withdrawal of the States north of the Poto-

mac was advocated by/rr sc Disunionists from

conviction of the desirableness of separation.

in that year to 1800, and later, Federalist

leaders in Connecticut set on foot and continued
" an open propaganda for the dissolution of

the Union." This was not from temporary

exacerbation, but was based on the ground of

permanent incompatibility in the same civil

polity. Governor Plumer distinctly affirms that

in 1805 the purpose of New England leaders,

whose names he gives, was to dissolve the

Union. 1

These latent convictions were formed into a

design immediately after, and as a consequence

of, the acquisition of Louisiana. This purchase
revived what Henry Adams calls

" the old

disunion project," because of the alleged dis-

turbance of the sectional equilibrium.
1

John

Quincy Adams published over his own signa-

ture that the plot was formed in the winter of

1803-4. "The plan was so far matured that

the proposal had been made to an individual to

1

Lift of Plumtr, 276, 278, 289-296, 309.
1
Welling on the Conn. Federation, 9-17.
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permit himself, at th. be placed
at the hcail of the military movement-,, which

is foreseen woul<! >-ssary to carry it

into execution V separation of the Union
was openly stimulated in tile public prints and

"f the New England
, to m< w Haven, was int

and proposed."
1

In March, 1808, these facts

communicated by Adams to Jefferson. In

that same year the Embargo brought to the

c the same 1 in 1809
Massachusetts d-<. lai d that the Embargo was

gaily binding on 1 > ns.
f

Quincy

urged the people to anticipate the evil and pre-

pare a ::ie event. The Essex Junto was

formed in March, 1810, and '*
their prime object

lution of the General Government
and a separation of the State- .void was

is advocate of the dismemberment of

the Union." In 181 1, on a bill for the admis-

sion of Louisiana. Josiah Quincy of whom
Lowell said ,

" His fears were aroused for the

cc of power between the old States, rather

by any mural sensitiveness, which would,

indeed, have be anachronism at that

time" used this Lingua. ,m compelled
v-lare it as my deliberate opinion tl

this bill passes, the bonds of the Union a:

dissolved ; that the States which compose
it arc free from their moral obligations ; and

1 Hamilton'* Kfmiwtefttffs, 95. 109. not

. 393-6 ; !>*/., V&
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that as it will be- the right of all, so it will be tin-

duty of some, to prepare definitely for a separa-

tion, amicably if they tan, violently if they
must." In iSu, the desire for separation

-talli/.ed into a formal conspiracy. The
New England Federalists thinking that the

National Government must cease its functions,

that the States must resume their sovereign

powers, and enter into some other political

compact, fell upon the project of a New Eng-
land convention, summoned by State authority.

Their intention was to establish their new Gov-

ernment under the authority and protection of

the State Governments. The hostility to the

war culminated in a convention at Hartford, at

which delegates were present from all the New

England States. This secret conclave was to

adopt measures looking to a restoration of

peace, and " the establishment of a new Federal

compact, comprising the whole or a portion of

the actual Union." The Boston Ccntinel, an-

nouncing the adhesion of Connecticut and

Rhode Island to the Convention, displayed the

head-line,
" Second and Third Pillars of a New

England Edifice Reared." A Report adopted
asserted the right and duty of a State to inter-

pose its authority for the protection of its

citizens from infractions of the Constitution by
the General Government. The tone of the

press and of the elections bore out the belief

that a popular majority would have supported
an abrupt and violent course,

" even to a dis-
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ruption of the I'm'.- it John <Jur

Adams remained .1 stubborn believer in the

semi-treasonable purposes of the leaders of tin-

body. Matthew Carey, in the Oi. nek,

published in 1814, affirms, over and over, that

a project of separation was formed shortly after

the adoption of the Constitution was publicly

advocated in some of the gazettes, and preached
:i the pulpit during Jefferson's administra-

; that unceasing endeavors were made to

poison the mimls of the people of the Eastern

tes and to alienate them from their fellow-

ens of the South, and that it was beyond
doubt that during the war there existed in New

conspiracy, among a few of the

most wealthy anil influential c : > effect

a dissolution of the Union, at every hazard,

and to form a separate Confederacy.
1

Horatio Seymour, on October 8, 1880, in a

public address in New York City, thus spoke :

"The iV it of disunion was uttered

upon the floor of Congress by Josiah Quincy,
one of the most able and distinguished son

Massachusetts. At v Mr. Hamilton

with all his distrust of the Constitution, sent

word to the citi/ens of Boston to stop their

threats of disunion and to let the Govcrmr.

id as lon^; as it would. When our country
was engaged with the superior power, popula-

tion, and resources of Great Britain, when

armies were upon our soil, when the walls of its

1 See pp. 7, 49. H. **.
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Capitol wore blackened and marred by the fires

kiiullcd by our foes, and our Union was tint at

ened uitli disasters, the leading officials and

citizens of New England threatened resistance

to the military measures of the Administration.

This was the language held by a convention

of delegates appointed by the Legislatures of

three of the New England States, and by cl<

gates from counties in Vermont and New I lamp-
shire: 'Incases of deliberate, dangerous, and

palpable infractions of the Constitution, affect-

ing the sovereignty of a State and liberties of

the people, it is not only the right but the duty
of such State to interpose for their protection
in the manner best calculated to secure that

end.' This covers the whole doctrine of Nulli-

fication. They denounced the measures of the

Administration for carrying on the war in de-

fence of our country against invasion.
*

They
advised the Legislatures of the several States

represented to adopt all such measures as may
be necessary effectually to protect the citizens

of said States from the operation and effects of

all acts which have been or may be passed by

Congress which shall contain provisions sub-

jecting the militia or other citizens to forcible

drafts, conscriptions, or impressments not au-

thorized by the Constitution of the United

States.' This was not the language of a mob
excited by a draft which was admitted by the

Administration to be unfair, and where it was

conceded the draft in the city of New York ex-
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cecdcd the whole quota of Vermont, but it was
deliber .1 iage of a solemn coin

The men uho i iiesc threats, which gave
1 and comfort

'

to the enemies of this coun-

irning its Capitol, v,

heltl in high esteem. To this day the n

George Cabot, Nathan Roger M. Sher-

man, and thrir associates .ire honored in New
England. The iii->-..!uti. -n of the Union was

urged by prominent men of the North and

West at public meetings, and was loudly ap-

plauded. When the anti-slavery agitation be-

gan, those engaged in it took the extreme

throughout the North and

West. These changes in the past adnmnish us

of changes in the future, am! that it is as un-

wise to hate the South for its past errors as

it would be to war on Northern or Western

States for like heresies, for those arc as guilty

who originate as those who act upon them."

The treaty of Ghent gave a quietus to the in-

flammatory agitation and suspended the hostile

purposes of the The exigency of so

momentous
"
as the continuation of the

war having passed, another convention was not

held in Boston as had been contemplated.

J.Q.Adams said, in the letter already quoted
from :

" The two postulates for disunion were

nearly consummated. The interposition of a

kindly Provide!. -ring peace to our coun-

to the world, averted the most deplora-
ble of catastrophes, and turning over to the

""
*>*

-

--* \
.
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receptacle of things lost upon earth the ad-

journcd convention from Hartford to Boston,

extinguished (by the mercy of Heaven may it

be forever
!)

the projected New England con-

federacy." Some of the prominent plot:

having denied Adams's statements, Governor

Plumer bears tin's positive testimony :
"

I am
certain that on retiring early one evening from

dining with Aaron Burr, Mr. Hilhouse said, in

an animated tone,
' The Eastern States must

and will dissolve the Union and form a sepa-

rate Government of their own
;
and the sooner

they do this the better.' I think the first man
who mentioned the subject of a dismember-

ment was Samuel Hunt, a representative from

New Hampshire. But there was no man with

whom I conversed so often, so fully and freely,

as with Roger Griswold. He was, without

doubt or hesitation, decidedly in favor of dis-

solving the Union and establishing a Northern

Confederacy."
The acquisition of Florida was pursued with

vigor by several administrations, and was so

obviously required by geographical and national

considerations, that it elicited little opposition
at home

;
and yet Monroe, who had been active

in the negotiations from beginning to end, said

that he took by the treaty less territory than

Spain was willing to grant, because of the re-

pugnance with which the Eastern part of the

Union had long viewed the aggrandisement of

the country towards the South and the West.
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>

is, although the main

Issue in tin- : tlOfl which n >u

in t: i Irnry Clay,

outburst of viol m,

and brought into public addresses and Icgisla-

>lvcs very similar protests and threats

t> those which i the public car after the

purchase oM.Miiixiana. In 1X45, John Quincy
Truman Smith, and other Congressmen

a the Mortis ireil, in a joint

letter, that the annexation of Texas would jus-

.1 dissolution <>f the Union and would lead

iat result. The Legislature of Massachu-

th< session of 1*44-5, followed by other

inland Si that they were

txuind to reco^ni/.e the annexation of Texas

as obligatory on them. In 1845 the joint Stand-

Committee on 1-Yderal Relations said :

" When Massachu-i t^ked to violate the

fundamental pnvixioiis of that Constitution as

her own, she unhesitatingly thr<

self back on her rights as an independent State.

She cannot forget that she hail an independent
, c and a constitution before the Union

d. Her constitution secured to

every one of her citi/ens the right of tiial

by jury and the privilege of the \\rit

of ha; ,*//\. \\henever their lib*

wa- These essential elements of

inilependen lia-. never bartered a

She will not suffer them to be wrested from her

by any power on earth." The accession of this
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immense empire i-nrd and accomplished

by Calhoun, Tyler, Jacks, >n. Polk, and their

political associates. That pure patriot and

statesman, Robert C. Winthrop, although op-

posed to the policy of the administration, was

not seduced by passion or sectionalism into dis-

loyalty, but gave as a patriotic toast ;

" Our

Country, however bounded, still our Country."
Mr. Bancroft, in 1860, writes :

"
Very soon after

March 4, 1845, Mr. Polk, one day when I was

alone with him, in the clearest manner and with

the utmost energy, declared to me what were

to be the four great measures of his administra-

tion. He succeeded in all the four, and one of

the four was the acquisition of California for

the United States. This it was hoped to

accomplish by peaceful negotiation ; but if

Mexico, in resenting our acceptance of the offer

of Texas to join us, should begin a war with us,

then by taking possession of the Province."

When the war was pending there was conclusive

reason to believe that England was aiming to

obtain a footing in the then Mexican province
of California by an extensive system of coloni-

zation. A grant of nearly fourteen millions of

acres was issued to a British subject,
1 on the

express condition that Americans were to be

kept out.

At different times the country has been

harassed by questions of national character and

consequence, which happily pa.^ed without any
1 The Century, April, 1891, pp. 919-927.
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serious departure from the tradition ami pledge
of no entangling alliances with foreign nations.

1848, a bill was introduced to enable tin

military posses-
of N This had the support of promi-
lu-nt men of both - but the true n :

cs of the South opposed it, as

with the salutary rule of non-intervention, 1

down by Mr. J ! which had grown
int. i one of the received maxims of national

policy. The popular upheavals in Europe, in

1848, excited much i: and there was

naturally a universal rejoicing at the over-

throw or weakening of monarchical Ciov

nid the autocratic rule of human KX

! at the assertion of the dependence of

ts for their legitimacy upon their

conformity to the democratic will and re.

for t ral welfare, instead of upon nearly

exclusive concern for the privileged classes.

sions of ion and congratul.it ions

upon the triumph of free principles were proper
: perhaps required, but some extren.

^cd upon the French prop.i \ of the

last o nttiry in the advocacy of our intervention

to make permanently successful the revolutions

which had had a beginning. The South, almost

as a unit, i the rule

ibstinence in the affairs of -rn-

In 1850 there was an able debate in the

Senate in favor of suspending diplomatic r

tionswith Austria, as a prot ^t atrocious
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acts of < ;n, sacrificing human liberty and

life, anil in audacious contempt of the rights

of man and of the sentiment of the civi-

li/.ed world. Sympathy with the oppressed

Magyars and horror of Austrian cruelty and

despotism did not beguile Southern sentiment

and action into an interference with the right

of foreign peoples to regulate their affairs

without our officious or insolent intermeddling.
The succeeding year, resolutions of sympathy
with Louis Kossuth, authorizing the President

mploy public vessels to convey him and his

associates to this country, were introduced into

the Senate and had strong support,
"
pretty

much,'* said Senator Mason of Virginia, "in the

West and North," but generally the South op-

posed this attempt to commit the United States

to any of the schemes for revolutionizing Eu-

rope. When some of the Irish revolutionists

of 1798 desired to come to this country as

political exiles, Rufus King, our Minister to

England, was instructed to protest, but Kos-

suth was brought in a national ship. He was

fted and honored, delivered speeches in the

prominent cities, and displayed extraordinary

capacity for public address and in the use of

the English tongue. In 1852, a resolution, oc-

casioned by the armed intervention of Ru
between Austria and Hungary, was introduced

by a Senator from Rhode Island, adhering to

non-intervention as the true principle of our

national prosperity, and yet laying down the
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specious but dangerous doctrin .

ju->t

regard to our saf> re us t<>

vancc t> the conflict
"
against the foes of

stitution.il fi. .-id human liberty, when a
'

prudrnt f-.usi-ht" should \\ain us that our

1 institutions"

1 ordinarily adjudged to be impetu-

ous, h,.t 1)1. M,drd,.md ii-voluti" is marked,

in all these aggressive antl neutrality-vi.lating

movements, by a wise conservatism and a scru-

pulous respect for treaty obligations, holding
that and ought to be

the sole, judge of the form of Government most

conducive to its peace and prospcrit



CHAI'TKR XI.

Till-; liiu- of demarcation 1. the two

at political Mi-ani/ations, existing mainly in

the North and in the South, or, more accu-

rately, dividing the political opinions of the

North and South, may be drawn on the cardi-

nal question of construing the Constitution of

the United States. The one has ab initio

sought to enlarge the powers of the General

Government, to consolidate power and au-

thority in Washington, to reduce the States

to a position of inferiority and subordination.

This end has been sought by magnifying
the dignity and powers of the one Gov-

ernment and minifying those of the others.

By construing liberally all granted powers,

by covering under implication whatever was

desired or needed, by making
"
general wel-

fare and common defence," which were

designed as terms of description or lim-

itation, substantive and distinct grants, by

denying to the States all right of ultimate

interpretation or resistance, by making the

Supreme Court a mere part or agency of

the Federal Government the final arbiter not

merely of judicial cases, but of all matters of

constitutional controversy, by successive and

134
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repeated usurpations, by unf

ting purpose or grasp

eminent. l>y such means, the Constitution has

ally ceased to be any restraint upon ex-

ecutive, li;.;i
-! n. In com-

mon
i

.m<l in !

y, the Government at Washing
spoken of and regarded as the -f the

t,
as the fountain of all political authority,

as th< f person, proper-
d liberty.

1 The Union is worshiped as

antedatii tich, the oh;

suprnne idolatrx ', a ilistinct Mihstantive thing,

.1 .f a con-M-iju ,1 \VoUiy speaks
of it, "as .soiiu-thing hi^lu-r and greater than

the s iteil by tli

tution."
*

Sectional :nent,

.ipidity, ambition, u inent

partnership in business, appropriation of

national revenues for individual benefit, and for

doing what legitimately belongs to States, mu-

^lities, and local communities, have helped
'.ude patriotic and unsuspecting p

and to pervert utterly the character and original

purposes of the Union. Fallacies and false-

wtnufi**. by Charles G. Loring. published in 1866.

has these novel suicnu . c people of the Unite

vss the grmntor, and the several States respectively were the

grantees, of that right." that U, the right of representation la

Congress,
'

its and powers are such, and such only,

as were granted, defined, or recogniied by the Constitrio*.*
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hoods have been interwoven into party plat-

forms and political theories, and substituted for

incontrovertible historical facts. A member of

Con; :i 1891, gravely proclaims to a party

convention: "We took the old Constitution,

defective as it was made away back, more

than a hundred years ago, made in the dim

light of that a-e, made out of the compmm
of those days of political turmoil and anxi

and have built upon that foundation the mag-
nificent structure that we now call the Consti-

tution of the United States." Flexibility and

pliancy of organic law, adaptation to historic

life, may be desirable, as the admirers of t he-

British Constitution contend, but that is not tin-

theory of our written Constitution. That the

organic law should be the true expression of the

organic life, the prompt reflection of the deliber-

ate will of the people, may be true, but the ques-

tion is, How is that will to find authorized ex-

pression ? By the prescribed mode of amend-

ment, or by a departmental interpretation of

the supposed utterance of a popular election ?

There are grave treatises on the unwritten Con-

stitution, as if such an absurdity could cxi-t

under our form of Government. Constitutional

rights are gravely asserted to be the result of a

process of political evolution, and limitations

are occasioned, or removed, by the influence of

public opinion, or the demands'of private in-

terests. There has been a silent expansion of

the powers of Congress, the Executive, and the
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Ju< Ahuli checks and balances

iic written iiitiiument h.i\ i been dcs'

and these uMirp.it ions arc justified by a sup-

pOSCd Or an assert. .1 harmony u it h public .nit i-

t. S- by one

i-r, .1 pi as " the ag-
l inIi\ ulu.iU \\li-i now possess the

Mipieme po\\er of the land." "The |>coplc

e^ the political power, and powers pro-
hibited t> the State^. but neiiher prohibiled nor

delegated In the (ieneral (ioverninent, may be

juv, by the latter." DorrLsm finds

sanction in Mich treatises, and lynch law, if it

have the sanction of the multitude, is put on

the -.une plane with formal le^al enactments,

and the Constitution becomes the embodiment

of all possible powers. Our fathers committed to

writing the organic law, put it into definite form

^iven time and place, and it was adopted as

a distinct repudiation, both of the British sys-

l of unlicensed democracy. It was a care-

ful attempt to curb popular passion, to :

within defined limitations the irresponsible ac-

of the multitude, to keep the Government

within narrow and prescribed limits, and at the

same time to provide expedients for meeting
the needs of an advancing civilization, of an

anding national life, and to apply correctives

for any demonstrated defects. Our Const i tu-

rnay be satirized by the German von

Hol>t and some American imitators, as a

divinity for the worship of the masses who fall
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down and adore it, but it was not tin impr>\
tion of a moment, a hasty contrivance to meet

an emergency; it was the careful embodiment
of principles long sacred to the lovers of liberty,

the re-enactment of antecedent institutions

which had become almost American by usage
and precedent.
The nt/icr party adhered to the historical fact

that the constituent members, the creators, of

the American Union were distinct political cor-

porations, that the Constitution was an instru-

ment of Government, a compact between the

States, that it contains the full grant of surren-

dered powers, and to that extent is Mipreme,
and that it unambiguously declares that the

great mass of undelegated powers were retained

by the States. There are no vagrant po\\

seeking a resting-place. What was not in terms,

or by necessary implication, granted to the

General Government, was not /;/ nubibus^ or

without a lodging-place, or floating in uncer-

tainty, but had a certain home in the people of

each State. Hence, in all controversies, at the

threshold of the introduction of every measure,
the first question confronting the legislators,

the President, the Court, after looking into the

Constitution for an express grant, is: Is this

constitutional? Is this within the constitu-

tional competency of this department of a lim-

ited Government ? This habit, this principle,

this right of a State, of the South, has elicited

much satirical comment, much contemptuous
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:M has become so characteristic, that

the opposite side a

lie Constitution, except in g<

phrase, or a suggestion of the possibility of a

measure transccndin. -is of the

ftuul.unent.il 1 1 alon-j tin: history of the

n of the

South in harmony with the original attempt to

< iovernment of well ilefmed powers.

theory is in no sense in conflict with

To remove imper
. to mti >, and to provide for

natural i
. the Constitution, by the con-

curring action of the Federal and the State

may b led. The manner

ring full and open <1

sion, and preventing any hasty or furtive

> no legal road to amendment,
t through the consent of the people, in

tlu forms prescribed by the Constitution.
1

This Constitution is not complete in itself as

a frame of Government, is not the completed
structure of constitutional authority and ri-ht.

lie States and the people thereof," with

all their reserved rights and powers, are an

essential part of this structure. The powers
of the Federal Government are conferred and

measured exclusively by the written instrument,

which was an emanation of sovereign will,

expressed by formal, prearranged procedure.
Precedent cannot enlarge national authority,

1 a Bam, on Coo., 116. 330.
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nor can prescription, as in other countries, be

summoned to its support. A constitutional

organism is intended to he preservative and

protective of liberty, of local Government, and

should be impotent to destroy freedom.

Attempts, under the ^uisc of a protective

tariff, to control investments, to si-cure boun-

. to get the benefit of Government partner-

ship in trade, to mala agriculture pay a bonus

to manufactures, have found friends on one

side, and opponents on the other. The same

principles of adherence to limitations neo

tated antagonism to a general system of internal

improvements, drawing into the central mael-

strom what was local and remote, and also to

the furnishing of a currency, and making that

currency a legal tender. The Independent

Treasury scheme was largely a Southern meas-

ure, certainly had its leading supporters in that

section. Opposition to these enlargements of

power was kept in subordination to a proper

nationality. It seems impossible for some to

comprehend that at the South there has been

an intense loyalty and devotion to the Union

of the Constitution. It has been uniformly
conceded that national security in times of exi-

gency or war, or of imminent hostility, may
require a full use of all the resources of the

Government, so as to be ready for an emer-

gency. As a means of national defence, and

protection against dangers from abroad, it might
be expedient, and even necessary, to improve
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systems of internal communication, to make
ourselves financially and. in certain n

tures. indi-j. .,f alien enemies, of hostile

Governments. This plenary power of self.pro-

on, of llsin^ : our

country from becoming dependent <n another

its means <>t n..t our daily food,

t justify <r vin. one

.is a permanent j
!:>

It is one of the commonest perversions of

historical and ascert.iinahle truth, that the im-

position of tariff burdens after the war of 1812

: !>y the Smith and by the

North. Mr. \\ i. was led, without

pr<>{ initiation, into this inaccuracy and

injustice. So also were Benton, Greeley, and

others. Mr. Calhoun has !K< n the special sub-

ject of animadversion and of
j>

t efforts

to c.mvict him of inconsistent) " v

that chairman of a committee which had

nothing to do with the tariff. Yielding to

urgent solicitation, he made two brief speeches
in favor of the tariff of 1816, arguing tha*

object was t nuc to pay off the debt

and incidentally to aid the manufacture s u hose

development was essential to national M-curity

in time of war. The duty u as " as a means of

:iin against dangers
i ahroad." uhich. at that time, were impend-

Laying the claims of manufactures cn-

ly out oi d principles without
1 Lanur't &/**. 80-83.
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regard to their int certain enomrage-
mcnt should be tendered, at least, to our woollen

and cotton manufactures. The failure of the

wealth and resources of the nation necessarily

involved the ruin of its finances and its currency.

It is admitted by the most strenuous advocates

on the other side that no country ought to be

dependent on another for its means of defe:

that at least our musket and bayonet, our cannon

and ball, ought to be of domestic manufacture-.

But what is more necessary to the defence of a

country than its currency and finance. . . .

When our manufactures are grown to a certain

perfection, as they soon will under the foster-

ing care of the Government, we will no lot

experience these evils." Burning with int<

love of country, knowing the hatred and the

power of the enemies of the Republic, he I

led to advocate, also, under the supreme law

of self-preservation, a bank and an improved

system of internal communication, and he sus-

tained these measures by a resort
" to that

complete and plenary power which pertained

to the Government as the sole and cxclu

representative of the undivided sovereignty of

the Republic in its relations with other nations"

The tariff of 1 8 16 was very light as compared
with the tariffs of 1824 and 1828. Give!

"the tariff of 1828 was opposed by most of the

members from the cotton States and by a

majority of those from New Kngland," and

Benton says that Louisiana supported the tariff
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of 1816, ami that the New England States v

against the t.uiff until 1828. 1

Congress arc the only safe appeal, ami 1 1

tin- facts for this protracted dispute. In

Senate, South Carol t the tariff

of 1816. At the session of 1815-16, only one

Northern vote favored the reduction of the

f on woolens from 25 to 20 c<

while Georgia. Maryland, South C.in.li

i.i, and North Carolina voted unanimously
in the affirmative. Oil* tttt-

cant showed which States wanted governmental
rimination f.r their i: and uhich

wanted merely revenue for legitimate purposes.

The only speeches against the tariff were made

by Southern men. On the final vote for the

16, Massachusetts voted for it. The
memo rials and petitions presented in its favor

were mainly from the North. It is

asserted that the South advocated "
protection

"

until 1824 and even until 1828. The offV

prove the assertion. On the tariff

of 1818, New England, New York, New

Miisylvania were largely in its favor.

South Carolina opposed by a vote of 6 to i.

North Carolina by a vote of 1 1 to I, and Louis-

iana, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Georgia op-

posed unanimously. On the tariff of 1824,

Mass.ichus, New H am
j
>sh ire opposed,

but the rest of New England, New Jersey,

-.nsylvania. and New York sustained. The

nas, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,
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and Louisiana voted s,,lidly against it. In the

nullification period the tariff wa^aonnprom
In 1842 the South was large list the

\

tectivc act of that year. In 1846 the revenue

tariff was Southern in great measure. Ami the

attempts in late years to get rid of the in-

equalities and iniquities of the war tariffs have

had the support of an almost undivided South.'

Under the delusions of the so-called
" Ameri-

can system," under the temptations to use

public revenues for local and individual benefit

and the corruptions of
"
log-rolling," the Gov-

ernment engaged largely in making internal

improvements with Federal revenues. Vetoes,

party platforms, absence of constitutional

authority, offered no obstacles, and under va-

grant powers and the elasticity of the "
general

welfare
"
clause, roads have been built, rivers

1 President < leveland voices very clearly Southern senti-

ment :

"
I believe that the theories and practices which tariff

reform antagonizes are responsible for many, if not all, of the

evils which afflict our people. If there is a scarcity of the circu-

lating medium, is not the experiment worth trying as a remedy
of leaving the money in the hands of the people, and for their

use, which is needlessly taken from them under the pretext of

necessary taxation ? If the fanner's lot is a hard one in his

discouraging struggle for better rewards of his toil, are the

prices of his products to l.e improved by a policy which ham-

pers trade in his best markets and invites tin- competition of

dangerous rivals? Whether other means of relief may appear

necessary to relieve present hardships, I believe the principle

of tariff reform promises ;\ most imj>ortant aid in their sal;

ti>n, and that the continued and earnest advocacy of this

principle is essential to the lightening of the burdens of our

countrymen."
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improve!, harbors opened, and nearly every.

tiling done which ^riu-ral or sectional

aiul wishes have suggested. Rightly to define

of the Government in this par-

id fix a safe <>r just limitation, is con-

be a difficult problem. In 1843, a

tig was hc-lil at Memphis, and a report
was submitted by Mr. I'alhoun, and ad<

which placet! the question on impregnable
but the loose views of construction

which prevail, ami the advantage of having

people to pay for what should come out

of one's own pockc: left the whole

f without any safe controllin lions.

Mr. Calhoun. in a letter to myself, never before

published, say : I send you a copy of my
Memphis report, and hope the view- I have

taken of the important subjects of which it

will meet your approval. I feel assured

on no other can they be permanently
d, and that they mi: i powerful

disturbing inline! . the regular action of

M>vernment until they are sett 1

not surprised that some of my warm political

is should still entertain doubts. I have

too Ion not to know how reluctantly the

Imitted against pre-

conceived opinions. Hut I have great faith

in the final triumph of truth, and never have

I been more of triumph than in this

case. I regard the Report as one of t lu-

es-Rights papers put forth,
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and that too on a portion of tin- Federal Con-

stitution heretofore the least understood. It

draws a broad line between internal and ex-

ternal improvements, and restricts the 1-Yderal

Government more rigidly to those belonging
to the external relations of the States than

any other view ever taken. Indeed, I have

heard no objection to the argument, as it

relates to the improvement of the navigation

of the Mississippi."

The South, from her opposition to the use

of such doubtful powers, and from being in a

minority, has been greatly the sufferer from

the discriminating inequalities of the Govern-

ment. 1 As the result of Federal appropriation,

' While the South by the war was decimated in men and

bankrupted in property, the North made money, and at the

end of the stupendous conflict was richer than at the begin-

ning. No hostile enemies tramped over her soil
;
no arftiad.ip.

blockaded ports and threw fiery shot and shell into maritime

cities ; currency was redundant, speculation was rife, prices

were high. The profuse expenditure of the Government kept

trade busy in every department, and Mr. Seward said that n<>t

only had the war not impoverished anybody but that it
" had

largely augmented the national resources." As early as July,

1861, James. A. Hamilton, writing to the Secretary of the

Treasury, quotes from a letter of Governor Fish,
" Can he live

amid the extremists and the corruptions that have taken

enion of the Government?" and then adds :

" Thi 1< :

filled with the most painful statements of corruption, which I

am not at liberty to repeat. Let us have a proper Committee

and the scoundrels will call upon the mountains to crush them
;

I could mention namesof men in the community, hitherto held

above reproach, who have been putting thousands and

of thousands in their already well filled
]

< em-

ber, 1871, Mr. Van \Vyck made a rq,rt to the House of
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tlu North has had her harbors and river* and

roads and bridges and buildings, facilitating

commerce, lessening the cost f tr.insj.ort.it.

:> of money, while the South.

in tlu-M.- inspects, has had only "the crumbs

ii fall from the rich man's table."

reemtattos, exposing in disgraceful detail how greedy

..* supplied vessels, arm*. stores, horses, clothing, etc..

and l.v clever and amyous Dwindling perpetrated gigantic

I he aggm; uea collected In 1892 by

the Northern Slates from all sources, from real and personal

estate bank*, railroads, liccnx-i. and polli were $103.192..

993. In 1893. the money |*id for pensions was $i $6.740

beside^ the $3.703.563 paid for soldiers' home*, of !

.iware and Missouri, received near

$127.000.000. Not simply individuals but whole States are

pensioners upon the (iovernroent Illinois receiving $11.019.-

932; Indiana, $11.703.434; Kansas, $7.103.003; i-

$17.326.6*3 : Pennsylvania. $15, 177.33 $4.-

378,353 I Michigan. $7.760.227 ; and Massachuetts, $6.881.-

243. It is hardly to be wondered at that pension frauds

are perpetuated, and all attempts to remedy or prevent them

raduced as disloyalty t.. the lni<.n In his Message of

mber, *93. President Cleveland says: "I am unable

itderstand why frau<U in the pension rolls should not

be exposed and corrected with thoroughness and vigor.**

lisplace men put fraudulently upon the

rolls meets with a howl of simulate.! indignation, fierce

waving of the
"
bloody shirt." and unstinted reproaches. The

proposition is gravely maintained in Congress and by the

press, that a pension b a vested right, and cannot be vitiated

by incontestable proof of fraud in it obuinment. Subridiied

- refuse to yield the subsidies on which they fatten. Mr.

Putnam, in his 4th of July address before the city of Boston

in 1893. speaks of
" a pcniion-lbt swollen to uncounted and

ever-growing millions of money, making peace more expen-

sive and more dcmoraltxing than war. and converting the na-

tion's roll of h..n,,r into a sordid list of grabbers at the

Government's money bags.**



CHAPTER XII.

Tin; principles, policy, and necessity of the

South led her to rigid conservatism. A thought-

ful scholar notes as a striking antithesis that

feudal aristocracy like that of slave-holding

Virginia produced the most pronounced and

inveterate type of democratic politics that has

ever existed in our party formations," and that

after the Declaration of Independence
" the

socially aristocratic and prelatical State of

Virginia hastened to declare religious liberty."

One has not far to go to find solution for

these seeming paradoxes. Purest freedom and

strongest restraint are in entire harmony. A
denial to the Federal Government of a right to

resort to and use undelegatcd powers, and an

insistence upon an adherence to the imposed

limitations, naturally reacted in favor of State

rights and home rule and the individual

liberty of the citizen. This home rule, and

slave-holding, and personal freedom created a

sentiment of individualism, of self-control, of

local Government, of opposition to interference

of Government with individual and property

rights, of manly, chivalrous independence, of

family sacredness, of voluntaryism in action, of

freedom of conscience. In the Southern States,

148
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umit r the old system, there have been less

Ming to popular clamor, more consistency
in political action, firmer support of public

men, less \ i from year t year in elec-

tions, ami more concern for principle than for

The Northern States revised

thru i. institutions, or made n . much
oftcncr than did the Southern S: 'No
ha:

"
says Gladstone, "was

Kngland than in the slave

ites of the South which produced so many
of the great ien of America." A Justice

of the Supreme Court says that the basis of the

I of tlu- so-called slave power lay in the

us judgment and unerring s<

applicable to the affairs and intercourse of men,
\\hich the Southern mode of life engendered

!. The South was a barrier against

libidinous democracy. In the Revolutior

war. and the nascent, formative period of the

'erativc Republic, there were no mutii

no Shay rebellions, no Arnolds, as since there

ip to the reconstruction period and

later, no strikes nor labor complications. The
it change wrought by the States in resuming

their sovereignty, and in forming the (

> States Government, was attended by
no . no rebellion, no suspension of

authority, no social disorders, no lawless dis-

turbances. Sovereignty was not, for one mo-

it, in suspension. Conservatism marked

every proceeding and public act. The object
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was to do wli.it was n< \ ami no more;
and to do that with the utmost temperance and

prudence. St. Just, in a report to the Com
tion of I-Yancc in 1/93, said: "A people has

but one dangerous enemy and that is Govern-

ment." The seceding States, where then

an unparalleled universality of conviction as

to the necessity and rightfulncss of resistai

adopted no such absurdity. In nearly every
instance the first steps were taken legally, in

accordance with the will and prescribed direc-

tion of the constituted authorities. The people
were not remitted to brute force, or to natural

law, or to the instincts of reason. The char:

of freedom were scrupulously preserved. As
in the English Revolution of 1688, and ours

of 1776, there was no material alteration in the

laws beyond what was necessary to redress the

abuses that provoked the secession. No attempt
was made to build on speculative principles.

The effort was confined within the narrov.

limits of historic precedent and constitutional

right. The controversy turned on the records

and muniments of the past. The States had

their Governors, General Assemblies, and

Courts; the same electors, the same corpora-

tions,
" the same rules for property, the same

subordinations, the same order in the law and

in the magistracy." The States, when as-

sembled in council, did not make but sought
to prevent a revolution.

Being in the minority, having a "
peculiar in-
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stitution," At >d schooled from

the beginning in \ s-Ki^his theory, the

Sout! scrva-

\\\ politics, to making much of
;

guarantees, and to holding th< 1 1 Govern-

ment within the limit the Constitution.

Slavery i I in the written

i "in; .n promises as a basis of represen-
ul by a m.iiul.ite for the delivery of

fugitives. That instrument attribut-

imli\ idual States the exclusive right to deter-

mine the Mat iti/enship, ami of

edom .
. of the persons don

in them.
1 When ascd to be held at the

North as property,
" the history of the tin.

which the framework of the coinm<>

ment was reared, the mutual concessions :

by tli .is to u hat

should not be surrendered from the custody of

all forgotten, the

:y sentiment more violent and

;te apprehen-
sions .' -outh." The Constitution, amend-

as was supposed, only by ]>
1 and

1 Decwon of Court, delivered by Jmtke Nebon in the

oU CAM.
" We All know, the world knows, that oar

Independence could not have been achieved, our Union comld

not have been maintained, our Constitution could not have

oeen established, without the adoption of thoee compromise*
which recoiv ntinued existence, and left it (Uavery)

t,.thcrrsp. -he M.HCH .-f WM h it was t

i ncc.
"

It 'imtkroffi Ct*tt**i*lAMnu, p. 49.
9 A/if*. LftlmrtJ, 196.
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dilatory methods, was clung to as furnishing a

breakwater a-ain-t the mad waves of fanatic

and wrong, and as a security for solemnly guar-

anteed property. It was well known from oft-

repeated historical precedent that official-, even

the most honest, are inclined to a liberal con-

struction of their own powers, and to hostility

to popular or community rights, but it \vas not

for a long time dreamed or suspected that the

Constitution was to be readily suspended when-

ever it stood in the way of personal ambition,

or party exigency, or sectional passion. The

habit, however, of strictly construing the con-

tract, and seeking to restrain the delegated

powers within the defined boundaries, became.

operative as a principle and rule of action, and,

when adverse attacks were made, consolidated

the South into an unbroken phalanx for the

defence of the Constitution. Prior to the crisis

of 1860 and 1865, it was a favorite method of

political and sectional attack to ridicule South-

ern statesmen as abstractionists. In reality

this was a compliment, because such abstrac-

tions imply the highest inductions of political

philosophy, the results of the profound study of

the science of politics, of the history of Govern-

ments, of civil experiments under most varied

circumstances. The student of our constitu-

tional history will be constantly struck with the

marked and characteristic divergence of opinion
and action between the North and the South,

in adherence to the Constitution and the rccog-
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of i^ binding force. The debates in

Congress show con nee on the one

side to the CV .lly const

oring or coir n the .: .->oks on

con>t it nt ional law and decisions of courts show
astuditd purpose <n tin- one side to enlarge
the scope of Federal power and minimize the

reserved powers and tl. <>f the States,

and on the other to define closely the enumer-

ated powers and to maintain for the States

respectively or the people thereof the great

residuary mass of undclcgated powers.
On noquestion has this contrariety of opinion

and policy been so marked as in relation to the

power over the *

es. In 1787 was passed

by the Congress a memorable Ordinance which

put an immediate interdict on slavery in the

Northwest, only a solitary vote being recorded

:M it. It was accompanied by a prov

Bested more than two years before, for the

i it ion of fugitive .slaves. By this agreement
the Southern States "secured in the North v.

;!e^e they did not possess in the

roviso was the precursor of the

.ive-slave clause, imbedded the same year
in the Constitution without a dissenting voice.

In 1643, Articles of Confederation were formed

by the Colonies of Massachusetts Plymouth.

Connecticut, and New Haven for mutual help.

icles provided that all servants running
from their masters should, upon demand and

proper , be returned to their masters
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and to the Colonies whence they h.ul made their

: land and Puritan t

tive-slave law was tin: fir-t CVCI enacted on this

continent. 1111788 it was a matter of complaint
that Florida did not reUirn fugitivenegroes from
the United States who csc.iped into that Colony,
and a committee, composed of I lamilton of New
York, Sedgwick of Massachusetts, and Madison

of Virginia, reported re-solutions instructing the

Committee on Foreign Affairs to address the

Charge* at Madrid and require him to apply to

His Majesty of Spain to issue orders to his

Governor to compel the rendition of fugitive

slaves to any one who should be entitled to

receive them. They added, by way of example
and argument, "as the States would return any
slaves from Florida who might escape into their

limits." North Carolina, by her deed of cession

in 1790, the first concluded under the present

Constitution, was careful to make reservation

against the right of Congress to establish any

regulation tending to emancipate slaves. In

1798, Congress, in accepting a cession of lands

from Georgia, volunteered to exempt them from

the anti-slavery clause of the Ordinance of 1787,

which antedated the adoption of the Constitu-

tion. Every inch of this territory, fell outside

the limits embraced in the acts of 1784 and 1787.

Thatcher, of Massachusetts, sought to put an

interdict on slavery in this territory ; but his

motion received only twelve votes.
1 The idea

1 2 Annals of Fifth Congress , 1306.
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of ail r.jllit.i
1

Nottlum and Southern Sri-

ling, was already embedded in the p.

iousncss and moral -usnets of the

Tli. ongresa over the Territories

came up t 'imal and <

on th f || souri

the Union, \\hen what is known as the

ouri Compromi is adopted. In

1819, tlie tlit itory of Missouri applied
to Congress, in the usual form, fr leave to

f.tiu a State Constitution and Goven
with a view t" adini- > the L'nion. To
a hill r th.it purpi.se. amendments

h- prohibition -

n to the

I'nion. An agitating debate followed, engen-

dering a I ial strife.

The i .1 in hostih

the South in favor of the bill without the

iment ; the North opposed to it without

the amendment. A \\ as offered,

based on the ground that the provisions of the

Ordinance of 1787, for the Government of the

tern 1 :

ry, inhibiting slavery,

should be applied to all the Territory of Lou-

ng north of 36 40', except the por-

tion lying in the State of Missouri. This was
an arbitrary fixing of the line of 36 30' parallel

of north latitude, by which slavery north of that

1

Welling, 31. 31,
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line was excluded, and south of that line was

left to In- determined by the action of the

States in framing their Constitutions. The
Northern numbers embraced the prop<>

settlement. It was forced through Congress

by the almost united votes of the North

a minority consisting almost entirely of nu-m-

from the Southern States. The p<>

rciscd was not in any sense within the Con-

stitution.
1

It was assumed in a great cri

under the pressure of a supposed overwhelming

exigency, under the influence of the principle

that the safety of the Republic is the supreme
law, and with a reliance upon the patriotism of

the people to justify the extreme medicine.

This "Compromise" was no comprom
Congress assumed and asserted the power of

excluding property in slaves from the territory

north of an arbitrary line, of preventing the

common enjoyment of common territor

purchased or acquired by common expenditure
of treasure and blood. It is no vindication of

this restriction and exclusion, this ex partc

partition, to denounce slaveholding as a sin.

That was an adjudicated question and the right

to hold slaves was incorporated with most

solemn guaranties into the organic law which

was the basis and condition of union, and is

the sole measure of the rights, duties, and

powers of the General Government.

For many years the subject of slavery in the

1 Dred Scott vs. Sanford, 19 Howard, 393.
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Territories did not again agit ountry, but

<, which terminated in the

acquisition of California and New Mexico, was
t lie occasion free sectional strife, which

precipitated what Scward called "the irrepres-

sible conflict." and made it painfully app.ii

that the States would not be permit .; ve-

in peace, "half slave ami half fire." Prior to

tin in 1848, on a question of

l for tlu- Territories,

David Wilmot, of Pennsylvania, offered to a

bill pending in the House an amendment

interdicting slavery in any territory which

might be acquired from Mexico. This became

known as "the Wilmot proviso," and was
. offered in House and Senate,

until the final settlement of the whole slavery

question. The proviso was subsequently ap-

plied to the territorial Government for Oregon,
unii nt Polk signed the bill, accompany-

ing his approval with a message to the House,

n^
r that he approved it only because the

whole territory was geographically north of the

souri Compromise line. The South pro-

posed the e of the " Missouri Compro-
mi Pacific, but in vain, as there was
a fi :ninant purpose, at all ha/ards, to

for the North the whole of the

y
"
belonging to the United States,"

and prevent the spread of African sla\

in any <: oinpromisc
.isurcs" of 1850, the South accepted the
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admission of California a State and

the prohibition of the traffic in slaves in the

District of Columbia, coupled with what was

supposed to be an efficient law for the recapture
of abducted or runaway slaves. This law was,

however, openly, flagrantly, riotously, boast-

fully nullified by individuals, mobs, communi-

ties, and States. This clear obligation, this

essential part of the constitutional compact,
was evaded, annulled, and became defunct. A
distinguished professor in the law school of

Harvard College said :

" The only suco

ful nullification of the Constitution and laws of

the United States came from Massachusetts in

her personal liberty laws." It is a singular

political Nemesis that Nullification and Rebel-

lion as terms of reproach should attach to the

South while the North has escaped any odium

attaching to the terms, although she openly and

successfully nullified the Constitution, and the

flag of rebellion against the Federal compact
and Federal laws floated over half her capitols.

In the earlier days of the Republic there was

no diversity of opinion as to the meaning and
intent of the constitutional requirement. The

Executive, Congress, Courts, Legislatures, the

people, placed the same interpretation on it.

No impediments were placed in the way of the

recovery of fugitive slaves, and none denied

the right of the master to every proper facility

in enforcing his claim.

A law was passed in 1793 for the delivery of
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persons held to labor escaping into another

and it was not repealed until the war be-

tween the States. When the District of Colum-

bia was created, by cessions from Maryland and

and became subject to the exclusive

jurisdiction of Congress in 1801, the existence

of slavery was recognized and to some extent

natioi Wcbst ly dreaming that

a sense of justice ami of mutual interest would

insure the faithful execution of the clauses of

the Constitution, after it became the funda-

il law of the land, said in 1850 in a tone

of pathetic dign. i he principle of the

it ion of runaway slaves is not obje

unless the Constitution is objectionable."
This agreement with hell" so designated

by 1'hillips. (,
, and other aboliti.

who would not take an oath to support the

Constitution because thereby they would com-

mit themselves to the support of, and obed-

ience to,
" a Pro-Slavery Compact

"
was

tly and joyously trampled under foot.

There was no pretence of a purpose, nor the

least conception of an obligation, to execute

the law. Chcvcs said :

" The highest viol

of the Constitution is to employ the use of its

I to violate its spirit," but in this matter

was no disguise in the deliberate, avowed,

overt, contemptuous disregard of a constitu-

tional requirement. The judges, or marshals,

or Senators and officers, Federal and ."

who had any o m-cientious scruples, or hesi-
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tatccl in the annulment of a clear mandate,
were rudely flung aside for the most fanatical

radicals.

Judge Story, in the case of Prigg v. The
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, said :

" His-

torically, it is well known that the object of

this clause was to secure to the citizens of the

slavcholding States the complete right and

title of ownership in their slaves, as property,
in every State of the Union, into which they

might escape, from the State wherein they \\

held in servitude." " The full recognition of

this right and title was indispensable to the se-

curity of this species of property in all the

slaveholding States, and, indeed, was so vital

to the preservation of their interests and insti-

tutions, that it cannot be doubted, that it consti-

tuted a fundamental article, without the adoption

of wliich the Union would not hare been formed.
Its true design was to guard against the doc-

trines and principles prevalent in the non-slave-

holding States by preventing them from inter-

meddling with, or restricting, or abolishing the

rights of the owners of slaves." " The clause

was therefore of the last importance to the

safety and security of the Southern States, and

could not be surrendered by them without en-

dangering their whole property in slaves. The
clause was accordingly adopted in the conven-

tion by the unanimous consent of the framcrs of

it, a proof at once of its intrinsic and practi-

cal necessity."
" The clause manifestly contem-
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nee of a I*- i<{ualificd

right on the part of th-

\\lncli no State law or r >i can in any
1, qualify, or

tliluin, in the case of Johnson V.

Tompkins, and others, after referring to this

rhusyotisceth.it the fomul.t-

<>f tin- ( i-v< Tinni nt .uc laid and rest on

slaves. Tlu- whole

iisturhing the corncr-
'

. . l' l'< tc r ^'i i.

'Without it the I'ninn cnill n,.t have

Jutl^e McLean, >n the author-

Mai (hall that

without it "no Constitution could have been

ailoj/ At Capon r^inia. June

28, 1851, l)aniel Wei. 1 do n:
tale t> say and repeat that if the Northern

refuse wilfully and deliberately to carry

:Tect that part of the Constitution which

i/ts the restoration of fugitive si

Congress provide no remedy, the South would

no longer be bound to observe the con

i on one broken on all

Writing to a committee of New York law.

in 1X51, Mr. \\Yl.ster said : "In the

.. the purpose of overturning the Govern-

ment shows itself more clearly in resolutions

.- lien ton* Tkt

.r A.-.' :.%-,- tkt Stattt, 303 ; I Kbod't

*Jtkt C*ti Staffi, 18.
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agreed to in voluntary assemblies of individuals,

denouncing the laws of the land, and declaring

a fixed intent to disobey them. I notice that

in one of these meetings, holden lately in the

very heart of New England, and said to h.

11 very numerously attended, the members

unanimously resolved 'That as God is our

helper, we will not suffer any person char

with being a fugitive from labor to be taken

from among us, and to this resolve we pit

our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor.'

These persons do not seem to have been a\\

that the purpose thus avowed by them is dis-

tinctly treasonable. If any law of the land be

resisted by force of arms, or force of numb*

with a declared intent to resist the application

of that law in all cases, this is levying war

against the Government within the meaning of

the Constitution, and is an act of treason, draw-

ing after it all consequences of that often <

He conjured his fellow-citixens "to reject all

such ideas as that disobedience to the laws

is the path of patriotism, or treason to your

country duty to God."

Slavery, as a domestic institution, was, at the

time of the Declaration of Independence, com-

mon to all the colonies; at the time of the adop-
tion of the Constitution, common to nearly all

the Sta: -rgia gave Gen. Anthony XVayne
of Pennsylvania, a rice plantation in testimony
of her regard for deliverance from British domin-

ation, and his biographer records that at the end
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of tin- war t

'

ml borrowed 4000 guineas in

'\ with negroes."
In the : .ias Ha/

!, it is v.iiil tli.it a th

sand slaves Ui in the county u

.linc.i si

Customs and Fashions in Old

New England, it is stated that Kcv. I'

tclur l>ou
:
..ht ail Iiulian ^irl for ten pou:

> kiiully gentleman and good Chris-

tian" as he ok a good walnut stick and

it her
"
until she promised to offend no m-

Burdened in their i the owners

ngcd Indian slaves for negro slaves. A
:ich refugee wrote home: "You may also

here own negroes and ncgresscs, and ther

.1 house- in however small may be

its that has not one or two." .V

iy
:

'

I have n< South-

newspapers ad. -nts of iu-^ro sales

that surpass in h the

of our N ^ of

the \cgro children were sold by
thf pound as other mcrcluintlisc" New Eng-
Ian ling to buy slaves, in order

"the poor heathen mi^ht be brought up
Christian land." One respi

iverssctsiiil. was in the habit

Ofgivingthanks in r -unday,

ions

pleased to bring
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to this land of freedom another cargo of be-

night- <1 heathen to enjoy the blessings of a

gospel dispensation."
The States entered into the bond of Union
ited by the Constitution, adopted in mutual

ment by the separate act of each St

with this institution existing in its full force,

and with provision for, and expectation of, its

increase. The Southern States, where slavery
had a stronger hold, were not merely accepted
and welcomed into the Union, but were urged
into it by the most strenuous efforts to indiu <

their ratification of the Constitution. The in-

stitution, recognized and protected in the Con-

stitution, in the course of years and for various

reasons, became more localized and concen-

trated, and awakened persistent and organized
efforts on the part of the non-slaveholding States

to restrict it, to make it unprofitable and odious,

and ultimately to extinguish it. It may be as

well, just here, in as calm and unprejudiced a

manner as possible, to present the more recent

aspects of the slavery question from both South-

ern and Northern standpoints, or rather to

compare the respective claims and contentions

of both sides prior to the war.

In the controversy growing out of the pro-

posed admission of Missouri, it was claimed on

the part of the North that Congress had a right

to impose, at discretion, what conditions it

pleased upon a State seeking admission into

the Union, and to require that the Constitution
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of the St.iti' should i provision pmhib-

\\\ ory was ac<|ui:

:css, in organi/ing G r the

limed that the pou .mi/c

included the pou tor the inhihi-

\ public opini-. j
and

dominant at the North, i: the cxcr-

I all the power that was necessary to pre-

id >f slavery and "to Cons<

the ) freedom."

As an avoid the application of

ubtful. or denied, power of <: igrcs-

>ional restriction. t!i introduceil the

.d the principle of "squatter sovcr-

This was | to the

dem> lea that the inhabitants of, the

into, a Territory, in a state of

pupilage, prior to the possession of a population
to the of representation in the

House, and even before any ti taken

to frame a constitution, preparatory to admis-

sion into the Union as a State, had the abso-

:i right to legislate on all int

asul domestic matters and to determine for

vcs the question of slavery.

Another theory held by Northern statesmen

as the creature of local law.

i-quircd for its validity or legality previous

express legislative enactment. Ancillary to

A as the contention that Mexico having

prohibited slavery, the Ux loci of the acquired
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Ten il< '
1 and accomplished freedom,

without the intervention >f Congress or of a

Territorial Legislature. Perhaps, the most

controlling reason for the antagonism of the

North was tlic conviction, produced by lit-

ture and \ ioK-nt speeches and 8 itation,

that property in man was per sc a sin, th.it

.slavery was "the sum of all villainies." and

that any human compact for its protection was

"a covenant with death, an agreement with

hell," void in itself, incapable of imposing

obligations on human conscience, or creating

any oughtness of duty, as to its observance or

enforcement. Hence arose the doctrine of
" the higher law," which was that the individ-

ual must determine, finally, for himself, irre-

spective of society and Government, as to the

obligatoriness of law and the duty of personal
obedience to its injunctions. Mr. Seward said :

" There is a higher law than the Constitution

which regulates our authority over the domain.

Slavery must be abolished and we must do it."

Others formulated their creed into this sentence,

"The times demand and we must have an

anti-slavery Constitution, an anti-slavery Bible,

and an anti-slavery God." As slavery polluted

the land where it existed, corrupted and cursed

the Government which tolerated it, no human

power had the right to extend it to a soil un-

stained by it, and in the discharge of duty, as

an officer, or as a private citizen, every one

must heed and give scope to his own peculiar
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gpt- opinions, t th- .id::

of till :I|lU of

the MIJ. il l.i\\
,

I highest

jut!

otluis. Mi. I.dmund <Juincy thus the

ir own part ue h

no particu I sec the present
!. Wh.it \\e preach is not

|| inn, l)ut disobedience." A
I ami active a!.

Government tainted with

slave institutions may combine with foreigners

to put down the Government."

nions of the South as t<> their rights

under the Constitution \M -ie di.inu ti icallv

posite. Mr. Calhoun's resolutions, introdu

into the Senate on iQth of February, 1847,

in clear and langua;.. -sed the be-

lief of 1. .a as to the nature and cl

of our own system of Government and the

equal rights of the States in the Territories.

7 That the territories of the United

States belong to th composing
Union, and are held by them as their joint

and common property.
"AVW;r</ That Congress, as the joint agent

and representative of ti of this Union,
has no ri^ht to make any l.i.v or do any
act whatever, that shall directly, or by its effects,

make any discrimination between the States

of this Union, by which any of them shall be

deprived of its full and equal n^ht in any tcrri-
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tory of the United States, acquired or to be

acquired.
"AVW.-v// Th.it tlu- enactment of any law,

which should directly, or by its effects, deprive

as of any of the States of this Union

from emigrating with their property into any of

the Territories of the United States, will make
such discrimination and would, therefore, he a

violation of the Constitution, and the rights of

the States from which such citizens emigrated,

and in derogation of that perfect equality
which belongs to them as members of the

Union, and would tend directly to subvert t he-

Union itself.

"Resolved That, as a fundamental principle

in our political creed, a people, in forming a

constitution, have the unconditional right to

form and adopt the Government which they

may think best calculated to secure liberty,

prosperity, and happiness, and that in confor-

mity thereto no other condition is imposed by
the Federal Constitution on a State, in order

to her admission into this Union, except that

its constitution be republican, and that the

imposition of any other by Congress would not

only be a violation of the Constitution, but in

direct conflict with the principle on which our

political system rests."

The Southern States denied that Congress
could do as it pleased, upon the subject of

slavery or any other subject, in the Territories

or elsewhere. Congress has no absolute power
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whatsoever, nor any power of any di

t such 05 is sp<

necessary and pi put grunted \

luMon of lavcr>

ly by denying
that tin- 1-YdeiaI < i ivernment is one of specific

i that it is a < io\ IT nmeiit of \\hich the

arc tlu- constituents ami th.it Congress
holds its po \\ers as ,|, trust p.

Thr South held that the General Government
had no right to restrict slavery, or to extend it.

no more than to abolish or establish it ; nor

:;^ht to distinguish between the don

institutions of r section, and another,

let to favor the one and discourage the

other. As t! il representative of each

and all of tlu : is bound to show, within

the .sphere of its powers,equal and exact justice

ami favor to all. What was insisted upon was

iveholders they should not, on that

;it, be disfranchised of a privilege, pos-

sessed by all others, citi/ens and foreigners,

a as to character or color.
44 Ours is .1 , Government a Government
in which not individuals but States, as distinct

i communities, are the constituents.

To these as members of the Federal Union the

Tern; and they arc hence de-

clared to be Territories belonging to the United

-. The States then arc joint owners. It

'.ceded by all writers on the subject that

in all such Governments their members are all
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equal <<iu.il in rights and equal in dignity.
1

They also concede: ill. it this equality const it

the f such Govcrnnu-nt, and that it can-

not be destroyed without changing their nature

and character.
1 Exclusion from Territories was

;ation of the equality of the

ineinl)ers of the 1'Yderal Union, and as sinking
the South to an inferior and subordinate condi-

tion. The South asserted her right to an equal

participation in the Territories and in all public

property. This right rested imprcgnably on

the equality of the States'; at the formation of

the Government they were equals in dignity
and right, and nothing had occurred since to

deprive them of that equality. On that equal-

ity the Constitution and the Union rested and

could not be destroyed by the exercise of any

power which was derived by implication from

the terms of the Constitution. In other words,

said Senator Berrien of Georgia, an implied

power could not destroy an elementary princi-

ple of the very Constitution from which it is

derived.

As to the doctrine that slavery existed by
force of positive law and, consequently, could

only exist within the limits of the State enact-

ing that law, it was replied that slavery had

existed within every one of the British Ameri-

can Colonies without being sustained by statute.

1 Genesee Chief vs. Fitzhugh, 12 Howard, 443.
f Ad<l mthern delegates in Congress, signed by

fifteen Senators and thirty-two Representatives.
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iting a pro-

ting slavery, hut statute laus cannot be

found atith 1': :

1 not stand on a ground difft:

from a: .le-^ liption of p: The

:ion of : uid servant \\a the

\\hkh prop-
t that there is no rci

of its MM

to the excludin of the Mexican

law. it wax maintained t the

moment the Territory :

:tion passes over and covers the whole with

all it^ p m their nature.

applii.il)u- to Terri: irryin^ with it the

joint authority and sovereignty of each and all

tlu "f the Union, and sweeping a.

law incompatible with the

ts. property, and relations of citizens of the

ted States; without regard to what S:

they belong to, or whether it b 1 in the

Northern or the Southe: :i of the Union.

The citizens of all have equal rights of protcc-
in their property, relations, and persons

in the common of each and all the

1C same power that swept away all

the laws of which made the Catholic re-

ligion the exclusive religion of the country, and
which let in the religion of all denominate

wh: '

away all the laws prohibiting the

introduction of property of almost ever)* descrip-
tion, some absolutely, and others under the con-
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clition of paying duties, and letting them in duty
, until otherwise provided for, .swept that

which abolished .slavery and let in slaves. No
distinction can be made between it and any
other description of property or thing, con-

sistently with the Constitution and the equal

rights of the several States of the Union and

their citizens."

The practice of the Government in reference

to the Territories has been mjiform with only

slight departures. The territorial condition

remaining, the laws of Congress governed.
Territorial Governments were organized, and

the officers were appointed by the Government
of the United States, and the inhabitants of

the territory were under legislative bodies,

whose acts were subject to the revision of Con-

gress, and had validity only from the actual or

presumed consent of Congress. This state of

things continued until the territorial authority

applied to Congress to permit the inhabitants

to form a constitution and Government pre-

paratory to admission into the Union. Ordi-

narily, Congress passed an act fixing all the

preliminaries time and place of holding the

convention, qualification of voters, establish-

ment of boundaries, etc. Such an act pro hac

vice withdraws the sovereignty of the United

States, and leaves the inhabitants of the in-

choate State as free as were the original States

to form their constitution and Government.
" At this stage the inhabitants of the Territory
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became for tl a people, in legal and

tutional l.in^u.; this tluy

by the old Acts of Congress called inhabi.

ul not peo: mission b<

to org.i
:

. form .t St. iic. the consti-

tution ami th :. rive tlu-ii autli

le,
ami not from Congress. The I

ritory emerges from dependence and pupilage
into an equality with the sisterhood

The " inhabit u- pioneers, had no right

Or authority tO COQStitUtC a State, to ordain

an organic la boundaries, and claim any
i itory they pleased.

In 1856, the Supreme Court of the United

the famous Dred Scott

in which it was lu Id that the Missouri Com pro.

Act of 1820. prohibiting slavery in the

>rics acquired from France north of 36

30', was void, and th.i H liail no power
to make such prohibition, and further, that a

free negro of the Afriv . whose ano

were brought to this country and sold as slaves,

was not and could not be a citi/en within the

ing of the Constitution. Chicf-J

iio delivered the opinion of the court

out of nine judges concurring, has been

held up to reprobation ami scorn, pil!

alongside of Jeffries and all judicial mo;

and made the synonym for all |*>sxible official

and personal corruption, usurpation, and vil-

ccb. March 4, 1850.
'
19 Howard.
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lainy. No language has IK en too severe, no

epithet h.is sufficed, to express tl Mial

condemnation of as pure and upright and able

a jiulge as ever adorned judicial annals. An
eminent lawyer of Philadelphia speaks of his

ability to present an argument with breadth of

view, intelligent discrimination, with the ni>

precision of reasoning, and the fullest and

fairest examination of the grounds upon which

the opposite argument is based. " His opinions
are distinguished by their clearness, learning,

directness, and firm grasp of the points dis-

cussed, and, when dealing with constitutional

subjects, for sound and weighty reasoning,

thorough acquaintance with the political history

of the country, and for the close bearing of all

contained in it upon the question under exami-

nation." Justice Curtis said of him, that his

power of subtle analysis exceeded that of any
man he had ever known. S. Teackle Wall is

says of him that to question his integrity is

enough to beggar the resources of falsehood.

The decision convulsed the North, aroused it

into fury, was seized on with avidity and un-

scrupulousness, and perverted and maligned to

fire the Northern heart and expel the party in

power. It is still discussed with passion and

hatred, and misrepresented as to langu.i

argument, and effect. Public men, the pr

histories, speak of it
" with a degree of igno-

rance as to the real points ruled in it,

equal to
"

the blind partisanship and sec-
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tional lute exhibited. The calm, unprcju

judgment of the future, remote from the pas-

sions and interests of the present, will rightly

estimate Tancy's to the Constitution,

.! of the *

and his courageous "following in the

path so often trod by him .:tributing

tothcirulivitlu.il States the exi lusive right to

determine judicially the status of frecd<>

of slavery, < son found domiciled in

them.'
'

Those who would convert our Federal, con-

stitutional. represent.. ;>ublic into a con-

solidated Government of the aggregate popula-

tion, refer to the Supreme Court as the ultimate

i in the decision of political as well as of

i .is the tribunal on which

i rely, because of i: wisdom and

impartiality. The power of judicial relief

t unconstitutional action is a peculiar

and beneficent provision of our Ami

system, which cannot be too highly ap;

( )iu- trained under the English system of

jut isprml v conceive that a court

should exercise the prerogative of declaring null

and void a law having the approval of the

and executive departments of thcG
ment. In fact, there is nut in F.uropc a court

uhiih has authority to pass on the constitu

tionality of la r Supreme Court has not,

probably, been surpassed in ability and integrity
1 Mich. Lecture*. 198.
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by any judiciary of the world, and no South-

er can repress a sentiment of h:i< *t pride
that his section f<>r sixty-two years should h

furnished the Chief Justices for that august

body. It is not needful, however, to shut our

I to the fact, that there is a natural tendency
in all officers to enlarge their own powers, and

that there is nothing in judicial station to

exempt one from that infirmity, or from his

political bias. The interpretation of the Con-

stitution by judges is to be sought not unfre-

quently in their party affiliations and in the

history of the times. Courts are sometimes

dominated as much by the spirit of party
are the other departments. Opinions are some-

times disfigured by abusive terms, and vituper-

ation is substituted for reason and law.
1

Judg-
ments can be sometimes traced to political

views, party relations and prejudices. Political

affinities and convictions color constitutional

decisions, and the judgment of the court often

illustrates how much the judicial opinion de-

pends on the men who happen to be on the

bench.

Besides, the court may assume or usurp

jurisdiction not allowed by the Constitution,

and there is no power in the Federal Govern-

ment to gainsay it. There is nothing to prevent

1 In 3 Black, 673, a justice, in delivering his opinion, sneers

at the alleged unconstitutionality of executive action, and, t<>

make his contempt conspicuous, prints the word " unconsti-

tutional/!!" in italics with three marks of surprise.
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them from m^ as they may please, and

thus a single department <>f the Govcrnn.

in iy deny to the others powers which they

really possess, or confer powers never conceded.

ry one knous \\hat a system of laws has

been built up by the legislation of courts. In

specious verbiage may be found the bacillus of

all sorts of licentious ns which will

on form and : :ty.

Th i assumption of equity jurisdiction

in the case of railroad hips might, on

plausible ^rounds, be so augmented as to enable

judges to take into their hands the cxccut

.sinistration of the entire railroad sy-lcm.

Jud :is upon constitutional inter;

ns ha\ Mitution very different

ind all decisions on

constitutional law should therefore be held

umler the scrutiny of jealous vigilance.

What has been said of the excitement and

bitterness and flagrant injustice engendered by
the Drcd Scott decision illustrates the impo-

e of ni >titutional restraints. The

court was overruled by the turbulent passion

of the "fierce dcmocr. The Supreme
Court of Wisconsin pronounced the fugit

slave law unconstitutional and void, and

its administration by the Federal

authorities.

tu res of fourteen States enacted

laus \\huh nullified t s of Congress,

passed in pursuance of the clear mandate of
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the Constitution,* A judgment of the Supreme
Court, according to the ck-an ->t forms of judi-

cial procedure, was audaciously and insolently

set at naught, and tlx i : lature of a State,

whose officers had been guilty of a lawless

defiance of constitutional authority, denounced
the act of the highest judicial tribunal known
to the la\v as an act of arbitrary power, and

therefore null and void. The Supreme Court

of the United States, no one dissenting, over-

ruled the State deci>in, but the voice of the

law was no longer heard in the land, and the

Federal Government was browbeaten and de-

feated. One of the most striking demonstra-

tions of the incompctcncy of the court to

rve constitutional restrictions is to be

found in the legal-tender cases. In the case of

Hepburn vs. Griswold, 8 Wallace, the court

decided that Congress had no power to make

greenback il tender in payment of debts.

According to the former rules of interpretation

no lack of power could be clearer, but that was

no obstacle to those in power, and was not

allowed to defeat the clamors of int

Judges, whose opinions were known, were

added to the Court for the purpose of reversing,

and what, a few days before, was unconstitu-

tional, was made the law of the land by judicial

construction. What is to prevent the enlarge-

ment of the court in future, when a change on

*
Greeley's American Conflict, 221.
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con -j;il questions is t hen

certain desired ends arc to be accomplished ?

The :nc Court also legit imatt d the

k t ion ,,f a n- :u the territory of

anothi > flagrant disregard of a clear

constitutional inhibition, and of the known will

f the

the States, nulli-

fying a law of Congress, and proclaiming ti

imination to expunge from tl itu-

i one of its essential stipulations, t!

occurred, on t! of October, 1859, an m -

ie Commonwealth of Virginia by a

band of aimed conspirators, \\lio sei/ed upon
per's Ferry, am! oceedingto<

a deliberately concocted plan to arouse the

roes tb insurrection, to plunder and mur

and to overthrow theCiovernment of one of the

original thirteen States. Such an act of un-

tlleled audacity, of open treason, of levying
<>f the Union, should have

aroused universal execration. On the contrary,
tor Hugo pleaded for the remission of the

punishment of the traitor, and Hughes, in

his JA///////-.vj t >/ Christ, places John Brown

almost on a level with the Son of God. I

tt and others in Boston had the

courage and patriotism to denounce the dia-

bolical purpose of the conspirators, but the

has been canonized at the

North, and his name heads the roll of mar:

ology.
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During the whole period from 1789 to 1860

the predominant sentiment of the South was

tli, it of intense loyalty to the Union. For the

flag, the Union's symbol in peace and war, it

had made incessant and willing sacrifices. The

strong, pertinacious defence of the Constitution,

the resistance to encroachments upon it, \\

the best and only means for the preservation
and perpetuity of the Union. State interposi-

tion, as advocated in 1828-1832, was in no

sense a disunion measure; it was designed to

arrest the operation of oppressive and unconsti-

tutional taxation, until the sober second

thought of the people of the States could be

consulted, and the creators of the Constitution,

in the most legitimate and authoritative man-

ner, could decide whether the questioned

power had been, or should be conferred. It was

an appeal to a convention of the States, the

paramount power in our federative system,
" the

most august and imposing embodiment of po-

litical authority known to the American system
of Government." What the South has uni-

formly held is that the best preservative of the

Union is a faithful adherence to the Constitu-

tion, and that to vest in Congress, in the Pr

dent, in the Supreme Court, the right of

determining finally and exclusively the extent

of powers delegated to the Government, is in-

compatible with the integrity and the rights of

the States, and the limitations of the Constitu-

tion. It seems, says an able lawyer, a truism
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too palpable for argument, that rights of

States an- .11 incapable of viol,

violation of the Constitution as rights tit

to the General Government. The Un:

ign as to all matters dclega
to it by the Constitution; it is without any

sovereignty, ju , or function as

to all \\ d within its p..

the Constitution. The topi :i lie out

of national legislation greatly exceed the num-

her to which the power of S: <>n docs

not extend.
1

State power and jurisdiction em-

brace the relations of husband and wife, par
'

child, guardian and ward, master and scr-

t, imprison, try, condemn,
and te citi/ens of the United States

infringing St.it laws, The people of each

State compose a State, having its own Govern-

ment, and endowed with all the functions

essential to separate and independent existence,

and without the States in Union there could

be no such political body as the United St.

The preservation of the States and the main-

tenance of their Governments arc as much
n'n the care and design of the Constitution

as the preservation of the Union and the main-

tenance of the National Government.* As

Henry Clay said :
" Our Government is not to

be maintained, or our Union preserved, by in-

vasions of the rights and powers of the several

Mich. Lcct.. 244- 7 WalUe*. 7>, 75S-
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Stair-." Robert C. Winthrop closr.l his <;reat

Centennial Fourth of July oration,
'* GOD SAVE

THESE AMERICAN STATI>."'

1

It may be pertinent to apj>cnd the opinions of some distin-

guished Northern men as to the value of ;

,i .. Mr.

Bancroft says :

<.f the sphere of the Federal Government, each

State is in all things supreme, not by grace, but of right.

. . . This supremacy of the States in the powers which

have not been granted is as essentially a part of the system as

the supremacy of the General Government in its sphere. The
States are at once the guardians of the domestic security and
the happiness of the individual, and they are the par-

the protectors, anil the stay of the I Dion. The States and

the United States are members of one great whole
;
and the

one is as needful as the other. The powers of Government
are not divided between them

; they are distributed

that there need be no collision in their exercise. . . . Hut

for State rights the Union would perish from the paralysis of

its limbs. The States, as they gave life to the Union, are

-ary to the continuance of that life."

Alexander Hamilton wrote :

" The State Governments are essentially necessary to the

form and spirit of the general system. With the representa-
tive system a very extensive country may be governed by a

confederacy of State! in which the Supreme Legislature has

only general powers, and the civil and domestic concerns of

the people are regulated by the laws of the s< \eral States.

State Governments must form a leading principle. They can

never lose their powers till the whole people of America are

robbed of their liber t

George Clinton used equally strong language :

"The sovereignty of the States he considered tl

stable security for the liberties of the people against the

encroachments of power."
2 Bane., Const., 332, 343, 344.
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Til KM. prin. the Southern S 1

the i: | and friends of the Cunstitu-

t'nion. So far from being revolu-

their doUiines

only solid fiiuiul.itinn of in and of the

Union itself. The doctrine which denied to

the S it of protecting their re-

-I powers, ami \\hiih would vest in the

:nment (it matteis not through uh.it

:it) the right >f determini-

1 finally the p<>

is incompatible with the sovereignty of the

the Constitution itself In cons!

the basis of the Federal Uni

\\'hen the election of Mr. Lincoln became an

established fact, notwithstanding the formal

ction, it

1 powerful as to be

nul willing to 01 the Federal Gov-

ernment apart from and ir; o of all

Southern support. The Southern States, as

d most solemnly announced, re-

.1 the election as involving ncccv

the p :i of the Government from
^
its

originally limited ul the overthrow

of all those guarantees which furnished the
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h< jiiality and protection in the

"irrepressible conflict
"
thus precipitated upon

the minority section.

It is often said as conclusive of rash impetu-

osity, or of a predetermination to dissolve the

Union, that the South did not wait for some
overt act of wrong before entering upon the

fatal step of secession. It may M em to have

been imprudent and precipitate, viewed in the

subsequent experience of subjugation and

abolition, but that same experience is the con-

firmation of the apprehensions entertained and

the proof that the South was not blind as to

what was the purpose, nay, the inevitable

logical result, of the triumph of sectional and

hostile anti-slavery organization. What was

the South to suppose had been the meaning
and the motive of the nullification acts of all

the Northern States, of the bitterness of hostil-

ity towards her institution, the canonization of

John Brown, and the growth and dominancy of

the abolition sentiment? In 1840 the Aboli-

tionists were a despised sect, with nearly as

little favor in Boston as in Charleston. In 1844
and 1848 the Liberty and Free Soil pan
had candidates for the Presidency ;

in 1856 the

Republican party had absorbed the Whig party
at the North and carried eleven States, and in

1860 it was triumphant in the executive and

legislative departments of the General Govern-

ment.

When it appeared evident to the Southern
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that th< it was utter hopelessness in any
: it ut im ami tin- equal-

ity of thi

.dministration ! d affairs, the sole

altcru i^ submission to. or acquiescence

in, the A huh had been wrought, or an

effort to 1 : the G<

as originally constituted. Shall the Constitu-

tion and t - of the States be maintained

under new relationships, and a Federal i

tutional union of States be preserved, or shall

ncc of a nation be maintained, irre-

f the Constitution and the autonomy
and the parity <f the States? Stripped of all

leoiis matter, that was the naked issue

submitted to the Southern States. The lead-

lea of those engaged in secession, ami in

the formation of the Confederacy.
ondcnscd form by Justice Lamar in his

oration on John C. Calhoun :

44 The American Union is a Democratic

Federal Republic, a political system com-

pounded of the separate Governments of the

1 of one common Government

of all the States, called the Government of the

United States. Each wt d by written

constitution, those of the particular States by
the people of each acting separately, and that

of the tY tes by the people of each in

its sovereign i . but acting jointly. The

entire powers of Government arc divided be-

twccn the two those lodged in the Gt
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Government bc-ing delegated by specific and
enuiiu ! ;its in the Constitution ;

and all

others not delegated being reserved to the

State- respectively, or to the people. The

powers of each are sovereign, and neither

derive- its powers from the other. In their

is subordinate to the

other, but co-ordinate, and being co-ordin

each has the right of protecting its own po\\

from the encroachments of the other, the two

combined forming one entire and perfect

Government. The line of demarcation bc-

tueen the delegated powers to the Federal

Government and the powers reserved to the

States is plain, inasmuch as all the powers

delegated to the General Government are ex-

pressly laid down, and those not delegated are

reserved to the States unless specially pro-

hibited.
" The greater part of the powers delegated to

the General Government relate directly or in-

directly to two great divisions of authority:
the one pertaining to the foreign relations of

the country; the other of an internal character,

and pertaining to the exterior relations of the

States, the purposes for which the Constitution

was formed being power, security, and respect-

ability without, and peace, tranquillity, and

harmony within."

The action of Congress, of Northern States

and Legislatures, in direct and hostile contra-

vention of the theory of Government which
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h.nl l)rrii maintained consistently from the

beginning of th .1 Union, the utterances

books, party conv< ju-

reasingly virulent public

i.ility of the States, culminating in

the hostile and treasonable incursion of an

and into Virginia, and in the <

sident by a purely sectional vote,

satisfied the South t that the Union

could not permanently t mposed of

free and slave States," that the Constitut

ild no longer furnish any protection to a

.-irity. and that th of the States

re contingent upon and determinablc by the

popular will of a dominant and a

sect Killy, the St '.edated the

Union, .UK! \\i-n-. by separate action, a suf-

ficient number spontaneously concurring, the

itors of the Union and stood on a plane of

olutc political equality. In course of time

m out of common territory,

had their territorial or^ani/ations their enabling
-chool funds, their athnission into

the Union, through the will of the Central

Government at Washington, and they thereby
:ned unalile t- n-ali/e that Iowa was as

Massachusetts and California as New Jersey.
'

In 1789. the Si the creators of the

1 Government ; in 1861. the Federal

Government was the creator of a large major-
f the Si In 1789, the Federal Gov-
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crnmcnt had derived all the powers dd<

to it by the Constitution from the Stat<

1861, a majority of the States derived all their

powers and attributes as States from Con
under the Constitution. In 1789, the p-

of the United States were citizens of Stales

originally sovereign and independent ;
in 1861,

a vast majority of the people of the United

States were citizens of States that were origi-

nally mere dependencies of the Federal Govern-

ment, which was the author and giver of their

political being." The new States were slow

or unwilling to believe that they were on a

plane of perfect equality with any of the

original eleven who began the Government.

Then grew up the notion of an aggregate

people, of an unrestricted democracy, of the

absolute right of a popular majority, whenever

existing, however ascertained, to rule without

check or restraint, independent of constitu-

tional limitation or State interposition. The
will of the majority, for the time being, be-

comes vox Dei, and must be immediately exe-

cuted, irrespective of law or constitution.

These two adverse theories clashing and

making an "
irrepressible conflict," war was in-

evitable. It is not creditable to our civilization,

to our political philosophy, to our Christianity,

that differences of opinion, not sudden, not the

outcome of recent causes, but contemporaneous
with the formation and adoption of the Con-

1 Lamar on Calhoun, 70.
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stitution, run; -1 \\ith the \\hle

v of th I
, should not have been

capable of settlement by so:

incut th.ui arms, which logically settles nothing

except tli iupois of numbers aiul superi-

ority of munitions. Senator Hammond -f

South ( '.irolina closed his speech on the

is Hill, in 1838. with words of solemn

emphasis and historical accui
' You

tlu- rule of the South; that has

another cause that has preserved you.

We have kept the (Government conservative to

the great purposes of the Government. \Vc

have pl.u md kept her upon the (

tut ion and tli.it has been the cause of your

prosperity. The Senator Vork says

that i- about to |> itend

,ient from us ; that it will

pass from our hands. 1'crhaps what he says is

it may be ; but do not forget it can never

be forgotten it is written on the brightest page
of human history that we took our country in

:ul after ruling her for sixty out of

seventy years of 1m 1 sur-

render her to you without a stain upon her

honor, boundless in h erity. incalculable

in h, -h. the \ uul admiration of

orld. Time will show what you will make

of her; but no time can diminish our glory or

your responsibil:

th Carolina called a convention and re-

pealed her ordinance of 1788, which ratified the
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Constitution of the United States, and thus

dissolved the union subsisting between her and

the other States united with her under the c<m-

t entitled the Constitution of the Un;

States of America. Let it be remembered that

this action of South Carolina and the same
can be said of all the seceding States was not

the exercise of a novel claim, It was not the

unexpected and arbitrary t of a power

"trumped up
"
for the occasion. Fromthevcry

origin of the Union in 1789 to 1860, by jm
statesmen, and political writers, the right of a

State, for just cause of which she was the sole

judge, to secede, had been argued and asserted

a thousand times. In the Convention which

framed the Constitution, in every administra-

tion, in the origin and history of parties, the

most widely divergent views of the character of

our Government had been proclaimed and dis-

cussed, and it was universally known that at the

South there was a general concurrence of opinion
as to the federative character of our Government

and the right of each State, in the l.i^t resort,

to judge of infractions of the compact and of

the mode and measure of redress. Every well

informed citizen knew that a large section of a

large party and several of the States uniformly
and earnestly claimed that under our federative

system of Government a State, in the exercise

of its sovereignty, had the ultimate right to

withdraw from the Union into which it had vol-

untarily entered. Therefore, when South Caro-
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seceded, as she had given frequent and

cmph .iirposc, und

. to do, t an no surpn
at the exercise of the alleged ri^ht. The CX-

ncy of the a. but no one is

bold or ignorant enough to affirm that South
:na deceived the Government or IK

by resorting to iy or right which
had lu-en kept hidden in her

-cession of South Carolina the

\Iabama, Floiid.i. Georgia,
d Texas followed in quick -

sion. A Congress of the seceding States, to

at Montgomery, Ala.,on i -y 4, 1861,

had been suggested. The Congr it the

tune and place d( i. The deputies from

s proceeded at once to create a gen-
eral Government by adopting a provisional

Constitution. This was />/<*/..

!er and anarch) cure co-operation.

On the 1 8th of February Jefferson Davi

inaugurated as President. In the action of the

s and of the Congress the proceedings
conservative and in accordance, with

! precedents for the preservation of per-
sonal and proprietary and civil ri^lr pres-

ent Government was strong,

and some of the trusted men,

notably Mr. Stephens, seemed to be anxious to

orldtha' :on was not caused

by a desire to depart from the well known prin-

ciples of our Fed On the nth

f**
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of March, by the unanimous vote of the depu-
in Com/ permanent constitution

adopted, and in due time was ratified by the

States represented, and also by Arkansas, North

Carolina, Virginia, and Tenne^ee. Kentucky
and Missouri afterward had representatives in

the permanent Congress and furnished many
brave soldiers to the army, but their admission

to the Confederacy was opposed by the writer

and by others as irregular and at variance with

the principles on which the Confederacy was

established.

The Americans are a constitution-making peo-

ple. The American idea, different from that

of our English ancestors, to whom we owe so

many of the chief muniments of civil and per-

sonal liberty, is to formulate and embody in

organic law, having more permanence and so-

lemnity of sanction and adoption than m
statute law, the foundation of government and

the accepted principles of civil relations. In

early Revolutionary times general principles

were set forth in Bills of Rights. The Virginia
Bill of Rights is a most remarkable compend of

essential political truths. It was objected to

the ratification of the Constitution of the

United States, that it contained no such dec-

laration, and the first amendments, adopted
in 1791, and ratified by all the States but

three, were responsive to the demand for a for-

mal assertion of the basis of liberty and free

institutions. The first ten were preceded by a
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nventions of ii;

:es li.ul, .it the time of th- ring the

^tituti.' sod .1 desii,-. in

or abuse of its powers,
that furtlu: clauses

should be added. Ih 'tuitions of tlu

of government, tin

practical application ( the methods of carry!
.ut fuiul.iinriii.il principles, and of defences and

barriers against the infringement f rights and

lil \Ve have h.ul ab >t
'

and thirty constitutions, and in them we can

sec definitions of rights, divisions into dcj>

assignments of separate functions, but

! also the attempts to ^uanl a^'.i

tlu e\iU and dangers which experience has

brought t> li^ht.

The "
long continued labor to work out the

foundation of government
"

is now superfluous.

For a thou-and years every reform in gov<

mcnt in England has had for its imr.

purpose the limitation of the powers of the

cutivc. In the more recent of our S*

Constitutions \\e discover social, political, eco-

nomic, and labor comj . of \\hich the

founders of oui Constitutions knew

nothing. 1 :i department of admini '

the responsibility of officials, the reform of civil

service, the recognition of office as a public
trust f..r the public good and not as a

>. the suspicion of the un-

thiness of these in authority, the dan-
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of powerful corporations, these ami many
other phases of modern thought are clearly dis-

cernible in modern constitutions. The Execu-

tive department is not so much feared as the

.isl.itive. Confidence in legislatures having
n much lessened, the constitution-making

bodies have imposed restrictions upon the

law-making department to protect the people

against overmuch or corrupt legislation.

The Constitution of the Confederate St

as the instrument of government, is the most

certain and decisive expression of the views and

principles of those who formed it, and is entitled

to credence and acceptance as the most trust-

worthy and authoritative exposition of the prin-

ciples and purposes of those who established

the Confederate Government.
1

Excluding all reference to slavery, an exami-

nation of the Constitution will exhibit the ani-

mus of the Confederate States. Let it be

premised that the Constitution was modelled on

that of the United States and followed it with

rigid literalness. Alabama and Georgia, in ap-

pointing delegates to the Congress of the se-

ceded States, placed them under restrictions to

form a government upon the principles and

basis of the Constitution of the United St.r

Alabama invited other States to unite with her

in order " to frame a government upon the prin-

1

By the kind permission of the Philadelphia Times the sub-

stance of an article contributed by the author in 1882 is here

reproduced.
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ciplesof the(".-

;ural address, said

he constituent parts but not the

system of our Government. The Constitution

i by our f. it hers is

*es in their exposition of it." The
imblc d people of the Con-

fed ii State acting in its sovcr-

i and independent character, invoking the

ul guidance of Almighty God f ordained

a Constitut form a permanent Federal

Government and for other purposes. The

change in phraseology was obviously to assert

the derivative character of the Federal Gov-

it and to exclude the conclusion which Web-
and < it hers had sought to draw from the

phrase.
'

\Ve. the people of the United States,"

In the Executive department, the Constitut

1. in accordance with the early agree-
ment of the Convention of 1787, that the

tit should be elected for six years and

be ineligible. A scat upon the floor of cither

isc of Congress might be granted to the

principal officer in each of the Executive de-

partments with the privilege of discussing any
isures appertaining to his department. The

is empowered to remove at pleasure
the principal officer in each of the Execu:

ients and all persons connected with

the diploma To give entire corr

of Cabinet officers and of foreign ministers was
considered to be necessary for the proper dis-
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charge of tin- President's duties ami for the

independence of his department. All other

civil officers could be removed when their

vices were unnecessary, or for dishonesty, incffi-

cy, misconduct, or neglect of duty, but the

removals in such cases, with the reasons t li-

fer, were to be reported to the Senate, and no

prrson rejected by the Senate could be reap-

pointed to the same office during the recess of

the Senate. The President was empowered,
while approving portions of an appropriation

bill, to disapprove particular items, as in other

like cases of veto, the object being t<>

log-rolling combinations against the Treasury.

Admitting members of the Cabinet to seats

upon the floor of Congress with ri^ht of dis-

cussion (which worked well during the brief life

of the Confederacy), was intended to secure

greater facility of communication betwixt the

Executive and the Legislative departments and

enforce upon the heads of the departments
more direct personal responsibility. By ineligi-

bility of the President and restriction of the

power of removal, the Congress, acting as a

convention, sought to secure greater devotion

to public interests, freedom from the corrupt-

ing influences of Executive patronage, and to

break up the iniquitous spoils system which is

such a peril to the purity ami perpetuity of our

Government. The Judicial department was

permitted to remain substantially as it was in

the old Government. The only changes were
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uthorizc a tribunal for the investigation of

:iis against the (ioveinmcnt, the withhold-

from the 1 Courts jurisdiction of

suits b -f different States, and
tlir enactment of a u > that any
judicial or tli :.il officer, resident and

lely \\ithin the limits of an>
I by a vote of two thirds of

both bi 'f the Legislature thereof. The
:is in reference to the election of S<

tors ami Representatives and the powers and
duties of each House were ur except
that th h State were required to

be i ami the Senators were to be chosen

Legislatures of the State at the session

: immediately preceding the beginning of

the term ..f MH :

In reference to the general powers of Con-

>s, some of the changes were more vital.

The general clause was omitted from the

ng grant. Bounties from the Treasury and

mpcnsation to contractors, officers, and

agents were prohibited.
" A Protective tariff

"

so far forbidden that no duties or taxes on

importations could be laid to promote or fo

branch of industry. Export duties were

allowed with the concurrence of two thirds of

both Houses. Congress was forbidden to make
internal improvements except to furnish lights,

beacons, buoys, to improve harbors, and to

remove obstructions in river navigation, and

the cost of these was to be paid by duties levied
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on the navigation facilitate d. That tlu- obj<

might IK- better attained, States, with the con-

t of Congress and under certain other re-

strictions, were allowed to lay a duty on the

going tonnage participating in tin trades of

the river or harbor improved. States, divid< .1

by rivers <>r through which rivers flowed, could

enter into compacts for improving their nav

tion. Uniform laws of naturalization and bank-

ruptcy were authorized, but bankruptcy could

not affect debts contracted prior to the passage
of the law. A two-thirds vote was made requi-

site to appropriate money unless asked and

estimated for by some one of the heads of de-

partments. Every law must relate but to one

subject, and that was to be expressed in the

title. To admit new States required a vote of

two thirds of each House, the Senate voting by
States. Upon the demand of any three States,

legally assembled in their several conventions,

Congress could summon a convention to con-

sider amendments to the Constitution, but the

convention was confined in its action to propo-
sitions suggested by the States making the call.

From this explication of the permanent
Constitution it clearly appears that the seced-

ing States were not only satisfied with, but

deeply attached to, the plan and principles of

the Constitution of the United States. The

changes, in no respect anarchical or revolu-

tionary, were "
explanatory of the well-known

intent
"
of the instrument, or remedial of evils,
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mi. in' vhich had dc-

i the practical ailiiu.

tion .f tlu-

Constitution wa the embodiment of tlu

n of o

l.iu. It put into the fran. f the

language. uh.it

.i.'tin, I'olk. Pierce, Woodbury,
\ thought was in, or ought

to be in, the Constitution of the United St

only i
>us interpretations.

possible Infringement of popular liberty or

oppressive use of the t

as jealously guarded .1

service reform \\as 11.

The angry controversies about tarilfs, in:

impn- ts, and subsidies, which have been

so injurious and violent, were settled. The

taxing power, used so opp: . for the

U of favored sections and classes and

the injury of the masses, was put under salu-

tary restrictions, The money in the Treasury
was protected against purchasable majorities

and wicked combinations. While the G<

Govcrnnv clothed with the powers adc-

for a simple and just government, the

maintain* (1 their autonomy and were not

reduced to mere petty corporal i

It may be as well to group here the provisions

of the Constitution .1 although

they have now only an historical intr: IM

unambiguous language.
" the im-
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portat ion of >f tin African race was for-

bidden, and Congress was required to pass 1.

:ually to prevent it." Tin- ri-ht of transit

or sojourn with slaves in any State was sermvd

and fugitive slaves called "slaves" without

the euphemism of the old instrument were to

be delivered up on the claim of the party to

whom they belonged. Congress could prohibit

the introduction of slaves from States and

Territories not included in the Confederacy,
and laws impairing the right of property in

negro slaves were prohibited. Slaves could be

carried into any Territory of the Confederacy

by citizens of the Confederate States and be

protected as property. This clause was in-

tended to forbid "
squatter sovereignty," and

to prevent adverse action against property in

slaves, until the Territory should emerge from

a condition of pupilage and dependence into

the dignity, equality, and sovereignty of a

State, when its right to define "
property

"

would be beyond the interference or control

of Congress.
These constitute the changes that were made,

and it will be seen that they were not aggres-

sive, simply defensive, and were the opinions,
the claims of constitutional right, of Southern

Statesmen, formulated and embodied into or-

ganic law.

The distinguishing features of the Confede-

rate Constitution may be summarized under

three heads :
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/, and obviou>ly, additional and Ic** di%-

rantees against -i ry.

tit of

powers aiul jurisdiction of the <i<

: iui.itf

for tli lh.it powers
do and "u.;ht to gra\t: :e and more
io\\.ud tlu <

, ncral Governnu
1 and tried to arrest this

gravitation. The
|.

i of the 1*.

I'. uli. i. unit uhich tlu- Colonies resisted was its

claim to omnipotence in its legislation over t he-

Colon

Thirdly, the Confederate States dreaded the

of the taxing power, as menacing the

purity of the (iu\ t ami the liberties of

the people. Th 1 on tl. :in of

Mackintosh, that
" the preference of partial to

il interest reatcst of all public

ity ag. ; the best

definition of liberty, and the people have need

to be protected against the usurpation^

oppressions of Government as well as a.

domestic violence and foreign invasion. Jus-

tice Miller, in Loan Association vs. Topcka,
2O Wallace, 65$, uses these weighty words:
44 Of all the powers conferred upon Govern-

ment, that <: :i is most liable to abuse.

There is no such thing in the theory of our

governments, State and national, as unlimited

my of their branches. The Executive.

Legislative, and Judicial departments are all of
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limited and defined p<>.

the limitation of the right of taxation that it

can only be usrd in aid of public objects, an

object which is within the purpose for which

government tabli.shed. It cannot, th<

fore, be <1 in aid <>f enterprise* ^trictly

private, for the benefit of individuals, though
in a remote or collateral way the local public

may be benefited thereby. To lay with <>m

hand the power of the Government on the

property of the citizen and with the other to

bestow it upon favored individuals, to aid private

enterprises and build up private fortunes,

none the less a robbery because it is done under

the forms of law and is called taxation. This

is not legislation. It is a decree under legisla-

tive forms."

In this authoritative interpretation of the

Confederate national life is not a single revolu-

tionary clause, not a single phrase asserting a

new claim, nor a novel application of an old

principle. There is not the slightest encroach-

ment upon the right of a single Northern State

or citizen.

The Southern States quit the Union, as they

supposed, to check centralization, to save the

principles of the Constitution, to restore the

government of the earlier and better days.

Purposing no interference with the rights or

the property of others, they asked nothing for

themselves but rights adjudicated by the Su-

preme Court or claimed uninterruptedly since
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the organization of the Union. In tin lapse of

years. ,
un-

.11 administrations, no o!;

tli.it \ the com-

pact or meditated mi sters. To
the Government and its

j,
. in pcai

:iey had hecn in. and tine.

At tli Union meeting held in New York,

1 5th Dei 1860, approved or
j

patcd in by Hunt, Dix, Astnr. Fillmore,

Sott. Van Huren. Pierrcpont, Bennett.

Treir. :!. Charles O'Con-

nor said, with applause :

" There is no fault in

the South, as a whole, and it has done nothing
ne for." l!<,n. Fernando Wood, in his

message as Mayor of the city of New York, on

;th January, 1861, suggested the propriety of

New York becoming a free city, so as to pro-

tect herself and not be a party against
"
the

;evcd brethren of tli Mr.

Stephens, the patriot and the statesman, whose

pure life atul 1 moderation make him a

1 for young politicians, in War Between

the S: >^says: "No Southern

ever did, intentionally or otherwise, fail

.to perform her obligation to her confederates

under the Constitution according to the letter

and spirit of its stipulated covenants, and they

never asked of Congress any action or invoked

their ipon any subject which did not lie

clearly within the provisions of the articles of

Union." In State and Confederate Govern-
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ments there was tin- .strong determination to

res! 'iidation and centralism. Tliat \

tlu- mist'// </' .

Political speculators have frequently made
deliverances in reference to centralism that an

alarming to those who re-ard local gov<
mcnts as rs^-ntial to liberty and republican

institutions. Party platforms and campaign

speeches denounce State rights and hold up
to suspicion and execration the "

Solid South
"

as still cherishing disloyal and disruptive de-

signs. If Southern testimony, given in words

and more expressive acts, is ever to be accepted,
the North ought to be convinced that there

not at the South either wish or purpose, present
or prospective, for a separation of the Sta'

i:\ universal concession, secession, as a remedy
for any evil or abuse, has been buried in the

tomb of the Capulets. Party necessity or viru-

lence may keep open the stale accusation to

inflame hatred or arouse the belligerent feeling

of the past, but Don Quixote never charged a

more real and harmless windmill than do the

speakers and writers who conjure up secession

as an enemy to be conquered again. State in-

terposition is as dead as African slavery, and

neither has any more life than a mummy of the

time of the Ptolemies.

The American people should distinguish be-

twixt secession, a mortnum caput, and the much

maligned and misunderstood doctrine of State

rights. Among the many evils growing out of
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tin- \\ar not the least is the popular p;

\\hich il theory nt that

IM <>thcr days was considered essential to the

itl pres. itu-

lions. The x\ ar f. r tlu I'M ristrucd 8ft

;ning, not simpK v and scccssi-

but '^hts and all their appurtenances.
i so misconstrue legal and logical results as

unk that the overthn.u ,,f t

the overthrow of ti

uiuler \\liich the secedii sxiu^ht '.

luinselves. ite ri^ht
'

-r long

intnpoM il h\ tin South as 1 of slav

and as a hulu.i

the subjugation of tlie South is supposed to

the defeat of all the political principles

tli. i

1 ver held at the South. A sugges-

tion looking to a strict construction of the

Constitution, an argument for the prcsci

tion of the well-defined boundaries betu

an appeal to S:

pride or local patriotism, at <1 \\ith ridi-

cule and contempt. The public mind h..

d to look with indifference or a

upon e. ;rn to the old paths

or ip the old landmarks. The
:ch of 1 the

suppiisi-d necessary su; of tlu- ('entr.d

.nent, tlu ahivance of State authority

in those perilous times, have become fatal pre-

cedents, contributing to this habit of tho;

and the ac of uir :>le interfer-
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cnccs. The Static are .1^ important ,is tin-

Union. The powe by the St.

and the protection they afford arc not 1

valuable than similar functions of the Central

Government. Centrifugal tendencies may be

dangerous and need ceaseless vigilance, but the

same is true of the centripetal. Undue enlarge-

ment of State authority may lead to collisions

and irritations, but enlargement of l-'ederal

authority leads to consolidation, to the sacri-

fice of individual and sectional interests at the

shrine of national glory. Our fathers \\

jealous of Federal encroachment and sought
to place State and personal rights beyond t Im-

possibility of injury. The history of New York,
Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Connecticut

shows as earnest a purpose to preserve the

autonomy of the States as does the history

of any other of the original thirteen. It is

an evil omen that, in those same States, State-

rights should have fallen into disrepute, and

battle cries, once stirring patriotic ardor to

fever heat, should have become odious. To
associate jealousy of Federal usurpation or

sistance of illegal Federal authority with the

South exclusively, or identify these patriotic

sentiments with secession, is most unjust to the

North and a travesty upon its history. Prior

to 1860, Northern States were not slow to in-

voke their sovereignty. Massachusetts' records

bristle with declarations of State authority.

Republics in Europe have lacked the conserva-
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tivc and educatory influence of local govern-
ments. The complex system of Federal and

moving in its ascer-

tained and welUlefmed sphere, ha* been the

puzzle and admiration of philosophical students

of American politics. The abolition of slavery,

as great a blessing as I concede it to be, unless

rsal suffrage shall neutrali/e its advantages,

will have been purchased at a great pric<

iesuctudc of secession will have been

established at perilous cost, if from thcv

results shall come the overthrow of S
and the establishment of an unlimited

centralism.
1

York //,/,//,/. i6th March, 1861,

published the Confederate Constitution in full.

and on the iQth, recommended its acceptance

as the basis of peaceful reunion.

iie ultimatum of the seceded States is

now before the Government at Washington, in

Constitution adopted by the Congress
at Montgomery, Alabama. Heretofore even

our best-disposed Northern conservatives have

been perplexed how to move, and what to pro.

pose to reconcile 'the cotton States' to the

Union. Now, however, with their ultimatum

us. there can be no longer any doubt

upon the subject. In their unrestricted dis.

n to shape a 1 constitution for

themselves, the seceded States have unques-

Tewu r. While. 7 Wall. 7J, 13 Wall. 646. and Ketlb

. S..45
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tionably provided these securities, checks, and

balances, which they regard as essential for

tin- maintenance of their peculiar institutions.

Thus our Northern politicians and the adminis-

tration at Washington arc furnished the condi-

tions upon which the Union may be re-estab-

lished, without war and without trouble. The
new Southern Constitution is the Constitution

of the United States with various modifications,
and some very important and most desirable

improvements. . . .

"Such are the provisions of this Southern

Constitution which we may accept as the ulti-

matum of the seceded States on the subject of

slavery. Upon some other questions, however,

there are certain stringent provisions in said

Constitution, which it would be extremely diffi-

cult to persuade our Northern fishermen, manu-

facturers, and lobby corruptionists to swallow,
even to re-establish the Union. The provisions
include :

"
(i). The absolute prohibition of all bounties

from the Federal treasury, and all duties or

taxes on imported goods intended to promote
or foster any branch of home industry.

"(2). A positive prohibition of I'Yderal ap-

propriations for internal improvements, and the

substitution of local tonnage duties for such

improvemei!
"

(3). The restriction of Congress by a major-

ity vote to such appropriations as may be re-

commended by the President, or some Execu-
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tivc department. All ..thrr appropriations re-

quiring a two thirds vote.

The holding ,,f contractors to the strict

. That the r..st office department shall

liese arc excellent constitutional amend-
ments. If they h.ul been in force in Washington
during the last ten years, they would have pre-

1 the wasteful squandering in swindling

lobby jobs, conti <

. four, or five

hundred million dollars of public money and pub-
:iat have l>ecn squandered to the

enriching of the lobby jobbers, and the g
demoralization of our Northern political parties
and politicians to the lowest level of moral de-

basement and corruption. The two classes of

amendments upon slavery and upon the other

important subjects comprehend the peace offer-

ing of the seceded States to the border S

They arc radical propositions of change and

. We are free to say, also, that

valuable reforms enumerated should be

adopted by the I'm ted States, with or without

lion of the seceded States, and as soon as

possible. But why not accept them with the

propositions of the Confederate States on
: y as a basis of reunion ? Practically, to

the North these slavery abstractions amount to

nothing, while the reforms indicated arc indis-

iblc to the existence of our Government

:iy length of time, with or without the
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seceded St.iU-s. Let President Lincoln then

call C<> -Aether, aiul let him lay before

it this new Constitution of the seceded States

and the peace propositions i.f their treaty Com-

missioners, and perhaps there may be \\ isd<m

enough in the two houses to provide tin \\

and means for peace, and the purification of the

Government at Washington, even if there be no

way to absorb the government at Montgomery.
Alabama."

Slavery is thought by many, but inaccur-

ately, to have been the sole cause of the con-

flict between the North and the South, which

conflict, as has been shown, originated in tin-

convention which framed the Constitution,

and continued until the surrender of Appoma-
tox. Slavery was rather the occasion, the in-

citement, which developed widely divergent.

fundamental differences as to the character and

functions of the Federal Government. The

pecuniary value of the "
peculiar institution,"

the sensitiveness inseparable from the holding
of such property, the terrible consequences that

might have come from fanatical agitation, in-

creased the importance of the "
occasion," or

incident, and magnified it in public estimation

into the prime cause of the "
irrepressible con-

flict." The selfishness of property, the fu

ness of party warfare and of sectional animosity,

resistance to officious and unconstitutional

interference, the certainty of the solemn and

clear guarantees of a sacred compact, had the
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il effect >( diverting South

^ibleness of slavery in .i\il-

.
, and of blinding the

South t> the incurable social, political. CCO-

U connected \iith it.

When tcU the

rarely right Adjusted."

Tlu re was a reaction from opposition to tolcr-

toapproval. It is difficult at

to reali/e \\Si.it a chan-e has been

wrought in international la\\, in judicial
<

ions, in treaty obligations, in statute l.i

opinions ,,f Churchmen ai nen, in public
sentiment and conscience, on the question of

y. Ju^t ei^ht) i rs before

the immortal proclamation of President Lin-

coln, Edmund Burke, one of the greatest politi-

cal philosophers of modern times, thought

slavery was an incurable evil, but the trade in

slaves could not be stopped, and that all that

could be done \\as to mitigate its horrors by
lat ion. Bossuet, the great French

her, prior to that time, declared that "to

condemn slavery was to condemn the Holy
\VhitfieId bclit-vcd slavery an ordi-

of God, designed for the eventual good
of thi i. Wesley had no doubt of the

lawfulness of keeping slaves, and would have

lit himself highly f
' he had been

able to purchase a good number of them."
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Jonathan Edwards left, among other property,

a negro boy. Bishop Berkeley also owned
slaves. European nations engaged in and regu-
lated the BlaVC trade. In the first quarter of

the eighteenth century, South Carolina imposed
taxes on the importation of negroes, as much
as 40 on each. In 1734 it was as much as

,50. The London slave-traders, grown rich in

the nefarious traffic, made a strong appeal to

the King for relief against these t The

efforts of the colonists to protect themselves

against such a population, were " shattered by
an order from the King, instructing them to

modify the laws so as to relieve the slave-

traders of the import duties." The Carolinians

abolished the customs-duties, but imposed a

heavy tax on the Carolina purchaser of the im-

ported negroes. This act expired by limitation

in 1751, but was promptly re-enacted and its

conditions were continued under one form or

another, until the Revolution.
'

In 1769, the

Virginia Legislature prohibited the importation
of negroes to be sold into slavery, but George
the Third, who obstinately resisted all move-

ments for the abolition of the slave trade, com-

manded the Governor to veto the bill, and

Governor Botetourt obeyed. In 1776 slavery

existed in all the thirteen States. In 1778,

Jefferson succeeded in carrying through the

Assembly of Virginia a bill prohibiting the fur-

ther introduction of slaves, and the same meas-
1 See New York Evening Post, April 12, 1894.
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was passed in Maryland in 1783, uhilc l**th

St. i- ill restraintsiip.. ipalion.

In i;S' .-i tin- trade, N..rth ( aro-

lin. i imposed a dut\ ids jnrr head on
all negroes tin i III 1787, by a

land uith the far

South it uas omst ntrd, in the Cotistitutiot.

'.mg the slave tradr until l8o8, iiotuith.

ding George Mason of \

"
infernal tralVic." In 1799, Lord Thur-

denounced tin t her miserable and

contemptible" proposal to abolish the slave

A traveller in 1795, \\ Nearly

ity vi-sscls from the harbors of the Nortli

employed in the transportation ,,f

negroes to Georgia and th< :idian I

The inejihants of Kln.de Kland are the con-

ductors of the traffic." Munro, in his

history of the t.\\n of Hristol. nys:
"

I >i >

dants of those en^a^ed in the slave trade su|>-

press the c\ \\^ their ancestors,"

the 1 >e U'oll y no means t he-

only persons interested in the traffic."

l Tbe CkHstiam Cmit*. ist Scpfembcr, 1891. Wf% the -

portal ion of rum (o Africa from Botton for the fiscal year

ending June 30. 1891, was 808,737 gallon*, and that the vaJuc

of this nefariou* traffic
"
was 9964,694.



CHAPTER XIV.

OF the protracted and terrible conflict which

supervened, it is not my plan or purpose to

write. To most persons it came unexpectedly.
It was generally believed that the North would

welcome a release from further responsibility

for the "barbarism and crime of slavery," and

that the "
wayward sisters," as Horace <

in the Tribune advised, would be allowed " to

depart in peace."

South Carolina sent a commission to Wash-

ington to adjust all questions of dispute be-

tween her and the United States. One of the

first acts of the Confederate government was to

accredit agents to visit Washington and use all

honorable means to obtain a satisfactory settle-

ment of all differences. Both efforts failed.

Peace Congresses were alike impotent for good.
It would avail nothing now to seek to explain

the criminations and recriminations on both

sides. The passions and prejudices of men
were too inflamed for calm negotiation. Each

side has published irreconcilable statements as

to what occurred. Suffice it to say that war

began. For the arbitrament of arms, the South

had made, could have made, no preparation.

Without the organized machinery of an ostab-

214
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. . .lishcd national . it. uithout a n;

without r\cn a seaman
A ith limited in and m.mu

with n nulution of

'arms or nnln.nur aiui with :-. \i--tmg means
them, without revenue, \\itl

.il coinn ithout foreign credit, uith-

out a recogni/eil place in the family of nations,

\\ith the host iU- p :ld. it is

not easy t' i "f a nation uiti

belli apahilities.

Whrn uar \\a^. '. !y the Confcdc

in its prosecution e\

ed and rxhaustfd.

blov xcludcd fr)in Southern ports arms,

munitions, medicine. Bibles even had to be

introdu ptitiou-lx. l>y vadin- the \

lance of foiinidahl The whole c<

lini- Aliicliu

for cooking and for curing meats, had to be

found in few and remote salt mines, or by l>

r the 1 earth of

"smoke-houses." The loyalty and fortitude

: heroism of the women surpassed the Cour-

age and patient endurance of the men. Women
singly furnished clothing, or united in b.i

and for boxes of shoes and clothing,

over failing and slow railroads, to the distant

soldiers. By fati-tse. hunger, disease and

tic the Southern arm\ 1 with

guns captured from the foe, was reduced to

a thin skirmish line, confronting lines upon
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lilies of well-clad, well-fed, well-drilled, well-

equipped h Inforeed from the populous

North, from freedmen, from hordes of foreign-

At length came the surrender. Attrition

had worn away the granite hill to disparatr

pebbles. \Vliatever may be the dill

of opinion as to the causes of the war, no

brave or generous person can deny that it

was illumined by deeds of dr^u-rate valor, of

consummate skill, matchless fortitude, and pa-

tient endurance of retreat, sickness, naked n

and hunger. The heroism of the defence of as-

serted rights, the dramatic catastrophe, submis-

sion to the inevitable, resumption of paraly/rd

industries, the brave battle for rehabilitation of

homes and establishment of a new civilization,

should challenge respect, if not approval ; sym-

pathy, if not admiration. The two chiefs, may
I not say the four, Lee and Johnston, Grant

and Sherman, at the head of the conquered
and of the conquerors, present a spectacle of

the moral sublime, at Appomatox and Durham's

Station, which history may parallel but cannot

surpass.
1

1 On the much-belabored question of exchange of prisoners

see vol. i. of Southern Historical Papers, for testimony of

Gen. Grant before the
" Committee on the Conduct of the

War," concurrent statements of Gen. Butler and others, and

the following letter from Gen. Grant :

"CITY POINT. Aug. 18, 1864.
" To GENERAL BUTLER :

" On the subject of exchange, however, I differ from Gen.

Hitchcock. It is hard on our men held in Southern prisons
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Notth displayed illimitable return -s and
"

in -lurabili: at." The con-

marvi ll.ujs military and n

skill .iiul v 186$ millions have

been and .1 being paid in grateful re-

nl for services rendered. The (ir.md Army
of the- Republic keeps up its scinipolitic.il

org.' '.. and membership is a quasi title of

nobility. Statues and monuments, from public
.1 by private subscription, arc crcf

to dead lierocs. A war record is the most

available qualification for a candidate seek

popular suffrage. The "
Bloody Shirt

"
is waved

uul successfully more than a
<j

\ppomatox. The most

courageous politician yk-Ms con

mand of a soldier, and

no party nor man dares to antagon: sue

which involves one of the Union patriots. The

glory of men is that they volunteered or were

drafted into the war; the glory of a
j

that it managed thr id brought it to a

rious termination ; the glory of the North

lat it subjugated the weaker South.

not to exchange them, hut it is humanity to thotc left in the

ranks to fight our battles. Every man released on part.l

otherwise, becomes an active soldier against as at once, either

r indirectly. 1 f we commence a system of mrhanfe
which liberate* all prisoner* taken, we will have to fight on

until the whole South is exterminated. If we hold those

caught, they amount to no more than dead men. At this par-

ticular time, to release all Rebel prisoners North would insure

Sherman's defeat and would compromise oar safety here."
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thing in the past hides its diminished head in

comparison, or contrast, with the unexcellable

honor of winning victories over the Confeder-

The credit, the enthusiasm, the furor,

arc not permitted to die out, hut are sedulously

fostered and enkindled. It would seem that all

this should teach justice, and magnanimity, and

chivalrous courtesy, and a ready recognition of

the noble and valorous and knightly d

which secured for the conquerors so much fame.

Here and there, in towns and cemeteries of the

South, are monuments to officers and privates,

erected by the hands and hearts of poverty and

patriotism, but every pension granted to Union

soldiers, every resolution of thanks and congra-
tulation after a battle, every statue of marble

or bronze, crowning hillside or public square,

every guarded and decorated national cemetery,

is, indirectly, however otherwise intended, an

enduring and eloquent tribute to the courage,
the skill, the patriotism, the nobility of the

South.
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St\< i 1X04 tin Constitution h.ul ii>t been

amended, but iinuu.li. iti 1\ after the war the

Thirtccntli. 1 :h, ami Filletnth Amend-
ineiits \\erc, by a kiiul of C.usarcan opcr

adopted, chan^in^ the constituency and revolu-

tionizing the whole theory of the Government.'

The Thirteenth Amendment provided for the

Tlu- "peculiar institu-

\\as thus 1 impossible by ad-

ding to Mr. Lincoln's Proclamation of I. man-

cipation, icxuitc.l to as a means of war per-

missible against a bel! -a constitutional

inhibition and a similar in'mMti-.n in the

..iIK <>f Kansas, r \prettflsaKNDewhat iliffcr-

irteenth, and Fifteenth

amendmentft to the Comtitutiun are incorporated the final

he Rebellion. They are it kummary .

These few paragraph* are the treaty between the bclli|^renU.

In them are ihc trophic* of the vut r> Waged ouenubly to

maintain the integrity of the I'nton an. I in dental of the iliigM
"
sovereignty, the future historian will not fail to note

that the three amendment* are talent upon this subject, and

that two of them relate y, and the other principally.

to the free. lom. . and suffrage of the negro race.

The right of taceerinn. if it e\rr e&Utc<l. r\Uts now. so far as

any declaration in our organic law U concerned. It ha* not

been renounced, nor is the supremacy of the Nation

charter."

ng
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organic l.iws of tlu- sea-ding States. It was

proposed in Congress and ratified, while none

of tlu- stveding Sta: ntrd tli-

ami yet the validity of the ratification depended
on the approval of the States thus mm]
sentcd.

1 This article abolishing slavery (the

first time the word "
slavery

"
appears co nomine

in the Constitution is in the article abolishing

it),
was proclaimed as ratified by twenty-seven

States, December 18, 1865. In this number of

States, Virginia, Louisiana, Arkansas, South

Carolina, Alabama, North Carolina, Georgia,

and Tennessee, were computed in the rati-

fying three fourths although all, except Ten-

nessee, were under governments declared ill.

by the Reconstruction Act of 2d March, 1867,

and its supplements. The same objections

existed to the other two amendments, and

their ratification, besides, was coerced, being
made a condition of the readmission of the

States to their ordinary rights in the Union.

The Fourteenth was declared as properly rati-

fied July 21, 1868, and among the States in-

cluded in the requisite ratifying number were

Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Louisiana, Alabama, and Florida, whose a-

doption of this article had been made a pre-

requisite to their readmission into the Union

or to their emergence from Provinces to

States. Arkansas, whose admission was de-

clared to be due to her antecedent ratification,

1 Mich. Ltcf.. 226.
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was also counted, as we nia, Mississippi,

and Texas. These by act of March 2.

1867, passed because of th * ratify

the proposed amcn.hn. M!. had !> :i placed
under military rule. This article, as well as

the others, had as its main purpose the making
sur< ;ation of the negroes, and pro-

viding for their j)rotcction, and a^;

limination on account of color. These
ndments did not confer on the negroes the

it of suffrage, but th nth did pr<>\

that no State shall deny to any one this ri^ht

because of <lor, or previous condition

of servitude."' csident Grant, in a ^p (

congratulatory message, joth March, 1870,

speaks of the ratification of th :ith

Amendment as a " measure which makes at once

4.000.000 of people voters, \s h were heretofore

declared by the highest tribunal of the land not

citizens, nor eligible to become so," yet they
had already voted, under the reconstruction

hile citizens had been disfranchised.

The process of enfranchising Indians is the

reverse. The whole race or tribe is not trans-

ferred into the body of citizenship, with all the

powers of government, but each, man by man.
nadca citizen on the condition of pro\

liis competency to use the privilege for the

general good, by dissolving his tribal relations

and taking lamls in >e\ The doctrine of

primary and paramount allegiance to a St
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was negatived by making \\ hat had never pre-

viously existed, a citi/en at large.
"
All persons

born or naturalized in the United Stah ->, and

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, an- citizens

of the United States, and of the State \vlu-;

they reside." This clause made citixenship the

prerogative of birth in this country, introdiu

the new clement of negro citizenship, and

recognized and defined the distinction betu

citizenship of a State and citizenship of the

United States. It is very doubtful whether,

prior to this amendment, a citizen of the Uni

States existed, except by virtue of the previous

citizenship in a particular State.
1

When the war was over, so far as related to

any participation in it by the seceding Sta

not a single armed belligerent being in the

field, there was demonstrated, by the Execu-

tive, Legislative, and Judicial departments of

the National Government and by the public

press, the strangest and most contradictory dif-

ference of opinion as to what were the legiti-

mate results of the war, and what was the

character of the Government which had suc-

cessfully prosecuted it. The State governments
of the South were in an anomalous or doubtful

position. The officers had been active partici-

pants in the struggle, and therefore liable to all

the prescribed disabilities and penalties. In

the absence of authority, recognized as legiti-

1
Sec, however, the Dred-Scott case, 19 Howard, 404, and

The Slaughter-Hou.se cases, 16 Wallace, 36.
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mate, some method had to be devised to pre-

and to restore form* n* to

\ 'nion. The oj< '.he don

in Congress and of all the North as to

wer of Congress, and the relation of the

seceding States after the war to the 1

were in disorder and chaos. The powers and
duties of the Central Government seemed in as

much confusion, and as little coherent, as the

disjecta mtmbra of a fleet after a disa^

shipv. The restoration of the ante-bellum

us <.f the States occupied much of Mr.

In's attention during the last years of the

\vn that he oscillated bctu

rebellion, as the act of individual inhabitants

in geographical ii ,-ul the act of States

as political bodies. As early as 1863, he pro-

posed to Congress the readmission of States

whenever it .sin mid appear that one tenth the

number of those who voted in 1860 had estab-

lished a State Government asking admission

into the Union. He left the question of suf-

frage in the hands of those will-

qualified voters under the laws existing at the

date of secession. A difference of opinion was

ped b< iiim and Congress as to

whether the Executive or the Legislature

should provide for reconstruction. Henry Win-

ter Davis .uul Senator Wade denounced Mr.

ion as "a studied outrage on the

;hts of the people." His tragic

and unfortunate death made Johnson Presj.
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dent, and his views were widely out of harmony
with those of the party leaders in C<

He claimed that Statehood was only in al>

ance, that its loss by the seceded States was

only temporary, and that, in laying down tln-ir

amis and ceasing their resistance to the Na-

tional authority, they resumed their former

attitude, and should at once be so recognized.

The existence of the several States had not

been terminated, nor were they out of the

Union. They had powers and rights as before

the war, and how to bring those powers into

action again was the question. He held that

the Executive alone was authorized to take the

necessary steps toward restoration. . Accord-

ingly, he appointed provisional governors, and

directed them to call constitutional conventions,'

whose duty it should be to make constitutions

under which State Governments could be es-

tablished, and representatives be elected to

Congress. He required that the constitutions

of the several States should be so amended as

to abolish slavery, and that the amendment of

the Constitution of the United States for that

purpose should be adopted. No one could

vote at the elections for members of these con-

ventions, except such as were qualified by the

laws of the State just prior to secession, and no

other qualification was required save an oath of

loyalty. This scheme was carried out. The

States with readiness obeyed the proclamation,
1 Mich. Ltct., 219, 220.
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essions of their legislatures, elected Sena-

tors, amended th tutions, declared null

and \

The Supreme Coint Mist

it to establish provi-

sional governments in the set ites prior

ion of Congress, but impliedly :

: mine the conditions of rCStO-

in opposition to the \\ill of the National

! I lent'* .1

he North and in Congress.
'ii of the Southern Members of

(

longre
- vai refu M d.

;ry controversy arose between the

ngress, and the latter. insi*tin^

upon its exclusive rivjlit to impose conditions,

limited 1). .:ion the power of the Prcsi-

as to amnesty, command of the arm \

m office. The party in

r were able to maintain their policy over the

f the President, and the bitterantag
culminated in the partisan spectacle of Articles

of Impeachment by the House of Rcprc
The disgrace was not consummate

a failure to secure a two-thirds vote

of the Senate. Congress considered the seces-

sion of the States as an abandonment by them

of all rights under the Constitut 1 that

by the arbitrament of war they \ *ted

to the positio > be govern

Congress, until they should appear as suppli-

7 Wall., 700; 13 Wall.. 646.
S
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cants for admission to the Union with constitu-

tions properly framed anil adopted byvote<>f
the entire people, including the By a

perverse inconsistency it was held that a war to

prevent secession put the States out of the

Union, and that secession, defeated on the bat-

tle-field, was practically accomplished under the

policy of peace at least, so far as to deprive

the "
wayward SiSten

"
of their autonomy, and

to consign them to the status of military dis-

tricts or subjugated provinces. It was held that

the lately belligerent and conquered States

could legally adopt and give validity to a con-

stitutional amendment, but could, also, be kept
out of the Union in provincial vassalage as long
as Congress pleased, and then be admitted on

any terms the conquerors might dictate. The

Constitution, quoad the "rebellious" Sta

was abrogated or suspended. The constitution-

ality of the reconstruction acts has never been

fully or formally decided by the Supn
Court, but the language of the Court, in the

cases last cited Texas vs. White, and White

i's. Hart, shows that, in the opinion of the

Court, it was the duty of Congress, on the suc-

cess of the Government, to provide for the

establishment of loyal governments in the

ceding States, and their restoration to their old

place on such conditions as seemed to that body
wise, and that the methods and conditions of

such restoration were "
political

"
questions, in

which the Court was bound to follow the action
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of Congress ! was not a consensus of

opinion, even in the dominant party. It>J

in the House of Repn- >, said he would

tultify himself as to say that the re-

il. In

reports and speeches there were exhibited as

ncilable views as to the political

is of 1 1) seceded States and as to the

of Congress, as th< individ-

ual UK nih. It was the game of

tin- thimble-ri^ ferrcd to the Congres-
sional arena. The nts of the witches*

cauldron were not more odd and heterogeneous
than the opinions of judges, their obit**

the utterances of Representatives, and the acts

of Congress. On 22d of July, 1861, the House
of Representatives denied

"
any purpose of con-

quest or subjugation," and affirmed that the

war was \va the Union with all

nity, equality, and the rights of the

States unit-. .md that as soon as these

obj< the war ought to

sC." The close of the war u and

absorbing the question of ruction, in-

volving that of negro suffrage. The resolutions,

opinions, and actions were in utter di^>rd and

.oncilable with any plausible t In-

populations, military organi/ati-

bclligcrent i
States with political caj),i>

to waj;^ >*d as equivalent terms.

Th< republican f>nn of gov<

mcnt was the favorite Constitutional shelter for
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lation, and this provision was <

cutcd by organizing, under coercion of the

bayonet,
" an electoral machinery," the motive

power of which was stupid freedmen. One pur-

pose, however, was manifest in all this contrari-

ety and confusion. It ran through the whole

legislation. The South had not been sufficiently

punished by the war
;
the rebellion had not been

sufficiently stamped out. R. H. Dana, in

Faneuil Hall, had proposed to hold the South-

ern States "
in the grasp of war for thirty

years.' The "rebels" must be humiliated

and put under bonds, galling and stinging, to

keep the peace. The decimation of popula-

tion, the crushing of hopes, the dislocation of

society, the bankruptcy of the country, the

obliteration of millions of property, the sud-

den overthrow of the traditional system of

labor, submission to all the ingeniously devised

tests of loyalty, must be supplemented by

placing the State governments in the control

of negroes and carpet-baggers. The effort was

coolly, deliberately, avowedly made, to place

the offending States in the hands of those who
had been, and still were, loyal to the Govern-

ment at Washington the only admitted tester

standard of loyalty being the color of the skin,

or voting the Republican ticket in elections. As

previously stated, on 2d of March, 1867, it was

enacted that ten of the Southern States should

be divided into military districts and placed

under military rule. This law, as Mr. Garfield
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dci i

'

laid its hands on the rebel

gO\ ikin^j tin: vi ry bn-.ith of life nut

of tlu-iii ;
in tlu- next place, it puts the bayonet

at the breast <>t 1 in the South, and
leavi -> in tin- hands ..f Congress utt' ! ab-

solutely th<

am! .1 MippK -in. nt.il act ( 2\*\ of March, an-

nulled t iu-nts th ion;

cnfi 1 the ne^ro ; ilisfrar.chiseil all \\lio

hail paitiiipatnl in the war, if they had pi

!y held any office uiukr the State or(.

1 Government, and pointed out all the

machinny necessary to organize new Gov
is upon the ruins of the old. Until the

several States should be admitted under these

governments into the Union, the military offi-

cers in command were to have absolute power
over life, liberty, and property except that

death .sentences must have the approval of the

it. Several ineffectual attempts were

made to get the question of the validity of

these laws before the Supreme Court. At last

isc was presented and argued, and, while the

Court had it under advisement, a bill was
rushed through both Houses of Congress and

passed over the President's veto, depriving the

Court of jurisdiction over appeals in such

cases.' This substitution of military despot:
for government by the people, of courts martial

for civil jurisprudence, gave, as was purposed,
1 Why tk< Solid Soutk ; or, Rt<9Wtrmt*

pp. 15-37.
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uncontrolled supremacy to the authorities in

Washington. The citi/enship and suffr.i

compulsorily thrust upon the negroi not

due to any effort for freedom put forth by them.

In the history of the human race, such pi

- liad l)i TII hitherto won by persist-

ent effort, by tedious centuries of discipline and

sacrifice. The National Government consti-

tuted itself the guardian of these wards and, by
military supervision, by special laws, by on-rod

constitutional amendments, by exotic jucU

by provisional and provincial governments, by
freedmcn's bureaus with lavish largesses, by
every variety of appliance, undertook to

\

serve the rights of the freedmen. The negro
was provided with schools and churches, courts

and governors, garrisons and legislatures. The

plan of reconstruction was made to depend up-

on his political support, and, at any cost, that

support had to be given or to appear to be

given. The wards followed implicitly, uninquir-

ingly, as a religious duty, the direction of their

new masters, and the corrupt leaders nu;

the prejudices and the self-conceit of their ignor-

ant followers, inflamed their passions, and de-

luded them with expectations of social equality

and a partition of the lands. While thus en-

gaged, these leaders enjoyed the confidence and

support of those who commissioned them, and

they had themselves elected to multiplied

offices, not as public trusts, but as furnishing

opportunities for plundering and for revenge.
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the accusation that Congress intended to place

Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina

under the control of the negroes, the census

showing in those Stairs that tin DCgTOCfl had a

majority over the white people, and the as-

sumption being that every adult male negro
was a legal voter, a Republican, in actual exer-

f suffrage. Let it suffice to give the sum-

ming up of the reconstruction policy by Justice

Lamar. "
It was the offspring of misconception

and distrust of the Southern people. Its theory
was that the Federal success in arms over the

South was only a partial one; that the senti-

ments, passions, and aims of the Southern

people were still, and would continue to be,

rebellious to the authority and hostile to the

policy of the Nation
; that the termination of

the war having put an end to the absolute mili-

tary control, it became necessary to substitute

another organization which, though not purely

military, would be no less effectual in its func-

tion of repression and force. Its unmistakable

purpose was the reversal of every natural, social,

and political relation, on which, I will not say
the civilization of the South, but of the world

and the whole Union, rested."
!

Negroes and their allies were in control for a

few years. The lesson should not be forgotten
that the races, so distinguishable, may meet,
side by side, but are far more immiscible than

Jew and Gentile, Greek and Moslem. It rc-

1 Lamar's Calhoun, 71.
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I the combiii.it i..;i of all the strength,

tiMn, j' intelligence, spirit

of the Smith, sustained by constitution. (

scrvatiMii .it thf North, tottve thecountry from

becoming a second San Domingo \\*>\\.

was n< M I ! tin- negroes than in defeat-

id purpose construe

H successful resistance to

ignorance, superstin -n. f.m.itu i-m. knavery, the

grossest executive, judicial, and legislative out-

rages, there would, to-day, be no schools for

negroes at the South, no protection to property,
no loyalty to the Ui



CHAl'Tl.R XVI.

ilu- Southern States have given infallible

proofs of tlu-ir recognition of the Thirteenth,

Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments, how-

ever doubtfully adopted, and of the consequent

indissolubility of the Union by any scpai

act of State interposition, and of the equality

of the rights and privileges of every citizen, the

magnanimity which they have exhibited n>

to be imitated. Reconstruction, as a personal

and State obligation, should not be confined to

territory south of Mason and Dixon's line.

Loyalty and patriotism are inward, and come
not from coercion, distrust, or multiplication of

tests and oaths. What the South has said and

done should be accepted generously and con-

fidingly. In 1868, either Seymour or Grant

received all their electoral votes. In 1872,

Greeley had their partial support, and his en-

dorsement by Southern men was the strongest

possible proof that universal freedom was an

unalterable fact, and that slavery of the African

was no longer an issue in political contests.

In this contest, General Grant received six of

the nine seceding States whose votes were

counted. Such Northern men as Tilden, Han-

234
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cock, .1 : have been sustained with

u iasrn, and no person-* could be, in iniiui

and lu. ut, :-hIy Union and anti-

slave iy than th y. Our for

in some instant i-s, 1. to South

hands, .uul n*> one has suspected that our it

cats and honor and flag were imt in tli

>ccurc. In int ;islati<n ( while

:itly adhering to their old prim
strict construction, States rights, economy of

. mliture, low taxes, there has been no \\

of a covert purpose on the part of the

South to weaken the Government, discredit

: impair its prosperity. If. unfortu-

natrly. a f.ni;^;ii u.ir should occur, no one

doubts the enthusiasm or courage or patriotism
of the South in sacrifices or conflicts.

The ranees of the press and of

public nun at the South, in sustaining the wise

and successful effort of President Cleveland to

:itain the authority of the Federal Govern-

ment and execute Federal laws in Chicago, arc
'

rict accordance with the reconstructed senti-

ment, and ought to silence the gibes about dis-

loyalty and the brigadie The spirit

of nationality ami of devotion to the Union is as

strong in Georgia as in Massachusetts; stronger
than in many States where a hyphened citizen-

ship is the dominant factor in elections. It is.

however, singular that Southern support of the

Constitution and of regular Government should

be adduced as inconsistent with the contention
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of the seceding States. It is stupidity to assimi-

late- tlu- action of those States to the law:

of i id anarchists. It shows a perv<

unwillingness or incapacity to understand the

.racier of our complex federative >v t

when it is argued that sustaining tli lent

in the protection of property and lives against

the crimes and madness of the lawless is an

abandonment of the true States-Rights theory.

Secession was the enthronement of law, the in-

terposition of political sovereignty between Un-

people and illegal usurpation. It was not mob-

ocracy nor anarchy, but the appeal to I.AYV, in

its highest and most authoritative expression.

There is not the remotest analogy, but irrecon-

cilable opposition, between the claims of a mob
and the deliberate action of a State, invoking
its sovereignty.

It is often coolly, somewhat pharisaically,

assumed that emancipation of slaves in the

North was the result of respect for the laws of

God and the rights of man, and that the war

was a protest of sensitive and enlightened con-

sciences against the barbarism of slavery. The
altruistic teachings of Christianity are often ex-

aggerated as to their influence in the abolition

of class-distinctions. History shows that prog-

ress has not been due to intellectual and religious

forces only, but that economic forces which h

been at work in society have been the most

controlling of all. Unquestionably, religion in

human evolution has been potential in inducing
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acrifice of individual interests to the gcn<

gootl, but it is a comn hoc

delusio- .bute t..
i ncc and morals

\\hat grew out of economics or political or

mil; ises. The ai. y at the

i tnl <f the fomteenth century u as brought about

:uost wholly by ccon 1 appar-,

entlyth .ngsof Christianity had no si,

in it."
' So the logic .f events, the unpr

nCSS of slave labor, the ii.ul

much to ilo with freeing the slaves in the North-

ern States and with President Lincoln's pr<

It is aim in that the bonier

. ould have gradually and peacealily man-

umitted their slaves, if they hail been left to the

natural course of human events, and to the

-e of their own independent autonomy. In

i^inian -ion came uithin a

tini; prospective emancipa-
a later day. h >ng

political and religious movement, looking to

the same end. s of

thought, and quiet men and women deplored
the existence of slavery, and perplexed their

intellects and consciences to devise feasible

methods of release from what seemed to them

an i id danger. The and

itive nun and \\oinrii i by
the growing and perveited j y senti-

ment \\hich hal b

CSts on the one hand, and the fierce assaults of

, May. I8./4, pp. 101-103.
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the abolitionists on tin- other. Tin war abol-

ivcry summarily. Tlic South. being no

longer interested pecuniarily or politically in

nsion or continuance, was in a condition to

consider the whole question without the bias of

prejudice or of interest. As the result of this

calm survey, every thoughtful, rational pe:

in the South nof only acqn but rejo;

in the cessation of the system. As to the suf-

frage imposed upon the negro, his general eligi-

bility to office, his fitness for such responsibili-

ties of citizenship, and the persistent attempts
to subordinate States, cities, and communities

to his domination, the opinion and sentiment

of the white people of the South are solid and

unchangeable. As to the freedom of the negro,

his right to choice of, and compensation for,

his work, his capacity for improvement, thcr

little difference of opinion. In her sacrifices

and continuous efforts to lift up the race, the

South has acted with conspicuous magnanimity
and generosity. The law makes no distinction

between races as to personal and property

rights. Public schools have been established

and sustained in every State; every child,

white and black, has access, for a portion of the

year, to free education.

It should be borne in mind that the burden

of this gratuitous instruction has fallen, and for

a long time must continue to fall, dispropor-

tionately on the white citizens, who pay ninetv-

five per cent, of the taxes. The negro improves
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in intelligence, fe slowly accumulating property,
finds the Kvcl In le him t<>, but as

the C A Inch SO unconditionally lib-

crated him, atul thrust upon him ti

ves of citi/enship, refuses to aid in his

education, IK must rely for that boon upon the

people who were formerly his masters, and

t whom, in all political contests

urged and command, d to act as if he had no

option, and as if th. his implacable

ious as are the political and social apprc-
ns arising from two r ,

similar, occupying the same territory, and

i;^ joint 1 (jually in all civil rights

and privilege- volutionary and pr

s was the ch vstem

of labor, the South is slowly vindicating the

>ilities of her people under the stimulus of

institutions and a Christian civilization.

From 1865 to 1880 the recovery from t he-

paralysis and bankruptcy and exhausted

gies of a prolonged and desolating war on her

own soil was d painful, and there was
no increase in the aggregate value of her prop.

ire growth 1

pment of mineral re-

manufacture of \\o,,d and ottn and ii.>n. mill

tiplied and cheapening t ;>orta-

and the beneficial liools

ami manual training upon prmluctive industr)-

it manhood.
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The two great Republics tin: French and

ours, have exhibited extraordinary powers of

self- restoration, demonstrating the solidity of

a prosperity and of governments which rest on

the secure basis of popular support. Hoth

France and the United States, after terrible

reverses, bravely
"
picked themselves up a^ain,"

to repair losses and restore strength. France

was a unit, and had the spirit of nationality.

The South, which alone of the two combatants

in the war between the States sustained pecu-

niary damage, had far more serious reverses

than France, was more thoroughly impoverished,
had disasters multiplied fourfold, and was sub-

jected to a social, political, and economic up-
heaval that history cannot parallel, yet she has

displayed splendid powers of rehabilitation and

unusual capacity for government. In the past,

her record in politics, in jurisprudence, in war,

in social life, has been remarkable, but since her

new life has begun she has illustrated a slow,

practical purpose of reorganization, a magnifi-

cent patience and fortitude in bearing up under

calamities, an adaptation to strange and hard

vicissitudes, a loyalty to Truth and the Consti-

tution that should elicit everywhere the admira-

tion of the thoughtful and the patriotic. This

harmonizes with her ancient glory. No large-

minded student of comparative civilizations can

utter a hasty censure on a state of society which

gave to the world and to free government oui

Washington and Jefferson, to judicature our
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1 Tam \ , to statesmanship our

Madison and Clay and '

. t the science

*'f war our Jackson ami lor and

Johnston and Lee, to chivalry and energy of

:i such splendid examples of man-

hood and womanhood. It would be no com-

plimen! h, with exhaustless wealth,

with all the machinery of a powerful, organized

government, with niuj -1 courage and

pat: \\itli . and

naval prowess, if four years were needed to

.it a handful of badly-clad, badly-equipped,
wid red men, the product of an inferior

civilization.

Mr. Gladstone expressed the true philosophy
of politicswhen he said: I ask that -uld

apply to Ireland that hapj> ience which

have gained in England and in Scotland,

where the course of generations has now taught
not as a dream or a theory but as prac-

tice and as life, that the best and surest found-

ation we can find to build upon is the founda-

tion afforded by the affections and the

convictions and the will of the nation, and it is

thus by the decree of the Almighty that we may
be enabled to secure at once the social peace,

the fanu-. the power, and the permanence of the

Empire.
"

If anything has been well established

in modern times, as the result of an enlightened

civilization, sublimed by the spirit of Christ, it

hat " as practice and life, the best and surest

foundation
"

a nation can find to build upon,
16
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for its social peace and fame and power and

permanence,
"

is the foundation afforded by the

ctions. the convictions, and the will
"
of tin-

people. Love is not won by distrust, suspicion,

injustice, or abu < . This disturbing sectional

i^siic between the North and the South having
M removed by the irrevocable emancipation

of the slaves, philanthropy, patriotism, sound

policy demand the exercise of mutual forgive-

i and confidence and fraternity. The object

of this book is to shield the South from unjust

aspersions, to vindicate her motives, to show

that her action did not spring from any sudden

ebullition of discontent or hate, was not the off-

spring of sudden caprice, or of a predisposition

to separation, and to place her action in con-

nection with the Union upon the impregnable
basis of authentic history and the Constitution.

While seeking to vindicate or extenuate her

course at the bar of impartial, disin:

posterity, this effort is not at all inconsistent, in

reason or in conscience, with the calm and sin-

cere confession that the Union is highly advan-

tageous, that success would have brought many
complications and responsibilities, and that the

greatest curse that ever afflicted the South was

the introduction and the continuance of African

slavery. We must distinguish between consti-

tutional guarantees, deliberately and unani-

mously covenanted, as the price for a union of

States, and the subsequent opinions and con-

ditions in opposition to slavery and its security,
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ch. \\ li.it prevailed when the Un
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11 judgn:
ill nu^t lie tli ry, socially, politi-

. an

...:> EUd of :. t
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L The industrial progress i

been n ( trul

known t> e\i-t in prin
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>pcd to an extent which sc

likely to transfer to the South the 1 of

the mineral in.: of the country. The
nine iron-producing States of the Smith in 1890
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than the entire product of the

Un: i 1870. The output in the coaU

producing > the South in 1890 was more
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of the most obvious economic evils of

slavery was the concentration of labor upon a

few products. Lately, th . under the

new conditions, been a most marked and grati-

fying diversification of crops. Vegetables and

small fruits, in their transportation to Northern

markets, require the full capacity of stean

and railroad trains for several months of the

year. Other crops and the rearing of live

stock show the remunerating change from a

limited number of products. Improved tillage,

improved country roads, manual labor in pub-
lic schools, will add other varieties and enhance

wealth. "The timber resources of the South

are far greater than any other portion of t he-

United States, or indeed, of any civilized and

well-settled country in the World. The South-

ern section contains the largest area of wooded

land, and nearly one half of the merchantable

timber in the United States. It has a greater

variety of woods than any other section, and

these enter into more industries." In the rail-

road mileage of the South in the last decade,

there was an increase of 96 per cent., and, in the

twelve Southern States, the total assessed

valuation of property shows $3,706,906,168

against $2,164,702,585 in 1870.

The educational statistics present the most

significant development. The per centage of

gain in school enrolment has outstripped the

percentage of gain in population. "In the

thirteen years for which separate statistics for
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the white and black races in the South are ac-

cessible, the white children enrolled in the pub.

lie schools have incrca.sc . 1,827,139 *

3,197,830 or about ; \shilc t:

crease of white population has been only 34

percent. The negroes have a still bctt

cord. In the same \ he enrolment h.is

increased from $71,506 to 1,213,092, an in-

crease of 112 it. while the population
has increased only 27 per cent. The increase

in school appro-, has been from $11,-

23i73 *n l877 to $23,226,982 in 1889. The

negroes paying one thirtieth of the taxes get

nearly one-half of the fund spent in education."

The North and the South are mutually de-

pendent f.>r helpful offices, and for the most

ive working out of their grand destiny.

The right arm cannot say to the left,
"

I have

no need of thcc." Excluding all questions of

controversy and variance, they have had a com-

mon history, full of noble achievements, of

successful endeavors in the cause of enlightened

popular government, and have been incalculably

beneficial to humanity. Neither section has

been free from human frailties, from the errors

and vices generated by selfishness and ambition

and passion. Time enough has elapsed since

the great contest for prejudices to yield to

r animosity to be merged in fellow-

ship, for sectionalism to yield to abroad, cat ho.

lloth North and South need

reconstruction, not in legislation and govern-
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mcnt, but in sentiment, in fraternity. in the

conviction of the need of undivided Caucasian

energies for working in a wise solution tin

it problems which Providence li Ivcd

upon them. The South h,i sinned

.;!i>t as well as sinning. \\'hat brought upon
her tlu- >t condemnation Slavery and

Secession were not originated by her, but

borrowed or inherited from others. It would

be well for those of us, survivors of the terrible

struggle of 1861-1865, to make amends for

our errors, and give the remainder of our d

to making good the not unreasonable boast

that this is the best government the world

ever saw.

What has been accomplished by the North

and the South in all departments of govern-

ment, in all the utilities of practical life, in all

the duties of citizenship and religion, shows that

they are of one blood and p<> i of com-

mon characteristics. No people in any land

have given better and nobler illustrations of

the higher human virtues. There is before

them, if thoroughly united and co-operating,

a future of vast and inspiring possibilit

Civilization, free government, a pure religion are

committed in large measure to them. After

care and defence of their own race and people-

guarding against the delusion of altruism, that

this is to be indefinitely and without restriction

the asylum of the discontented of the Old World

they still owe to other nations and peoj
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which can IK--.! y making
it in th< ^rcc fUCCCM-

ful. The other count c.i, if ^i<

is, law-abiding Our
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p.. mi ' d." A:i i MI::I< ;:t I .::
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!i v. : it : .-.. !

ruin of tin \ e would have

the ruin of the constitutional cause of

lishmar.

than tl.

..emory of Patrick Henry and of George

Washington.*' Tin
.;;..

h a colossal trade (i

Britain aiul the United Stat< .tribu-

tions of wealth to each other. The old medi-

a-val r h.iil).i that \vl -uition

^ains in trade the other lost . ! have no

ion in our land. We have illuv

inciples of popular government, ai

: rated that a people, under proper r

tions, with the I of concurrent majori-

ties and a written constitution, can be

trusted with political and th

constructive treason and tli<

; birth or office, arc not

necessary to hold the governed i: ibjcc-

\Vith fuU the Constitution, the

Union, tl pulous regard for

national i -ii-.i.-/ -nn nt s. u ith hoiu-st money, with

to all, uii i of the harmful

and perilous d..
:
ma that To the Victors I-

1 its: sequence of I. o cor-
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ruption, sinecure offices, and administrative

nepotism, with a union of hearts and hands of

all sections, ours may still be an example of

Liberty enlightening the World. Be it our

high privilege to confer other and greater bles-

;s and to show how intelligence, enter] M

civil and religious freedom, and i for

the Majesty of Law may constantly increase

comfort, intelligence, prosperity, and happiness.

THE END.
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